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Bibliogrophic Fomilies in the
Librory Cotolog: A Quolitotive
Anolysis ond Grounded Theory

Gregory H. Leozer ond Richord P. Smiroglio

suggest which ahematioe maps are preferable.

T
ln his landmark study. Lubetzky (1953)
outlined the primaryobjectives of the cat-
alog. Although Lubetzky's first objective
(like that of Panizzi, Cutter, and many
others before and since) remained that of
facilitating the identification of specific
bibliographic entities, the second objec-
tive was to facilitate the explicit recogni-

/r91

tion of works. Lubetzlgz wrote (1953, 54,

emphasis added):

The second objective is designed to en-

hance the utility and effectiveness of the

catalog by requiring the cataloger also to

relate the given work to the other works of

the author and the other editions of the

work Thus the catalog will tell the inquirer
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not only whether or not a given work is in
the library but also uhat other editi,ons or
translations of the toork the library has,
and what other works of the attho\ so that
he could select the edition mnst useful or
suitable for his purposes, or another edi-
tion if the one wanted is not in the library.

Forty-five years have passed since
Lubetzlcy wrote those words, yet still our
catalogs are better designed to identify
specific bibliographic entities than they
are to guide users among the network of
potential related editions and translations
of works.

BIBLIOGRAPHIc ENTITIES,
ITEMS, AND WoRKs

A bibliographic entity is a unique instance
of recorded knowledge, e.g., a sculpture,
a textbook, etc. Each bibliographic entity
has both physical and intellectual proper-
ties. The physical property-the item-is
represented in the catalog by a tran-
scribed record of its inherent biblio-
graphic characteristics (the item's dimen-
sions, its details of publication, etc.). The
intellectual properiy-the usork-.is the
actual knowledge recorded. Although an
important objective of the catalog is to fa-
cilitate the location of a soecific item in a
librarv collection. authois from Panizzi
(f848) to Wilson (1989a and 1989b) have
asserted that the more crucial obiective
for any bibliographic retrieval tool is to fa-
cilitate the location of a soeciffc work. or
group ofworkr. 

'

As in our previous research (Smiraglia
andLeazer 1999), we define awork as the
intellectual content ofa bibliographic en-
tity. Any work has two properties: a) the
propositions expressed, which form
ideational content; and b) the expression
ofthose propositions (usually a particular
set of linguistic [musical, etc.] strings),
which forms linguistic content. This defi-
nition is derived from Wilson (1968.
1989a and f989b) and Calpenter (f981).
Every work is unique. Any change in
ideational or linguisiic content r"rrr'it, irt
the creation of i new work. A maior ad-
vantage to this definition is its veriatility
in operationalizing empirical research
into the extent of relationships among

works. In prior studies, Smiraglia (1992)
and Smiraglia and Leazer (1999) have
demonstrated the utility of this definition
and have explored the size and extent of
families of related works.

In the present paper we seek to exam-
ine qualitatively some interesting exam-
ples of families of related works (we will
de{ine these as bibliographic families be-
low). Our purpose in this analysis is to
steo back from the constrictions of the
empirical paradigm so as to see more
clearly the complexity of the relationships
amonq works derived from a common set
of ideitional and linguistic strings.

BIBLIoGRAPHIC RELATIoNSHIPS
AND FAMILIES

A principle objective of the catalog has
been to associate works on the basis of
shared textual identity: in this paper we
are interested primarily in expressing
how one work misht be derived from an-
other. In this instance two works can be
modeled like a family tree, i.e., as two ob-
jects that share a relationship. Any work,
either a wholly new work or a work de-
rived from some other work, can serve as
a progenitor for additional works. Fur-
thermore, multiple works can exist within
multiple items. The set of such interre-
lated works and items is called a biblio-
graphic family, where the relationships
among entities express shared semantic
or linguistic activity, or the material ex-
pression of such identity in an item. If ex-
plicitly included in the library catalog,
bibliographic relationships would assist
users in selecting the most suitable work
for their own purposes.

Derivative relationships are the pri-
mary relationships that exist among the
members of a bibliographic family. More
precisely, derivative bibliographic rela-
tionships exist between any new concep-
tion of a work and its original source (the
progenitor), or its successor, or both. For
instance, a work and its abridgment, vari-
ous translations of the worl and their
abridgments, separately issued excerpts,
a motion picture film version of the work,
and a programmatic musical work based
on the thematic content ofthe progenitor,
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along with their associated items, to-
gether constitute a bibliographic family.
It can be said that derivative bibliographic
relationships express the evolving textual
identity that lies at the core ofour interest
in controlling bibliographic families.

As Wilson (1989a and 1989b) and oth-
ers have noted. manv members of a bib-
liographic family tan exist simulta-
neously. Smiraglia (i992), building on
research conducted by Tillett (1987,
1991, and 1992) presented a taxonomy of
bibliographic relationships to express the
derivative associations among works.
Smiraglia (1992. 28) developed his taxon-
omy from an examination of the Anglo-
American Cataloguing Rules (AACR2).
and suggested thal the following catego-
ries ofderivation exist and can be encoun-
tered:
o Simuhaneous deriaations. Works that

are published in two editions simulta-
neously, or nearly simultaneously,
such as a British and a North Ameri-
can edition of the same work. Often
such simultaneous derivations will ex-
hibit slightly different inherent biblio-
graphic characteristics.

o Successiae derioations.Works that are
revised one or more times, and issued
with statements such as "second,

fthird, etc.] edition," "new, revised
edition," works that are issued succes-
sively with new authors, as well as
works that are issued successively
without statements identifying the
derivation.

c Translations, including those that also
include the orisinal te;t.

o Amplifi.cations, including only illus-
trated texts, musical settings, and crit-
icisms, concordances and com mentar-
ies that include the original text.

. Extractions, including abridgments,
condensations, and excelpts.

c Adaptations, including simplifica-
tions, screenplays, librettos, arrange-
ments of musical works, and other
modifications.

o Performances, including sound or
visual (i.e., film orvideo) recordings.
The existence of these types of deri-va-

tions is acknowledged by AACR2, in
which each receives"soecial attention. In
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most cases, AACR2 instructs catalogers to
enter a derivative work under the iccess
point for the work from which it was de-
rived. This treatment in effect constitutes
an implicit link, by causing the biblio-
graphic record for the derivation to collo-
cate with the bibliographic record for its
progenitor. Collocation in the contempo-
rary catalog is primarily a listing tech-
nique, whereby bibliographic records are
displayed in a linear sequence (o.
"mapped"). These cataloger-generated
implicit "maps" of bibliographic families
fail to take the full range and nature of
bibliographic relationships into consider-
ation. Furthermore, current collocation
techniques fail to allow catalogers to
model 

'the 
complex and inteiocking

structure of associations within a biblio-
graphic family. A more sophisticated sys-
tem would allow catalogers to enter each
work separately. and eiplicitly map the
links among them, and more accurately
reflect the nature ofderivation.

Four major empirical investigations
into the size and extent of bibliographic
families have been completed to date.
Tillett (f992) noted that approximately
ISVo of all bibliographic records in the
catalog of the Library of Congress (LC)
expressed derivative bibliographic rela-
tionships, and thus were members of a
bibliographic family. Smiraglia (t0oz;
1994) measured the amount and extent of
derivation from a sample of progenitor
works drawn from the Georgetown Uni-
versity library catalog by using the OCLC
Online Computer Library Center Online
Union Catalog (OLUC, now known as the
WorldCat) and the Research Libraries In-
formation Network (RLIN) catalog of the
Research Libraries Grouo. His results
indicated that 49.97o t 47o of all works in a
local research library catalog exhibited
derivative bibliographic relationships.
Smiraglia found a mean of 4.7 members
per bibliographic family; the mean size for
bibliographic families with size greater
than or equal to two (i.e., a family exhibit-
ing at least one derivative relationship) was
8.4 members. Smiraelia also discovered
an eighth category ofderivative relation-
ship-the predecessor-"a work from
which a progenitor is clearly derived, e.g.,
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a short story from which a novel is de-
rived" (1992, 74).

Vellucci (1997) studied bibliographic
relationships in the catalogs ofthe Sibley
Music Library at the Eastman School of
Music. She found that the categories
Tillett and Smiraglia had suggested-were
represented in large numbers. Her re-
sults demonstrate the hish likelihood that
musical works will geneiate complex bib-
liographic families (85.4Vo of the works in
the samole demonstrated derivative rela-
tionshipi). Smiraglia and Leazer (1999)
fornd 30.2Vo + 4.17o of progenitor works
in a sample drawn from the OCLC
WorldCat exhibited derivative relation-
shios, The mean familv size in their sam-
ple was 1.77 members, with a mean 3.54
members for families of size greater than
one. Derivative bibliographlc relation-
ships are clearly a prevalent and impor-
tant part ofthe bibliographic universe.

Leazer (1993) presented a model for
the separate control of works and items,
which-he developed, in part, as recogni-
tion of the complexity of bibliographic
families. Others have suggested similar
models, such as Gorman (1982) and the

Do your own upholstery /
by Rena Cross.

London ; New York, 1975,
106 p.

Figure l. Work-Item Dyad

Figure 2. Theoretical Bibliographic Family (adapted from
Leazer 1993, p. 103),

IFLA Studv Group on the Functional Re-
quirementi for Bibliographic Records
(1998). According to Leazer's model, a
simple bibliographic entity is conceived
as a work-item dyad that shares a contain-
ment relationship, as seen in figure 1,
shown as a dashed line in all of the figures
in the remainder of this paper.

In the catalog environment, the work
node and the item node would each re-
ceive a separate descriptive record, using
data elements that are unique to each type
of entity. According to this model, two
works also can be related to each other on
the basis of some shared attribute. The
model uses Tillett's and Smiraglia's taxon-
omy of bibliographic relationsliips to form
linkages among work records.

Leazer's model was presented in theo-
retical terms. and orovi-ded several exam-
ples of how bibliogiaphic families could be
modeled. Figure 2 is one example (1993,

i03). The model was not validated with a
random selection of bibliographic families.

We can view this model as a way of ex-
pressing bibliographic data, and a method
lor evaluating the structure of actual bib-
hographic families. We applied the model

to a sample of bibliographic
families to investigate its ex-
pressiveness as a model, and
to discover problems associ-
ated with its use. We provide
several examples in detail
from this exercise, ranging
from the simple to the com-
plex. Although the families
come from a random sample,
we make no attempt to mea-
sure characteristics^ of typical
or random bibliographic fam-
ilies in a statistically rigorous
way. We simply describe the
families that we think best il-
lustrate the concept of the
bibliographic family.

Mrrnop

A random sample of works
was drawn frofr the OCLC
WorldCat for a study on the
size and extent of biblio-
graphic families; the method
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for drawing the sample is reported in
Smiraglia andLeazer (1999). We then lo-
cated 6ibliographic records for all deriva-
tive works for each progenitor extant and
included in the WorldCat. This was ac-
complished by a thorough search of
WorldCat by professional catalogers. We
conducted author and title searches for
each work in an attempt to locate as many
members of a bibliographic family as pos-
sible. Some cases required judgment to
determine whether two things were
related or not. In several cases i iwas not
clear whether all members of a biblio-
graphic family had been located in the
catalog. Both of these problems demon-
strate why derivative relationships that
are controlled only implicitly (if at all)
are a problem: a user must recognize the
relationship, yet even professionals
trained in searching WorldCat have a
hard time recognizing relationships. We
removed duplicate records.

We then assembled bibliographic fami-
Iies accordins to the work-item model
from our saved records. We examined only
the descriptive data in the bibliographic
records, not the bibliographic entities
themselves. Each record was decomposed
into a work-item dyad of the type seen in
figure 1. For each work we first attempted
to determine whether the work already
was present in the sample, using our
strons deftnition of the work. Work re-
cordJ were aggregated when multiple
records for the same work existed. Next,
for families with more than one work, we
attempted to relate works to each other
using the taxonomy of relationships pro-
vided above. This effort reouired exten-
sive human judgment. including knowl-
edge of cataloging rules and bibliographic
record formats. We recorded the evidence
used to determine the identity or associa-
tions of a work.

Althoush the cases described here are
derived from a random sample, this is a
qualitative analvsis. We selected these
blbliographic families for their ability to
reveal the strengths and weaknesses of
the model. Thisls the approach Glaser
and Strauss advocated in their influential
book that developed the key concepts of
grounded theory (1967). They describe a
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process of theoretical sampling, a "pro-

cess of data collection for generating the-
ory whereby the analyst jointly collects,
codes. and analvzes his data and decides
what data to collect next and where to find
them, in order to develop his theory as it
emerges" (45). Theoretical sampling is a
key component of grounded theory a
method for discovering concepts and
hypotheses directly from the data under
observation (6-7 , 46). Cases are selected
to study "according to their potential for
helping to expand on or to refine the con-
cepts or theory that have already been
developed. Data collection and analysis
proceed together" (Taylor and Bogdan
1984. 126).

Although we used our original random
samole as a frame for the selection of
casei presented in this paper, cases were
selected here for their ability to generate
interesting (though not necessarily typi-
cal) problems for analysis. Furthermore,
we are not characterizing central or dis-
tr ibutive tendencies in our sample. as is
traditionally done with descriptive or in-
ferential statistics. Our purposive method
of sampling is appropriate, as its aim is
distinct from more common empirical
sampling techniques (what Glaser and
Strauss call "statistical sampling"). "Theo-

retical sampling is done in order to dis-
cover categories and their properties, and
to suggest the interrelationships into a
theory. Statistical sampling is done to
obtain accurate evidence on distributions
. . . to be used in . . . verifications" (Glaser

and Strauss f967.62).

FINDINGS

Most bibliographic families contained in
the random sample consisted of a single
work, with no bibliographic relation-
ships. These singleton families model as
a simple work-item dyad, as shown in fig-
ure 1. Each node in this illustration is
shorthand for a comolete work or item
record, similar in us6 to the full biblio-
graphic record used today. Abbreviated
bibliographic data are provided in the
figure to identify each node. The work
and item nodes are connected by a con-
tainment relationship.
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Alp a ennuc eL B rccMpHtc AL C ATALoc

A single work can be associated with more
than one item, as seen in ftgure 3. The
Alphabetical Biographical Catalog was
pubhshed originally in 1933. and micro-
filmed in 1980: one is aphotoreproduction
ofthe other. Because the intellectual con-
tent ofthe two items is comparable, we can
make an arzument that both contain the
same work. However, such decisions
about the identity of a work are made by
the cataloqer on behalfofthe catalog user.
It is almost certainly the case that rJaders
would prefer one format over another, to
such an extent that we might not consider
these two entities to be entirelv inter-
changeable. Figure 4 is an alternative
model for this familv. where a reader's
preference for one format of material is
intelpreted as a change in content from
one work to another.

Tillett's taxonomy of bibliographic re-
lationships contains an equivalence rela-
tionship, defined as the relationship that
exists between an original document and
its mechanical reoro-duction. Tillett did
not split entities inio works or items, as we

have done here, and we are left with some
ambiguity on how to model this relation-
ship. The equivalence relationship could
be expressed as a link between the two
item records, or they could be expressed
as shown in figures 3 or 4. Thus a simple
family with a maximum of two works
could be modeled in a number of differ-
ent wavs. with no clear criterion for se-
lecting among the alternative models.

H ANDBoIK oF B estc Fanntcs

Another simple family also points out an-
other problem: what happens when a
member of a bibliographic family is im-
phed by the data, but not included in the
catalog? Figure 5 is a model of the Hand-
book of Basic Fabrics. The bibliographic
record for this item states that it is the sec-
ond edition, but the first edition is not
present in WorldCat. This bibliographic
family still qualifies for our sample be-
cause the second edition is the first work
present in the OLUC for this family. This
family could be modeled through the
presence of a work record with no at-
tached item record. or the record for the

Alphabetical biographical catalog /
Crczer T heologica I Sem ina ry.

^ - "
- - -

Chestet, PA : Crozet, 19j3.
244 D.

- <49

- - 

@ santord, N.c: Mictotitming
Corp., 1980.
3 fiche^

Figure 3. Alphabetical Biographical Catalog, I Work,

Alpha betica I biogra phica I cata log /
Crozer T heolog lcal Sem I na ry.

Alphabetical biographical catalog /
Crozer T heolog ica I Semina ry.

Chester, PA : Crozer, 1933.

-@'nn ' '

4A- Santord, N.C : Microtilming
Corp., 1980.
3 tiche.

Figure 4. Alphabetical Biographical Catalog, 2 Works.
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Handbook ol basic labrics /
Frank M. Swirles, lr. ?

Los Angeles, Calif . : Swirles, 1962.
i28 p.

Figure 5. Handbook of Basic Fabrics

The sacrcd cW ot the Hindus /
M.A. Sherring. London: Trubnet. 1868.

388 D.

<succf've> 
Deht: B. R. pubrtshtng, rg7s,|  - - - ' \Y)  seaP 'A .

v - -
Bgnygsa the sacred citY ot V/ Dethi: Low price pub., lggo.the Hindus / M.A. Sherring. ?Fta n
Repilnt ol the t868 ed. under
previous title.

Figure 6. Sacred City of the Hindus.

second edition could be the first (and in
this case the only) work record present in
the family. This latter solution would re-
quire the user to intelpret the family
structure and understand the possible ex-
istence of other related works. While al-
ternative models for the self-published
Handbook of Basic Fabrics are not likely
to cause much debate among readers, re-
cords for works that no longer exist would
be useful in some cases. iuch as books
known to have existed in antiquity but
which now are lost.

Figure 6 is a step up in complexity: a
I'amilv with two works. contained in a total
of thiee items. We describe the second
work as its own work because of the differ-
ent title and the Dresence of an edition
statement. Howei,rer, all three of the
books described in the three item records
provide evidence that the second work is a
iimple republication of the first work,
originally published a century earlier.
Thus an altemative model might describe

this as one work, with three item records at-
tached. The model orovides no assistance
in how to interpretlhis family, but it does
point out problems associated with vari-
ous definitions of the work as currently
implemented in cataloging practice.

IMPUESTo SoBnE SucEsroNES,
TRANSMrSI?NES PATRIMONIALES. . .

Figure 7 is an example of a bibliographic
family with three works and three associ-
ated items. The progenitor work,
Impuesto Sobre Sucesi.ones, Transmisi.ones
Patrimoniales. . . , is published in two vol-
umes, each with its own title. Presumably
each volume contains its own title page
with a separate title, or perhaps was sold
separately, because each component vol-
ume is cataloged separately in OCLC. We
have modeled each component part, as
implied by the presence of the records in
OCLC. as its ownwork. each connectedto
the progenitor by a whole-part relation-
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ship. This relationship does not express de-
rivative textual evolution, but rather comes
from Tillett's taxonomy of bibliographic re-
lationships.

An alternative model of this family is
provided in figure 8. Here no effort is
made to describe each part as its own work;
rather, each volume is described as a com-
ponent item. Thus In andlc from figure 7
are the same as lai and Ia: in ffgure 8; only
the relationships and the absence ofworks
B and C make figure 8 different from fig-
ure 7. Again, the model provides no clear
clue on how to structure this familv. but
provokes a question in contemporary cat-
aloging practice: when are works to re-
ceive their own descriptions, and when
are they to be entered as a holdings note
on an existing record? The cataloger who
entered the record for figure 7's work B
and item B might or might not have been

aware of the records for work A and item
A. That cataloger, with only the first vol-
ume of the work, faced a decision either
to make a new bibliographic record for
the item in hand (as expressed in the
AACR2, rule 0.24), orto modifythe origi-
nal record, perhaps entering an added en-
try for the part of the title, and making a
note in the local catalog that the library
held volume I only. This latter option is
perhaps the more economical, but would
certainly not be applied to all works is-
sued as components of conglomerate
works, such as Dante's Inferno.

A hybrid and most complex way of
modeling this family would be to express
the whole-part relationships among items
in figure 7, resulting in figure 9. This re-
sults in a 7:6 relationship to node ratio, as
opposed to the previous 5:6 ratio. It is un-
clear whether the additional data are use-

lmpuesto sobre sucestones,
transmisiones patrimoniales ... /
A' B' Garcia 

drid: Inst. Est. Fiscales, 1977,

Impuesto sobre sucesiones,,, , ;to sobre transmisiones
A. B. Garcia a )niales .., / A. B. Garcia

!
!

@
Madrid: Inst. Est. Fiscales, 1977, Madrid: lnst, Est, Fiscales, 1977,
1069 D. 1355 D.

Figure 7. Impuesto Sobre Sucesiones, Work Whole-Part Relationships

Impuesto sobre sucesiones,
tra nsm i siones pati mon ia les
A. B. Garcla o--

. ,
/

-4<Part>
f f  \

(j/

Madrid: lnst. Est, Fiscales, 1977.
1459 p.

Madtid: lnst, Est. Fiscales, 7977.
2 v ,

Madrid: Inst. Est, Fiscales, 1977.
1355 p.

.rinol*a

Figure 8. lmpuesto Sobre Sucesionas, Item Whole-Part Relationships.
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ful, especially relative to the marginal cost
added to includins information on these
relationships. The 6est way to resolve ques-
tions ofthis nature is through a deliberate
examination ofsearcher behivior using sys-
tems that contain information on exolicitlv
modeled bibliographic relationshipsi

Qursrrolvs oN THE PRTNCTPLES oF
Ecowoutcs

A larger bibliographic family is Questions
on the Principles of Economics, by Day
and Davis (figure 10). This is a biblio-
graphic family with five works contained

in six items-the progenitor also exists in
microfilm copy. As in the example of the

contain the same edition statement, the
same number of pages, though slightly
varying date information. Although we
have ilodeled this with firre worfts, we
could also collapse all of the derivative
works (B-E) into a single work node, with
four associated item nodes. Althouqh

I m puesto sobre s uces ion es,
transmisiones patrin oniales ... /
A. B. Garcia

Madrkt: lnst. Est. Fiscales,
7069 p.

| 977 Madrid: lnst. Est. Fiscales, fg77-
1355 p.

Figure 9. Impuesto Sobre Sucesiones, Work and Item Whole-Part Relationships.

t24 p

Mw luk: tucniltan, 1915.
l4l p 

/-\

UJA - Qlgutus on the pilncple ot ffinomls /
by Day aN Mvis.

New folk: ile@ttan, 7929, 
I

Figure lO. Queslions on the Principles of Economics
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large, this is a typical bibliographic family
where the relationships are all of the suc-
cessioe derioation type; the family is a
fairly simple linear chain of works, each
derived from the last.

I CaN PayycAL EDUCATrqN PRocMM

The largest bibliographic families in our
sample depart from this linear form, and
contain more $pes of relationships, yield-
ing a more complex, web-like form of
associations. Figure 1l is a model of the I
Can Physical Education Program, with a
key provided in appendix A. I Can is a
physical education curriculum for stu-
dents with disabilities, and many of the
works in the family take the form of kits,
with several component parts: games,
cards, score sheets, teacher guides, films,
etc. The curriculum has bien revised,
amplified, and adapted for different age
groups. Adding to the complexity of the
bibliographic family, several different cat-

aloging agencies have given members of
the family different treatment, including
the separate cataloging of component
parts in some cases.

The catalog record for work A, for ex-
amole. contains a contents note for four
*oikr, *hi"h ure expressed as works B-E.
Works B and C were cataloged separately
by other libraries, whose bibliographic re-
cords formed the basis of nodes Int, Inz,
and Ic. Works D andE, however, received
no separate cataloging effort; we include
them here only to give them equal treat-
ment as works B andC. There are no item
records to attach to works D and E, imply-
ing that these works have no material ex-
oression. However. in this case the item
iecord attached to a work holds all the
component parts of that work, including
those parts that have no item nodes ex-
plicitly attached to them. Such is the case
as well with work L, a part of work B (in
turn a oart of work A). No item records
are attalched directly to work L, though it

P
/;\(r- -

<ampllll@tlon>

-@
---@

@-'
6

@ I

I

@

<ampllnaAon> --@

Figure I l. I Can Phgsical Education Program
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is connected via a whole-part relationship
to work B, which is attached to two item
records, implying that L can be found in
items /s7. Inz, and Ia, but this is an infer-
ence many users might not make.

The amplification relationshio also has
this ability to traverse ,nor" iir"r, . on"
node. Work N apparently is derived from
work F, although it contains an edition
statement "first edition." Work F is an am-
plification of the progenitor, A. Work N is
also an amplification of M, which is de-
rived from A. Thus there are two paths of
equal length from A to N: A-F-N or
A-M-N. We can infer that work N is in
some way an ampliffcation of work A.
Even more tenuous multi-node traversals
include the F-A-B-I-K oath: an amolifi-
cation (F) of a whole (A) ivith a part ('S), a
performance (I) (as a videorecording)
with a successive descendant (K).

There is also ambiguity about model-
inq the chain of successive relationships.
Tlie previous example of Qa estions onihe
Principles of Econorni.cs was a simple lin-
ear chain of derivations, one clearly de-
rived from the other. The I Can famllv.
however, has multiple successive deriva-
tions present in the family: works G. H,/,
and M somehow successively are derived
from the progenitorA. Theie are several
alternatives for modeling these succes-
sions. First. the works could be placed
into a linear concatenation, based on
some evidence such as sequential order,
yieldingA-G-H-|-M, as shown as option

I in figure 12. The star formation shows
all of the successive derivations related
directly to the progenitor, illustrated in
option 2. Option 3 shows a compromise
between the first two options: place works
into a linear chain when there is clear evi-
dence ofa sequence ofderivation (e.g. a
sequence of edition statements), and
show derivation directly from the progen-
itor when evidence ofderivation from an
intermediate successive derivative work
is missing. Option 4 shows each succeed-
inq work as derived from all earlier works.
Tliis last option is generally closest to
modelins how the later works are created
if all of the works were written by the
same author. In this case, the creator
likely is drawing from experience of the
creation ofthe earlier works as each new
work is created. This last option is the
most complex, however, leading to rapid
expansion in the number of relationships
that must be modeled for each new work
that joins the set of successively-derived
members in the family. Again, deliberate
analysis of user behavior might provide
the evidence reouired to select the most
useful of the alte;native models.

The same problem arises in sequenc-
ing amplilication works. Amplifications
sometimes clearly describe which work
they amplify; other cases are not so clear,
such as work Q inthe I Can family. Again,
the options are to anchor work Q to the
progenitor, the immediately preceding
work in the main sequence of successive

(1)

Figure 12. Alternative Modeling Techniques.
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derivations leading from the progenitor,
or all works in that sequence (the
A-G-H-J-M set in the I Can family).

CHABAKA Seunna

The last example of abibliographic family
is quite complex-a model created from a
set of45 bibliographic records, the largest
bibliographic family in our sample (figure
13 and appendix B). This is the model for
the family for th e Charaka Samhita , a clas-
sic Indian text of mythic origin and a fore-
most document of ayrrvedic medicine.
The family of this work contains multiple
successive editions of the progenitor and
has received numerous commentaries,
some dating from antiquity, some modern.
Many of the various works have been
translated from the orisinal Sanskrit into
modern languages. Many of these works
appear together in a single item, except
apparently for the progenitor, for the ap-
pearance of multiple works in the progen-
itor's volume would have caused it to be
eliminated from our sample.

The complexity of this family is a re-
flection, in part, of the origins of the pro-
genitor text. "According to myth, Indian
medicine was revealed to man by the
gods" (Prioreschi 1995, vol.  1,241). The
'eharaka Samhita mentions the steps in
this transmission, from Brahmin to
Prajapati, the Ashwin twins, Indra,
Bharadvaja, Punarvasu Atreya, Agnivesa
to Charaka, all in succession (Prioreschi
1995, vol. 1). Modern texts do not agree
on who in this sequence was historical or
who was mythical-there is doubt
whether the personages prior to Charaka
really existed, There is general consensus
that Charaka was a physician in the sec-
ond century A.D., though some modern
authors believe that he is a composite of
several {iqures, similar to modern con-
centions oT Homer. Whether Charaka was
orr^" p"rron or several, the Charaka
Samhita is likely a "reconstruction of an
oral tradition that was already old at the
time of writing" (Prioreschi 1995, vol. 1,
243). Evidence ofthis is provided by the
fact that the Charaka Samhita is written

6-< /t\
(9 \9

p

Figure 13. Charaka Samhita
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in verse, perhaps to assist in memoriza-
tion; furthermore, samhita means "com-
pendium" indicating the derivative na-
ture of this work. Components of the
composition date back to 800 B.C. The
Charaka Samhita likely took its present
form in the "first century A.D., allhough
there are earlier versions" (Encucio-
paedia Britannica I 993. v. 23. 776).-

Sharma (1992, I88) claims that the
Charaka Samhita is made ro of three sub-
strates, each associated wilh a different
person:

I. Atreya-Agnivesa: 1000 B C (original
composition)
2 Caraka: 3d-2d cent. B.C. (revision and
enlargement)
3. Drdhabala: 4th cent. A D. (restoration
and redaction)

The ffrst layer is a text called the Agnivesa
Tantra. which appears to have once ex-
isted in written form, though it only exists
nowadavs as a comDonent ofthe Charaka
Samhlti. Thus the^status of the Charaka
Samhita as the original progenitor work of
its family is in question, and it appears
that it is a derivJtion of either o.ui trudi
tion or previous written text. "Caraka did
not only retouch or redact the Agnivesa-
tantra but recast the entire material,
changing its shape and form altogether"
(Sharma 1992, 186). Agnivesa's treatise
appears to have been available until the
eleventh century A.D., as Chakrapanidatta,
its commentator, quotes from it (Jaggi
1e73).

The Charaka Samhita was the victim
of the degradation that afflicts many
works of antiquity. "It is difficult to decide
whether Carika himself left this work in-
complete or he had completed it but by
lapse of time the text was partially losf'
(Sharma 1992, 186). Lost portioni were
"reconstructed bv Dridhabala on the ba-
sis of other ancient treatises" (186).
Dridhabala "retouched the entire text
and made the samhita comolete in everv
respect as far as possible" (iSA). Naoaer;r
scholars do not agree on which portions of
the work were contributed by
Dridhabala.

Mukhopadhyaya (1923, vol. 3) lists 17
commentators of the Charaka Samhita
and its revision; only six of them are

TABLE 1
SUBSETS oF THE C nenexa Sentnrua

BIBLIOGRAPHIC FAMILY

Ayureeda-Dipika Gagngeadhara's
Charaka rcmmentary of Jalpakalpatant
Samhita Chakrapanidatta cornrnenrary

EE

A

B

D

E

G

H

L

N

R

S

U

Y

AA

DD

HH

English translations

C

J
a
w
Z

B B

Hindi translations

o
T

Gujarati translation

P

FF

F

I

M

x
CC

II

GG

JJ

known to exist. Most of the extant com-
mentaries were not located for inclusion
in the model of the bibliographic family.

Table I shows how the individual
works in this family can be placed into
groups. The largest group belongs to the
Charaka Samhita in the orisinal Sanskrit.
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It is difficult to break this group down
further into additional subsets. Many of
the works in this group contain allusions
to the original Agnivesa treatise. Several
of the works, if not all, include the
Dridhabala revision as well-some make
overt reference to the revision, others
likely include it (perhaps including the
progenitor) but make no overt reference
to it. Work Q is an example of a work that
clearly refers to the presence ofall three
works. Because the apparent intermin-
gling of these works is so extensive, it may
be impossible to conceive of them as sepa-
rate works. Pre-Dridhabala works may no
longer be extant.

lhe Ayuraeda-Dipika and Jalpakal-
patatu commentariet (by Chakra-
panidatta and Gagngeadhara, respec-
tively), on the other hand, apparently are
not intertwined with the Charaka
Samhita proper, and only a minority of
bibliographic entities make explicit refer-
ences to these works. The citations for
these commentaries makes them appear
as an external appendage to the Charaka
Samhita.

The same alternatives for modelins
each subset of works in the / Can famrll
appear in the Charaka Samhita family:
works for the Charaka Samhita proper,
and the Aguroeda-Dipika and Jalpakal-
patatu commentaries (and other group-
ings) can be modeled via one of the four
major alternative modeling techniques il-
lustrated in figure 12. We generally mod-
eled works in the main 1 Can successive
derivation seeuence usins the star forma-
tion techniqui. shown aJthe second op-
tion in ftgure 12; for the Charaka Samhita
we have used the concatenated sequential
ordering (option 1). We used one tech-
nique for one family, and an alternative
for the other only to illustrate the differ-
ent techniques. The frequent appearance
of works appearing together in a single
item (or two. such as the N-O-P-

Q-lNrlxz clique) marginally lent itself
to better modeling using the concate-
nated technique. 

-

The problem of predecessor works
also appeared in this family, as it occurred
in the family illustrated in figure 5. Here
the predecessors in the Charaka Samhita

family (works EE, FF ar'dGG) do have an
associated item record (Iru), although
this is a contemporary reprint of an 1841
publication. This did not cause the family
lo be rejected from our sample because
item Ia is still the first publicalion for this

the original publication that all three
*orks a[pea.ed at that time. though this
represen[s an assumption because we did
noi examine the actual publications. We

another peculiarity in the model. Once
we resolued whereto place the predeces-
sors in the chained sequence, almost all of
the other works fit into a sequence with-
out conflict. Thus the chains of works
presented in table I form the chains illus-
irated in figure 13. An exception is work
AA. whichitates that it is a second edi-
tion. Two works can claim to be the imme-
diate predecessor for this work. The first
edition is present in the sample as work V.
However. the V-AA chronological se-
quence is interrupted by work Y. The
V-AA association is a paradigmatic exam-
ple ofthe successive edition relationship,
ihe concatenated modeling technique
suggests that works inherit from their
imEediate chronological predecessor.
We resolved this issue by allowing work
AA to inherit a successive relationship
from both works.

Another minor exception to the clear

OLUC. Works H and I appear to be ear-
lier editions (no edition statements are
present. perhaps implying they are the
hrst edititns). ttlo"gi, ihe! are'different
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languages, indicating a translation rela-
tionship. No ghost nodes were created for
the imolied riorks.

The transitivityof the amplilication re-
lationship also applies to t6e translation
relationship. In some cases it is unclear

all or part of the members of the trans-
lated group (e.q., works A-HH in table 2
for woJk p^. woiks F-l for work K). Trans-
lations were anchored to a soecific work
in the cases where a work and its transla-
tion were published together in a single
item, a logical way to model translat ions
for side-biy-side iranslations. This sug-
gested that standalone translat ions
should be attached to the most recently
published work in the sequence ofworki
being translated.

We handled the transitivity of the com-
mentary relationship in two different
ways., When three works were published
together, one an original work, the second
a translation, and the third a work of com-
mentary (e.g. works V, W, and X, and
works AA, BB, and CC), then relation-
ships were expressed among all three
works. This included a commintaru rela-
t ionship between the translat ion ,nd the
commentary on the original (translated)
work. However, in mosf cases the works

CoNct usroNs: TowARD A GRouNDED
THEoRY oF BIBLIoGRAPHIC FAMILIEs

Qualitative analysis is intended to pro-
duce an explanation ofa phenomenon ob-
served in i ts natural envi ionment and par-
ticularly an identification of any patt6rns

used to affirm external observations of
the same phenomena. conclusions can
contribute to what is known as grounded
theory-a unique explanation grounded
in the phenomenon under study. Over
time, the accumulation of grounded the-
ory contributes to the substantive theory
of a phenomenon. In this way, qualitative
analysis can contribute beyond the pa-
rameters and limitations of emoirical ob-
servation. We conclude with two state-
ments of grounded theory concerning
bibliographic families.

Carar,ocnn-GENERATED IMpl,rcrr
MAPS ARE INADEQUATE

Currently, works are entered into catalogs
by catalogers following AACR2 and other
professional standards. The formulation
of uniform headinss for names and titles
of works creates a ]inear sequence of au-
thors' names and within that sequence a
subset (but still linear) of the works by
that person. References from variant
forms of names and titles create a network
of linkages among related terms and from
variant forms of names or titles to the au-
thorized forms. This svndetic structure
constitutes a search path for any user
seeking a specific work in the catalog.
Bregzis (f982, 23) called this "entry
svndetic structure" and oointed out that
i is mechanist ic simplicl ty did not provide
a design that would allow a user to select
knowledgeably among editions or transla-
tions of a work.

Carlyle (1997, 98) suggests that "rela-
tionship-based displays [in online cata-
logs] meet the needs ofthose users inter-
ested in seeing the range of materials
available in a given library on a given work
or author and would assist other users in
the selection of a particular item or
items." Current catalog design is inade-
quate in part because design principles
regarding bibliographic relationships are
weak and undertheorized for two major
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reasons. First, the catalog and its code fail
to provide catalogers wit[ the proper con-
cepts to recognize and express biblio-
graphic relationships. Smiraglia found
(1992), for example, that catalog records
for 63.2Vo of the works in bibliographic
families made no explicit reference to the
existence of the otherworks in the biblio-
graphic family. Second, catalogers cannot
express or control the relationships that
they manage to perceive. Catalog design
forces catalogers to list works in a pre-
scribed linear order that does violence to
the robust and complex structures of bib-
liographic families.- Reducing the struc-
ture of the Charaka Samhita, for exam-
ple, into a linear structure would strip it of
an element critical for interpreting this
bibliographic family, and selecting works
from it. Thus the implicit maps of textual
associations created by catalogers are in-
adequate to the task set by Lubetzky-to
tell the user what editions or translations
might be selected to best suit the user's
purpose.

Qualrrarrvu Arvervsrs SUccESTS THE
TRTCKY CoNrpl-exrrY oF EVEN THE
SNrer-rssr BrsLIocnepHIC FAMILIES

Smiraglia (L992, 72) noted that "biblio-

graphic families can be as complex as hu-
man, genealogical families. Many genera-
tions can exist . . . at the same time."
Because of this, empirical research can
only quantify the extent ofbibliographic
families in terms of the sross numbers of
members assigned to categories of the
taxonomy of derivation. Qualitative analy-
sis, on the other hand, employs the natu-
ralistic observation of ohenomena to de-
scribe their inherent characteristics, and
can reveal patterns too complex for quan-
tification.

As our findings indicate, the biblio-
graphic families we studied and the rela-
tionships among nodes within them are
not linear. In fact, our attempt to map the
relationships in a linear way inflicts some
damage on the family map by suppressing
its inherent multi-dimensionality. Yet the
purpose ofthis study is not to suggest any
specific system design for the display of
works and the relationships among them.

Rather our purpose has been to explore
the complexity of those relationships, an
effort that in the end was difficult and
time-consuming. This reinforces our
grounded theory that cataloger-gener-
ited implicit maps are insufficient for the
retrieval ofworks

Usen BnnevroR SrUDY Is Nnnono ro
Succssr WurcH ArrnnN,qrrvs MePs
Ann PnrpBnenln

Obviously, further empirical research will
be requiied to comprehend the extent of
bibl iographic lamil ies and the inherent
charaiteristics of works in the biblio-

work-soecific search behavior we cannot
hope to build models sufficient for repre-
sentation of blbl iographic famil ies or sys-
tems adequate to their retrieval.
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AppnNorx A
I  CeN . .  .  Kpv

A: I can physical education program / Janet A. Wessel

I^: Northbrook, I1l. : Hubbard Scientific Co., c1976. 4 kits.

B: I can : fundamental skills / Field Service Unit in Physical Education and Recreation for
the Handicapped, Michigan State University. Janet A. Wessel, Project Director'

Iu,: Northbrook, Ill. : Hubbard Scientific Co., c1976-79. L kit.
Iu,: Northbrook, Ill., Hubbard, c1976 lkit.

C: I can physical education program : body management / Janet Wessel.

I.: Northbrook, Ill. : Hubbard ,1976. 1. kit.

D: I can physical education program : health and fitness / Janet Wessel'

E: I can physical education program : aquatics / Janet Wessel.

F: I can implementation guide / Field Service Unit in Physical Education and Recreation
for the Handicapped, Michigan State University, fanet A' Wessel, Project Director.

Iu: Northbrook, Ill. : Hubbard Scientific Co., c7976.35 p.

G: I can : primary skills program. / Field service Unit in Physical Education and Recre-
ation fbr the Handicipped, Michigan State University. Janet A. Wessel, Project Direc-
tor.

I": Northbrook, Ill. : Hubbard Scientific Co.,7976- . l kit.

H: I can : the sport, leisure, and recreation skills piogram. / Field service unit in Physical
Education ind Recreation for the Handicapped, Michigan State University. ]anet A.
Wessel, Project Director.

Ir,: Northbrook, I1l. : Hubbard Scientific Co , 7976-79 I klt.
I",: Northbrook, Ill. : Hubbard Scientific Co.,7976-79.lkit.

I: Fundamental skills

I,: Austin, Texas : Pro-Ed , c1977.2 videocassettes (ca. 20 min. ea.)

J: Individual/dual skills : track & field / The Field service unit in Physical Education &
Recreation for the Handicapped, Michigan State University; Ianet A. Wessel, project
director. Field test ed., 1976-77.

I,: [East Lansing, Mich.] : The Unit, 7977.200 p.

K: I CAN fundamental skills.

I": Northbrook, Ill : Hubbard, 1978. Motion picture: 4 reels.

L: I can implementation guide : teaching the ABC Model / by Luke E. Kelly [and] fanet A.
Wessel.

Contained in 1", and Iu,

M: I can : preprimary motor and play skills / J.A. Wessel, editor and author ; contributing
authors, Joanne Didion ... [et al.].

I": East Lansing, Mich. : Field Service Unit in Physical Education and Recreation For the
Handicapped, Michigan State University, c7980.6 v.

N: I can implementation guide : teaching preprimary motor and play skills / Field service
Unit in Physical Educition and Recreation for the Handicapped, Michigan state uni-
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versitt |anet A. Wessel, Project Director. lst ed.

I"': East Lansing, Mich. : Field Service Unit in Physical Education and Recreation for the
Handicapped, Michigan State University, 1980. 133 p.

o: I carr adaptation manual for teaching physical education to severely handicapped indi-
viduals / Field Service Unit in Physical Education and Recreation for the Hjndi-
capped, Michigan State University, fanet A. Wessel, Proiect Director.

Io: East Lansing, Mich. : Instructional Media Center/Marketing Division, Michigan State
University, 1981. 180 p.

P: I can implementation guide : teaching the ABC model / Luke E. Kelly, Janet A. Wessel.
Io: Austin, Tex. : Pro-Ed, c7991. 164p.

Q: I CAN physical education program for special children: teacher training overview
packet / Janet A. Wessel, Luke Kelly.

Io: Austin, Texas : Pro-ed, [19??]. [108] p.

AppnNprx B
Cnnnnxt SAMHLTA KF.y

A: Agnivesa maharsi krta Charaka prati Samskrta cha Sri Charaka samhita ... [Charakasamhita,
attributed to Agnivesa, in the original metre, in eight parts; ed. by Sankara Sastri]

I^,: Mumbayyain, Nirnayasagarakhya mudranalaya, 1867 851 p.

B: Carakasarmhitea: Seutra-Nideana-Veimeana-bSeareirendriya-Cikitsita
Kalpa-Siddhistheaneatmikea : eayr-rrvedeiyea / Atreyarna punarvasunea upadirsrtea,
Agnivebsaneam_adheyena viracitea, Carakeabhidhena tRrsirnea pratisarm-sktrtea ;
Jeivealanda Vidyeaseagara Bhartrteacearyyerna baheuni eadarbiapustakeani samealocya
sarmslctrtea.

I": Microfiche. New Delhi : Library of Congress Office, Ig81. ll microfiches.
Microreproduction of: [Calcutta] : Bhartrteac ear]yerra, 1877 . g62 p.

C: Charaka-Samhita : translated into English. Translated by Kaviraj Kaviratha.

I",: Calcutta : [Published by Avinash Chandra Kavirata], printed by D C. Dass, 1888-1912 64
pts. in 3 v

I"r: Microfilm. New York : New York Public Library, 1g81. I microfflm reel.
I"r: Calcutta : Avinash Chandra Kaviratna, f8g0-1gi4. 67 parts.
I.n: Calcutta : Printed by D.C. Dass, 1892-1925.2174p 

-

I".: Calcutta : Dass, Ilsbl-1914]. 90 pts.

D: charaka samhita. Rev. by Maharshi charaka. compiled & edited by Debendra Nath sen and
Unendra Nath Sen.

t; Calcutta, Dhanwautari, Shakabdma 1816 [f894] f056 p.

E: TheCharakasamhita, by Agnivesha, with the Ayr_rrveda-Dipika commentary of
Chakrapani Dutta; ed. by Vaidya Bhushan Vaman Kesheo Datar. lst ed.

I",: Bombay, Pandurang Jawaji, 1922 699 p.

F: Th-e Charakasamhita, by Agnivesha, w-ith the Ayrrrveda-Dipika commentary of
Chakrapani Duftar ed b"y Vaidya Bhushan Vaman Kesheo'Datar. Ist ed.

Contained in lE

G: Agnivebsamaharrsiktrtea Carakapratisarmsktrtea Dtrrdhabalapeuritea Caraka-sarmhitea
/Teareadattapantena Bheageirathyea rtipparnyea vibheursitei sarmbsodhitea ca.
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I",: Banearasa Sirtei : Caukhambea Sarmsktrta Seiriza Aphisa, 1938. 929'

I"r' Banearasa Sirtei: Caukhambea Sarmsktta Seirija Aphisa, 1937-1938 2 v in I

H: The Charakasamhita / by Agnivesa, revised by Charaka and Dridhabala. With the

Ayurveda-dipiku 
"orrr-"nlu./of 

Chakrapanidaita. Edited by Vaidya Jadavji Trikamji

Acharya. Sanskrit.

In: Varanasi : Chaukhambha Sanskrit Sansthan, 194f (1984 printing) I v

I: The Charakasamhita / by Agnivesa, revised by Charaka and Dridhabala. With the

Ayurveda-dipika commintary of Chakrapanidatta. Edited by Vaidya Jadavji Trikamji

Acharya. Sanskrit.

Contained in I -

J: The Charakasamhita, by Agnivesa, revised by charaka and Dridhabala collated & edited by
' 

Vaidya Jadavii Trikamji Aiharya. 3d ed. English.

I,: Bombay: Pandurang, 194f. 738 p

K: The Ayurveda-dipika commentary of Chakrapanidatta Collated & edited by Vaidya Jadavji
Trikamji Acharya,3d ed English.

Contained in I,

L: Carakasarmhitea / Punarvasunopadirsrtea, tacchirsyerneagnivebsena prarneitea,

Carakadtrrdhabaleabhyearm pratisarmsktrtea ; bSreicakrapearnidattaviracitayea
Arrrvedadeipik"uty""i.ltyuy"i sarmvalitea ; Acearyopeahvena Trivikrameatmajena

Yeadavabsarmarnea sarmbsodhitea., Caturtheavtrttirh.

I",: New Delhi : Munbseireama Manoharaleala, 1981 Reprint. originally published: Bombay:

Nirnaya Sagar Press, 1941 738 p
I.: New Delhi : M. Manoharlal, 1981. 738 p

M: Carakasarmhitea / Punaruasunopadirsrtea, tacchirsyerneagnivebsena prarneitea,

Carakadtrrdhabaleabhyearm pratisarmsktrtea ; bSreicakrapearnidattaviracitayea
Ayurvedadeipikearyeakhyayea sarmvalitea ; Acearyopeahvena Trivikrameatmajena

Yeadavabsarirarnea sarmbiodhitea. , Caturtheartrttirh. Cakrapearnidatta /

Ayrrrvedadeipikea.

Contained in 1", and 1",

N: The caraka sarmhitea / expounded by the worshipful Atreya Punarvasu, compiled by the

great sage Agnivebsa andiedacted by Caraka & brrrdhabala r edited and published in 6 vol-

imes wi'th tr"anslations in Hindi, Gujarati and English by Shree Gulabkunverba AJurvedic

society, De Luxe Edition. Sanskrit.

I*,: jamnagar, India : The Shree Gulabkunverba Ayurvedic Society., 1949 6 v

Il,, iUic."flh. Washington, D.C. : Library of Congress, Photoduplication Service, 1985 I mi-

crofilm reel.

o: The caraka sarmhitea / expounded try the worshipful Atreya Punarvasu. compiled by the

great sage Agnivebsa andiedacted by Caraka & brrrdhabala r edited and published in 6 vol-

imes wi"th tr"anslations in Hindi, Gujarati and English by Shree Gulabkunverba Ay'urvedic

society, De Luxe Edition Hindi.

Contained in l, and l*r,

p: The caraka sarmhitea / expounded by the worshipful Atreya Punarvasu, compiled by the-

great sage Agnivebsa and'redacted by Caraka &brrrdhabala : edited and published in 6 vol-

imes wi"th tr"anslations in Hindi, Gu.larati and English by Shree Gulabkunverba Ayurwedic

sociery De Luxe Edition. Gujarati.

Contai,ned in 1,, and I*
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Q: The caraka Sarmhitea / expounded by the worshipful Atreya Punalasu, compiled by the
great sage Agnivebsa and redacted by Caraka & brrrdhabala ; edited and puilished i.r 6 u-ol-
umes with translations in Hindi, Gujarati and English by Shree Gulabkunverba Aytrvedic
society, De Luxe Edition. English.

Contained in In,and Inr .

R: Carakasarmhitea /Vidyealagnkeara, Jayadeva, ed and tr Romanized Sanskrit.

Io:  s . l .  :  s  n. ,  [1963]-66.  2 v

S: Carakasarmhitea. Bhagavateagnivebsena prarneitea,
Ayurvedeac-e,alyabsreijayadevavidyealagnkearerna praneitayea tantrearthadeipikeakhyayea
Hindeiryeakhyayea rtippamyea ca samanvitea, 7. sarmskararnah. Sanskrit.

I.: Dillei, Moteileala Banearaseideasa, lg63-66. 2 v.

T: Carakasarmhitea. Bhagavateagnivebsena prarneitea,
A;rurvedeacearyabsreijayadevavidyealagnkearerna praneitayea tantrearthadeipikeakhyayea
Hindeir.yeakhyayea rtipparnyea ca saminvitea, 7. sarmskararnah. Hindi.

Contained in ls

U: Carakasamhita / Agnivesena pranita Carakadrdha-blalbhyam pratisamskfta.
Cakrapanidattaviricita-'Ayurvedadipida'-r.yakhyasamvalita-'Vid yotini-
Hindiryakhyavibhusita. Hindiryakhyakara'Kasinatha Sastri. Sampadaka Gangasahay Pandya

Iu: Varanasi : Caukhamba Samskrta Sirija Aphisa, Ilg6g-70]. 2 v

V Agnivebsa's Caraka sarmhita : text with English translation & critical exposition based on
cakrapearni Datta's Ayurveda deipikea / by Ram Karan Sharma and Bdagwan Dash. lst ed.
Sanskrit.

I": Varanasi: Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, lg76-1988. S v.

W: Agnivebsa's Caraka sarmhita : text with English translation & critical exposition based on
cakrapearni Datta's Ayurveda deipikea / by Ram Karan Sharma and Bhagrvan Dash. lst ed
English.

Contained in L.

X: Agnivebsa's caraka sarmhita : text with English translation & critical exposition based on
Cakrapearni Datta's Ay,rrveda deipikea / by Ram Karan Sharrna and Bhagwan Dash. 1st ed

Contained in 1,,.

Y: caraka+armhitea : Agnivebsa's treatise refined and annotated by caraka and redacted by
Dtrrdhabala : text with English translation / editor-translator, Priyawat Sharma. lst. ed. Sanskrit.

I": Varanasi : Chaukhambha Orientalia, 1g8I-1g85 3 v

Z: caraka-sarmhitea : Agnivebsa's treatise refined and annotated by caraka and redacted by
Dtrrdhabala : text with English translation / editor-translator, priyavrat Sharma. lst. ed
English.

Contained in I,

AA:Agnivebsa's Caraka sarmhita : text with English translation & critical exposition based on
cakrapearni Datta's AJ''rveda deipikea / by Ram Karan sharma and Bha-gwan Dash. 2nd ed
Sanskrit.

I*: Varanasi : Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 1983 2 v

BB:_Agnivebsa's Caraka sarmhita : text with English translation & critical exposition based on
cakrap_earni Datta's Alurveda deipikea / by Ram Karan Sharma and Bhagwan Dash. 2nd ed.
English.
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Contained in I AA

CC: Agnivebsa's Caraka sarmhita : text with English translation & critical exposition based on

Calrapearni Datta's AJrrrveda deipikea /by Ram Karan Sharma and Bhagwan Dash.

2nd ed.

Contained in l^

DD: Carakasarmhitea : Caraka-candrikeahindelvyeakhyayea, vibsersavakaryeadibhibsca
vibheursitea / bSreimadagnivebsena prarneitea ; Caraka-Dtrrdhabaleabhyearm
pratisarmsktrtea ; ryeakhyeakeara Brihmeananda Tripearthei ; preakkathana-lekhaka
Gagngeasaheaya Pearnrdeya. I sarmskararna.

Ioo: Vearearnasei: Caukhambea Surabhearatei Prakeabsana, 1983. 1052 p.

EE: Carakasarmhitea / Bhagavateagnivebsena prarneitea ; Carakerna pratisarmsktrtea ;
b Sreimaccakrapearnidattaprarneitayea Ayurvedadeipikeakhyarteikayea
Gagngeadharakaviratnakavireajaviracitayea falpakalpatarusameakhyayea rteikayea ca

samalignktrtea; Narendraneaiha Senaguptena, Baleaicandra Senaguptena ca sampeaditea
sarmbsodhitea ca Punarmudrita 2. sarmskararna. Sanskrit.

I.":Vearearnasei:VidyeavileasaPresa,IgS4-l99l.5vReprint Originallypublished:Calcutta,
1849.

FF: Carakasarmhitea / Bhagavateagnivebsena prarneitea ; Carakerna pratisarmskrtea ;
bSrei
Gagn

Contained in luu

bSrei
G

tayea Ayrrvedadeipikeakhyarteikayea
riratnakavireajaviracitayea Jalpakalpatarusameakhyayea rteikayea ca
Narendraneatha Senaguotena. Baleaicandra Senaguptena ca sampe

Ayurvedadeipike akhyarteikayea
ryea Jalpakalpatarusameakhyayea rteikayea ca

Senaguptena, Baliaicandra Senaguptena ca sampeaditea
2. sarmskararna Gagngeadhara, f 798-f 885.

ktrtea; Narendraneat
sarmbsodhitea ca Punarmudrita

Jalpakalpataru.

Contai.ned in I 
",

HH: Caraka-sarmhitea / carakacatuveananabsreimaccakrapearnidattaprarneitayea
ayurwedadeipikeakhyarteikayeamaheamahopeadhyayea
bsreigagngeidharkaviratnakavireajaviracitayeajalpakalpatarasameakhyayea r teikayea ca
samalarikrrtea Kavireaj bSrei Narendraneath Sengupten Kavireaj Srei Baleaicandra
Sengupten ca sampeaditea sarmbsodhitea prakeasitea ca.

I,,: Veararnasei : Caukhambhea oriyanrtealiya, 1991 5 v

II: Caraka-sarmhitea / carakacatuveananabsreimaccakrapearnidattaprarneitayea
a1'urvedadeipikeakhyarteikayeamaheamahopeadhyayea
bsreigagngeadharkaviratnakavireajaviracitayeajalpakalpatarasameakhyayea r teika_yea ca

samalarikrrtea Kavireaj bSrei Narendraneath Sengupten Kavireaj Srei Baleaicandra

Sengupten ca sampeaditea sarmbsodhitea prakeasitea ca. Ayeurvedadeipakea.

Contained in I on

JJ: Caraka-sarmhitea / carakacatuveananabsreimaccakrapearnidattaprarneitayea
ayurvedadeipikeakhyarteikayeamaheamahopeadhyayea
bsreigagngeidharkaviratnakavireajaviracitayeajalpakalpatarasameakhyayea r teikayea ca

samalarikrrtea Kavireaj bSrei Narendraneath Sengupten Kavireaj Srei Baleaicandra
Sengupten ca sampeaditea sarmbsodhitea prakeasitea ca. Jalpakalpatarul.

Contained in I HH
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fusing, or from the fact that important de-
tails are contained outside the chief
source or orescribed sources ofinforma-
tion. Thes-e problematic situations might
come about merely because the cataloger
is not familiar with the particular type of
material. However, these situations qen-
erally can be recognized for what ihey
are-problems that require special atten-
tion-and must be dealt with when they
arise. There are other problems, though,
that are not always successfully dealt with
because the cataloger might not even be
aware that they exist.

Since the earliest days of printing,
there have been deliberate attempts bv
some printers and publishers to piovide
misleading information about certain
publications. Books bearing false dates,
fictitious names of publishers, and incor-

Gnnconv FRoHNSDoRFF is Acquisitions Librarian, Daniel Librarv, The Citadel, Charleston,
SouthCarol ina.  Manuscr ip l  received March22.1999:acceptedfoipubl icat ionJune l l .  1999.

Focls? of Publicotion:
Cotologing Problems Posed by
Deceplive Informolion

Gregory Frohnsdortf

comes necessary not only to look closely at
several possibiiities wifhin Rncnz, but
also to make use of other cataloging
guides before deciding how best to pro-
ceed. Situations that iequire this more
cautious approach might result from a
title-page layout that-from the cata-
loger's perspective-is illogical and con-
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rect details regarding place ofpublication
have appeared since the late fifteenth
century (Hellinga 1989), and misleading
information continues to appear, both in
books and in other items. Unlike anony-
mous and pseudonymous works, which
appear often enough that the cataloger
can expect to encounter them now and
then, these other types of deceptive items
are less familiar and easily can catch the
cataloger off guard.

Unintentional misprints account for
more inaccurate publication infbrmation
than do deliberate attempts to conceal,
but because instances where information
is inaccurate by design rather than by
chance are not rare, one might well won-
der about the motivations behind them.
The reasons for falsifying publication
information vary but misleading details
often appear on a title page because a
publisher or printer runs the risk ofprose-
cution and punishment if identified. As an
extreme example, during the German oc-
cupation of the Netherlands people could
be-and were-killed for their part in the
production ofbooks not approved by the
qovernment (Simoni 1975). Under such
conditions one can easily understand the
need for publishers to hide behind false
imprints. Yet in other situations, where
the potential punishment might be less
severe, e.g., fines or imprisonment, the
motivation to deceive can still be strong.

False imprints also have been put to
use simplyfor reasons of profit This moti-
vation is most evident in cases offorgery
where an entire book, document, or other
item is intended to pass for something it is
not. The ever-increasing values of some
early American documents have led to a
number of forgeries appearing on the
market over the past few decades that
"have deceived a variety of knowledge-
able dealers, librarians, historians, and
collectors" (Larson 1989, 1397). But de-
ception for profit is not limited to forgery.
During the 1580s, fohn Wolfe and other
English printers used false imprints to
increase sales of some of their books.
There was a special demand at that time
for books in Italian that had been banned
by papal decree and could no longer be
printed in Catholic countries. Although

these books could legally be printed in
England, Wolfe found it advantageous to

use fictitious imprints on the books he pub-

lished in foreign vernaculars . . . [because
ofl the bad reputation which English print-

ing had by then acquired in this field.

Books, or sections of them, in foreign lan-

guages were poorly printed on bad paper in

England, with rnany misprints and corrup-

tions. Foreign books, on the contrary had

good reputations, and besides there was al-

ways the prestige value ofan imported arti-

cle. Giordano Bruno says, of his books

which were printed in Italian in London

that his orinter insisted on the use of ficti-

tious imprints in order to help sales. . . .
(woodfield 1973,9)

There are other reasons for falsifying

title page information, such as the satis-

faction some derive from a successful

hoax, but no matter what the motivation,

the results for the cataloger are ultimately

the same: an item in need of description,

but about which the true details of publi-

cation are hidden behind lalse ones-. This

is a different situation from one in which

details are simply not provided, for in that

case one can either track down the details

or make it clear that they are not present

throueh the use ofsuch notations as "s.1."

o. "r.n.," or, in the case ofdates, the use of
an estimated date followed by a question
mark. Information is incomplete rather
than untrue. When faced with fictitious
information, however, the cataloger not
onlv is exoected to transcribe the infor-
*aiiot aJ found, but also to emphasize
throush notes that it is inaccurate and
that tiie true details are unknown. If the
true details are known, the cataloger must
provide the accurate details as instructed
in AACR2 rules 1.486 and 1.4F2.

The real problem is that catalogers of-
ten do not realize there is anything un-
usual about these items, so they actually
assist in carrying on the deception. The
result is that many items are likely either
to be overlooked by those who seek them
or to be used in error. For example, if
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Online Computer Library Center data-
base WorldCat to a 1939 Amsterdam edi-
tion of Yeats's Selected Poems. Unfortu-
nately, the researcher would have no way
of knowing from the OCLC record
(number 6121091) that the book being re-
quested through interlibrary loan actually
was published in 1944 and that the date
"1939 on the titlepage is false by inten-
tion, as to deceive the Gestapo, because it
was forbidden to bring out anything that
did not come from Ih" N"ri 'kul*tuur-

kamer' and anything of 'Anglo-American-

bolshevistic-piutociatic' culture in partic-
ular" (Simoni 1975, 227).

Obviously, catalogers can neither be
expected to know instinctively when pub-
lication information is false, nor to have
the correct information at their finser-
t ips. Many deceptive i tems produced
throughout the years will never even be
suspeited of bearing misleading informa-
tion; others might be under suspicion but
cannot be proven false. Yet there are cer-
tain types of material in which misleading
publication information is commonly
found. It is important for more catalogers
to be made aware of this fact, so that they
can treat suspicious items with the extra
attention required.

Treadwell (f 989, 29) provides "a mod-
est beginners' guide to when to become
suspicious that the work in front of us may
not in fact have been printed by, printed
lbr, or sold by those whose names it bears
in black on white and as likelv as not. in
italics." Althoueh his comments focus on
imprints from 1660 to 1750, they are a
good starting point for insight into mis-
leading imprints in general.  The sections
that follow. however, cover two specific
types of material in which misleading in-
formation often appears: printed erotica
and. as an example of a nonprint medium.
bootleg sound recordings.

MISLEADTNG Enorrce

Any discussion of erotic publications is
potentially controversial, both because of
the sexuallv explicit nature of the items
under coniid".ition and because of the
term "erotica" itself: What exactly is
meant by the term? Is there a dif ference

. a3G) c FactsP of Publicati,on /215

between erotica and pornography?, etc.
What needs to be focused on here, how-
ever, is that many libraries do acquire ma-
terial that is often referred to as erotica,
and much ofit has not been ooenlv cata-
loged {Legman I99L Kearney 

'1981).

Even if a library has no plans to obtain
such material, there is the chance that an
occasional item might show up among
batches of donated books. Much of the
older erotic material is of such rarity that
to discard it or leave it uncataloged would
be a great disservice to researchers.

Because erotic material has been con-
troversial for centuries, and especially be-
cause obscenity laws have existed for
many years both in Europe and in North
America, erotica can be a real biblio-
graphic challenge. Kearney (1982, 9)
states, "Everything about erotica is invari-
ably disguised behind false authors, pub-
lishers, dates and places of publication.
Nothingis whatis seems." Legman (1962,
23-24) claims:

The hidden world oferotic literature offers
the most difficult of challenges to the bibli-
ographers, far more difficult than the
incunabula ofthe fifteenth century and the
secret publications of religious and politi-
cal controversy. All ofthese share to some
degree the same curious anonymity, ap-
pearing originally without any printed
place or date of publication-or with place
and date fantastically disguised and falsi-
fied-and without any satisfactory indica-
tion of the real names of the authors,
publishers, and printers. But with this dif-
ference: the early incunabula, and the reli-
gious and political tracts, can generally be
identified by the internal typographical ev-
idence of printing types and styles, or
when, eventually, the authors and publish-
ers of the polemic tracts win the day and
come out ofhiding, to sign their later pro-
ductions and even to brag of the earlier
The authors and publishers oferotic litera-
ture have never come out of hiding, so far
as the Western civilizations are concerned,
until barely yesterday, and only the acci-
dent of a brush with the police and
law-courts ever sewes to bring them even
brieflv into the ooen.
Consequently, a cataloger must be

suspicious when dealing with erotic mate-
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rial. Even todav. when the need for se-
crecy might trofb" ur great as it once was,
the fact that misleading information con-
tinues to appear is no surprise.

Printed erotica in Enelish can be
traced back at least to the seventeenth
century although material in such other
languages as Italian and French appeared
earlier. Almost from the beginning, de-
ceptive information can be found on the
title pages of these works. It is believed
that the imprint in a 1683 edltlon of The
Whore's Rietorick is false (Foxon 1965;
Kearnev 1982). Prosecutions in 1689 of
the publisher and printer of a play gener-
ally attributed to the Earl of Rochester
-Sodom, or, the Quintessence of De-
bauchery-most likely were based on an
edition printed that year but predated
1684 (Foxon 1965; Kearney 1982;
Thomas 1969)

Kearney (1982, 23) states that false
dates are "a favourite trick oferotica pub-
lishers," though Foxon (1965, viii) em-
phasizes that

More usually, these books give a correct
date in their first edition, but after the au-
thorities have suppressed them, subse-
quent publishers are likely to use the
original date either in order to persuade
the customer into thinking that he is get-
ting a copy ofthe rare, suppressed first edi-
tion, or else in the hope that if the
authorities take action against him, he can
persuade them that he has not printed a
new edition but is merely selling off a few
copies left over from the first.
This practice does not make it easy for

the cataloger. For example, there are at
least four different editions of fohn
Cleland's Memoirs of a Woman. of Plea-
sure that claim to have been printed in
London in 1749. Onlyone ofthese bears a
true imprint; the others are early editions
cashing in on the book's notoriety (Foxon
1e65).

Sometimes it is obvious that publica-
tion information is false. If a date such as
'1,000,000" (Foxon 1965, viii, 35; Kear-
ney 1982, 32) or "5850" (Fraxi [1877]
1962,446; Kearney 1982, 183) appears, a
cataloger is unlikely to accept it at face
value. Similarly, catalogers are likely to
look at any books containing such state-

ments as "printed at Carnopolis"
(Mendes 1993, 91, 179-81) or "printed

and published on Mons Veneris" (Fraxi

[18771 1562,126). And catalogers proba-
bly would doubt books dealing with flag-
ellation that claim that they are published

at "Birchington-on-Sea" (Kearney 1982,
119; Mendes 1993, 131-32), or books
"printed by Whipwell & Co.. Bottom
fane, London" (Fraxi 118771 1962.434)
with suspicion as well. In these instances,
where the information is clearly untrue,
the cataloger can at least include a note as
part ofthe bibliographic description, per-
haps something as simple as "Actual place
of publication unknown" or "False publi-
cation date. Actual date unknown."

Much trickier, and more common, are
oublications that are not so obvious about
iheir deception-for example, books that
are published in London, but claim to
have been published in Paris or Brussels;
books that are published in any given year
but claim to have been published five
years earlier; and books pr^oduced by one
publisher that bear the imprint of an-
other.

In some instances a publisher might
have been operating fairly openly for sev-
eral years, but if eventually the police or
other authorities made it difficult for that
publisher to operate, the publisher might
have neededto use more deceptionsjust
to stay in business. Legman (1991, 56)
states that "all the erotica publishers . . .
beginning in the mid-Igth century .  .  .  and
probably before . . . also issued polite or
mildly galanta works, both to luitify and
exolain their activitv to the often curious
oo'Ii"" (who sometimes black-mailed
lhem), and also to attract customers, who
would surely be interested in something a
bit stronger too, kept in the back room."
These "polite" works-often on topics
that might not be considered polite by ev-
eryone, but nonetheless are unlikely to be
considered obscene-generally carry ac-
curate publication information, while the
-or" &pli"it works often do not. For in-
stance, Charles Carrington, "the pub-
lisher/bookseller who was to dominate
the English-speaking pornography mar-
ket during the period 1894-1914"
(Mendes 1993, 31), openly publ ished



Women that Pass in the Night: Reminis-
cences ofthe Partsian Queens of Prostitu-
tionwith the imprint "Paris: Charles Car-

1908." Carrington probably chose the
name Kennedy because it would have
been a common enough name in London
at the time not to draw attention to itself.
Supposedly, no one would have thought
to look to Carrington. across the Channel,
as thep,erson responsible for this particu-
rar puolrcatron.

At times, a publisher tries to give the
impression that a book has been printed
by another publisher, one that actually ex-
ists but that most likely has no idea that its
name is being usedwithout authorization.
Fraxi ([i8771 1962, 167) qives the follow-
ing example:

O Conftssionario ou O Proveito dos
Frades por Mr. oulanec Doutor na
faculdade da Redof, lente da Ia cadeira de
Racinruf, auctor do methodo repentino de
tirar sogriv, etc. Bruxelles Typ nnuvr,aNr-
CHRISTOPHIE et C'e Rue Blas, 3f 1862
8vo ; pp. 37; 12 obscene lithographs, poor
in design and execution A publishing firm,
Bruylant-Christophe & Ci" .  real ly exists at
33 (not 3l) Rue Blaes; but they never pub-
lished the book, which moreover is- no{
known at Brussels in the trade. The impress
is then evidently a supercherie,and the rol-
ume was probably printed in Portugal.
In the matter of false dates, there are

cases where it is quite clear that the falsifi-
cation exists moie to deceive the reader
than to deceive the authorities. Two books

Wiles, and Deailries of Une Maquerelle,
bear the imprints "London: 1740 [Re-
printed 1865.1" and "London: 1743 [Re-
print.]," respectively. Yet the first ofthese
"is no 'reprint,'but 

an original work, first
publ ished by W. Dugdaleln 1865" (Fraxi
LI877l 1562,3I4). The second was f irst
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published in 1866. Sellon has set both
lales in the mid-eighteenth century and it
was undoubtedly considered a selling
point to suggest to the potential reader
that these were "classic" works ofthat pe-
riod rather than recent compositions.

There are at least two other ways in
which the producers of erotic publica-
tions attempt to deceive. The first of
these, the use offalse covers, was proba-
bly at one time quite effective in disguis-
ing large batches of material for shipment
from one country to another but is un-
likely to pose any problem for the cata-
loger today. The second, the use offalse
titles, can be a real problem.

Carrinqton used a false cover about
the time o-f the first World War. For sev-
eral years, when necessary he bound the
sheets of certain works in false wrappers,
so that anyone glancing at those items but
not actually looking at them closely would
not be aware oftheir erotic nature. These
disguised items varied, but the cover was
usually the same: one indicating that the
work within was La Guerre des Balkans,
by ]ean Debrit (Kearney 1982; Mendes
1993). Because the cataloqer, when con-
lronted with one of these works, would
still have a title page with which to work,
the false covers are more of a curiosity
than a source o[ real trouble and can bb
exolained in notes- 

False titles, however, can be extremely
misleading. These can serve the same
concealinf purpose as false covers, but
there is no true information hidden be-
hind them. Fraxi ([1877] 1962, 266) lists
one item. The Cenuine and Remarkable
Amours of the Celebrated Author, Peter
Aretin, about which he states:

The title is entirely false; the story has
nothing whatever to do with Aretino, but is
in truth (after the first three and a half
pages), simply . . 'The Amours, &c., of
Tom Johnson'.
Here the pu{pose might also have

been to fool the customer into purchasing
the same work twice. Catalogers, how-
ever, can be deceived as well, eipecially if
the work is not in their native language;
unless they are familiar with the text it
would have to be very obvious that text
and title do not match before the cata-
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l.f:i-*,U 
suspect that something was

Of the methods of deception dis-
cussed above, none is unique to erotica,
but because erotica is rife with examples
of misleading information, this genre
probably best illustrates some of the
problems a cataloger might have to face
when describing printed materials. Many
of these oroblems are associated with
nonprint riredia as well; bootleg sound re-
cordings in particular present additional
problems.

TRAcKING THE BOOTLEG

Unauthorized sound recordings have ex-
isted since "the early I900s . .  .  lwhenl the
apparent 

'Father 
of Bootlegging,' Lionel

Mapleson, . . . librarian at the Metropoli-
tan Opera Company, recorded perfor-
mances at the Metropolitan Opera
House in New York, thus beginning the
time-honored (if not otherwise honored)
practices ofnot only'bootlegging' but also
'performance piracy"' (Schultheiss 1981,
3ee).

The term bootleghas been more com-
monly associatedwilh the unlawful distil-
lation, transportation, and sale ofalcohol,
especially during the American era of
Prohibition, but was actually used to de-
scribe illicit recordings as early as "1929,

when the entertainment publicationVari-
etu . . . daredto refer to the . . . market for
'b"ootleg disk records"' (Schultheiss 1981,
397). Bootleg recordings can be de-
scribed as commercially available (albeit
not through normal channels) unautho-
rized recoidings that make no attempts to
completely duplicate legitimately issued
recordinqs, but are nonetheless record-
ings of performances by artists who are
under contract to a record company. Thus
bootlegs include recordings of concerts,
or sections of concerts, not othet.wise on
the market, as well as studio recordings
that might have been financed by a legiti-
mate recording company, but never re-
leased by one. They might also include se-
lections from legitimately released
recordings that are not commonly avail-
able. Bootleg recordings differ from
counterfeit recordings, which are illegally

reproduced versions of. for the most part.
popular releases (e.g.. top-sel l ing discs or
lapes by performers such as Madonna or
UZ) miileadingly sold as the official prod-
uct. Counterfeits of bootlegs confuse
matters even further.

One thing bootlegs and counterfeits
have in common is that the leeality of

DeWitt 1983, xxviii-xxxi)- 
H;;;;'ifi, p.obufiy not illegal to

parent, there is bound to be greater inter-
est in acquiring them. Yet even if they are
not intentionally sought, bootlegs can still
become part oflibrary collections as dona-
tions or as regular purchases, for it is possi-
ble, especially when ordering by mail or
over the Internet, to buy them without be-
ing aware that they are unofficial record-
in[s. At that point. assuming the l ibrary
hai made the decision to keep them. the
bootlegs must be cataloged.

Although bootleg recordings can be
traced to the turn ofthe century as long as
the recording equipment used to produce
them was significantly inferior to that
used by the record companies, and the
market for them was relatively small (pri-

marily opera and jazz aficionados), there
was not much pressure to control them,
and they were not seen as a real threat to
the recording industry's income. All of
this chansed in 1969 with the release of
the first widely available rock bootleg,
The CreatWhiteWonder.

This album, containing previously un-
available recordings by Bob Dylan, con-
stitutes the real beginning ofthe bootleg
industry for it is reputed to have sold
thousands of copies (although actual fig-
ures are unavailable), and was written
about in such widely circulated publica-
tions as Rolllne Stone and the Wall Street
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ln earnest.
As with the publishers of erotica, the

producers ofbootleg recordings have had
good reason to remain in hiding and to
present false information on their wares:
today, in fact, they face even greater risks
of prosecution. And while it is possi-
ble-so long as one is aware that miilead-
ing information is present-to work
wiihin AAC R2 when describing a printed
item, one must sometimes break the rules
to best describe a sound recordinq that
bears false in formation. In addition, there
is not yet much good information avail-

The ffrst of these, which really distin-
guishes this q.pe of material from a de-
ceptive printed item, is the question of
chief source of information. Accordine to
AACR2 (rule 6.081), the chief source ol
information for both the title and the
statement of responsibility for a sound
disc is the disc i t iel f  or anv label Derma-
nently affixed to it. Onlywhen that^source
contains no information, or if a collective
title is required, is it possible to obtain the
appropriate details lrom accompanfng
textual material or the disc's container.
However, the circumstances under which
a bootleg disc is produced sometimes
make i t  i i lpossible ior the "chief source"
to be trusied. When bootleg producers
make thousands of vinyl recor:d ilbums or,
more recently. compact discs (CDs), in a
manul.acturing plant that easi ly could be
visited by law enforcement officials, and
when those same discs must be shipped
long distances, where they could be exim-
ined by customs officials, the producers
must be careful not to reveal too much. If
a disc is prominently stamped with the
name of a well-known recording artist. yet
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is clearly not an officially sanctioned prod-
uct, the authorities might take notice.

One of the people responsible for The
Great White Wonder, identified by
Heylin (1994, 45) only as "Dub," claims
that "the originals [of that album] are just

a white cover and a white label, there's
nothing on them." He goes on to state:

One of the [first] customers we had was the
LA Free Press . . They had bookstores in
L A. One of 

'em 
was on Fairfax, and we

went to their offfce and we talked to this
woman who was from Brooklyn . . . and ex-
plained that we had this underground
Dylan album and [asked], "Would you like
to carry it in your store?" And she just loved
the idea, she goes "This is great. We'll put
ads in our newspaper saying that we have
this unreleased Bob Dylan album . . ." We
were real excited about this, 

'cos 
that was

the first time that someone could actually
advertise it There was such an anti-
establishment feeling in the air . We
were in there talking to her and she says,
"You know, we have to call this album
something . Why don't we call it . . how
about Creat White WonderP" And we
looked at her and we said, "That's fine
we'll call it Creat White Wonder." So we
went out and had a rubber stamp made that
said "GWW" and started stamping the
fronts ofthe covers. I don't think that she
meant that Dylan was the great white won-
der or anything, but we thought, "That

sounds a little weird, let's do it!" (Heylin

1994.45-46\.

In cataloging Dub's Bob Dylan discs
(The Great White Wonder is a two-record
set), a cataloger would first look to the
discs' labels for title and statement of re-
sponsibility. Finding no information
there, it would, according to AACR2, be
acceptable to transcribe "GWW" as the ti-
tle proper, with a note stating, "Title from
container." The information that this was
a Bob Dylan album would have to come
from another source. Yet in the face of
Dub's story it is clear what the title was
meant to be, and that is the title by which
the album has become known. Is it oossi-
ble to defy AACR2 in a situation l ikeihis?

A more obvious example of the need to
ignore some of the instructions in AACR2
when cataloging a bootleg disc is a John
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Lennon CD that apparentlywas issued in
1990 (see figure l). In this case, the tex-
tual materia-l contained within the disc's
plastic container indicates that the title of
ih" dir" isYer Blues, and Lennon's name
is prominently displayed. The disc itself,
however, bears the title London Confer-
ence and indicates that the work is "by J.
L. Powell." One must assume that the ini-
tials "J. L." were a clue to prevent any
mix-up when it came time to package the
disc. Yet aoart from that assumed rele-
vance, ther^e is no connection between the
title and name appearing on the disc and
the recording itself. To provide adequate
access, a cataloger has no choice but to
prefer the accompanying textual material
over the "chief source" when describins
the i tem. Of course, the source of the cho-
sen title and statement of responsibilitv
information must be mentioned in a note,
and the title and name printed on the disc
also must be mentioned.

Fortunately, AACR2 provides more
leeway in listing a disc's contents Be-
cause contents are to be listed in a note

each actual title, this album might be
overlooked by someone attempting to
discover as many versions as possible of
the song "Stairway to Heaven."

Titles ofbootleg discs also cause prob-
lems because so many discs have been re-
issued under the same title many times,
often with slisht variations in content.
Furthermore, the." u.e cases of the same
title being used for several completely
different discs, all by the same performer,
as well as cases of discs with different ti-
tles that actually contain the same mate-
rial. One discographer of Rolling Stones
albums lists five sinsle albums and one
double album with the title Rim Shout,
each of which differs from the others
(Aeppli f985, 438). A portion of the list
follows:

3283 RIM SHOUT (A & R by T H No.
9346L4: matrix burnt out) A same as DA
DOO RON RON (Entry 3068), Side B B
same as SUMNIER RERUNS (Errtry

3351), Side D
3284 RIM SHOUT (1880-A/B) same as
SMOOTH (Entrv 3321)

(rule 6.7818), any
source of infbrmation
can be referred to (rule
6.0B2). Considering
that an entire list of
songs can be mislead-
ing, it is indeed neces-
sary at times to look be-
yond a disc's label, or
even its packaging. For
example, a tri-
ple-album recording of
a Led Zeppelin concert
from the early 1970s
lists every song under a
title that is false, yet
somewhat similar to
the song's actual title
("Black Dog" is listed
as "White Cat," "Stair-
way to Heaven" as
"Staircase to Above,"
"Whole Lotta Love" as
"Whole Lot of Infatua-
t ion," etc.).  I f  i t  were
necessary to provide
access to each false ti-
tle at the expense of

JO&{ lfl\iyos
f&fl atuaF
r tur.Mcr#'ivlsriksjd! ls!

ld s.,stuMr Ll l6ti
li u.e&_fis. L! .;*{

*

ffirp'il,,'*",
Figure l Title Proper and Statement of Responsibilig': Yer blues /

Tohn Lennon" or "London conference / by T. L. Powell"p



3285 RIM SHOUT (RS 614I) same as
SHATTERED (Entry3313)
Uniform titles are a necessity in the

face of this confusion, but the cata]oqer
still must consider the source of the uni-
form title. For such performers as the
Roll ing Stones. the Beatles. Bob Dylan.
and Elvis Presley, whose recording and
concert activities have been well docu-

material from that concert. but the oer-
formances are collected, to varying'de-
grees, under such titles asThe Beatles on
Stage in Japan: The 1966 Tour, Fioe
Nights in a Judo Arena,Tokyo 1966, and
Second to None (see Reinhart 1981, 32,
33, 76, 142, 165, 300). A uniform title
along the lines of "Budokan concert: ]uly
2,1966" could help bring this material to-
Eether.- 

The problems caused by misleading
publication details on bootleg discs are
not much different from those discussed
in relation to printed material, yet the
problems are magnified. Because the
spread ofbootlegging is a recent phenom-
enon, and with the popularity of CDs still

cates that Dub chansed the labels on his
records one after another, so that it would
not be clear that "lwinklhofea] Har-Kub,
Lurch and Blimp were all guises of the
same bootlegger."

The places of manufacture often are
hard to pin down as well. The early rock
bootlegs mostly came out of California.
but it was not long before bootlegs were
produced in other parts of the United
States, in Canada, in Europe, and in Ja-
pan. Today many bootleg CDs possibly
originate in Italy or Germany. There is no
guarantee that a cataloger will be able to
determine where unauthorized sound re-
cordings were produced. When there is
any doubt as to place of issue, adding a
question mark after the location is good
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practice, as a final quotation from Dub
shows:

One ofthe things I had done to throw peo-
ple off in this countrywas to have our plant
here have labels that said "Made in Hol-
land" on them, because of the liberal laws
in Holland. We had a distributor in Hol-
land who received shioments from us
. .  .  So fwhen] the copyr ight  contro l  in
Britain wanted to make an example of [Vir-
gin Records on Oxford Street]. . . and
went in there, got rough, wrecked the
place, confiscated the records-I heard
they roughed some people up I heard
they'd smashed counters, I heard it was
like a drug bust, I heard this second
hand-anpvay, the record companies had
a big write up about this, "Pirated records
seized at major store in London . " it said
"Scotland Yard after careful investigation
has traced the ooeration to Holland. . ."
All they had done was looked at one of the
records, which was made here in LA [but]
which said "Made in Holland" on it!
(Heylin 1994, 151)
If Scotland Yard can be misled, what

are catalogers to do? Fortunately, catalog-
ers are not likely to encounter deceptive
books, discs, or other items every day. On
the other hand. i f  they were,  these i tems
could be better handled. It is not the cata-
loger's responsibility to be the first dis-
coverer of the true details behind everv
deceptive item that comes along. Yet the
cataloger needs to be aware ofthe types of
material that are likely to deceive, as well
as the reference sources that discuss
them, so that when some bibliographer or
other dedicated person already has made
the effort to enlighten, the cataloger
knows where to turn for help.
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Comporison of Required
I ntroductory Cotolog ing
Courses, | 986 lo | 998

Jodi Lynn Spillone

\./ataloging has been an important ele-
ment of library education and remains
one today. It is also an important aspect of
Iibrary operation. It is tle functidn that

a long-term perspective on changes in
cataloging curricula.

HISToRY

Cataloging has been a part oflibrary edu-
cation since the days of Melvil Dewey's
first librarv school ln 1887 at Columbia
College. ilack (f993, 28) noted that at
Dewey's School of Library Economy "the
curriculum was primarily an apprentice-
ship in cataloging and classification pat-
terired after ihe*practical training pro-

grams operating in various public
libraries. . . ." The classes were based on
practical applications and students re-
ceived a lot ofhands-on exoerience. Even
though all the schools in tLe early part of
the century offered cataloging, the num-
ber ofhours actuallv soent in class varied.
Sellberg (1988) poinfs out a study con-
ducted in the early 1920s that showed that
hours varied from as little as 35 class
hours at one school to 105 hours at an-
other, with the average for the 11 schools
surveyed being 60 hours.

Beginning in the 1920s, a more theo-
retical aspect entered cataloging courses.
Less emphasis was placed on laboratory
work. This decrease in laboratory work
was necessary to make room for the theo-
retical course work and other electives
beins offered in the schools' curricula
(Sellberg 1988). If faculty at library
schools were setting curricula based on
workolace demand. a decrease in the
need-for catalogers might indicate that
fewer cataloging courses needed to be
offered. Sellberg ( 1988) suggests that the
introduction of purchased cataloging in

Joot LvNtl Sptlt-,rtle (j-spillane@tamu.edu ) is Assistant Professor, Texas A&M University Gen-
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the form of catalog cards from the Li-
braryof Congress (LC) and H. W. Wilson
reduced the need for teaching the intri-
cacies of the catalog card. In the 1950s,
most schools attempted to include the-
ory and technique in their courses
(Bernal 1987).

Between 1920 and 1960 an effort was
made to standardize curricula in the li-
brary science field, and the concept of
core courses and elective courses ffrst
emerged (Miksa 1989). Emphasis on cat-
aloging lessened as a result. Instead ofbe-
ing the center of the library school pro-
gram, cataloging had become only one of
several core courses. Miksa (1989, 276)
points out that at the same time "there
was almost no corresponding develop-
ment of it among the electives. . . ." In the
early 1960s an increase in automation in
libraries led to the addition oftechnologlr
courses to library school curricula
(McAllister-Harper 1993).

As the use oftechnologr increased, ed-
ucators began to predict its effects on cat-
aloging education. Daily ( 1967) predicted
that LC would be the only supplier of
copy for every book a library would buy
and that fewer librarians would be
needed. The catalosers who were left
would do primarily management, occa-
sional cataloging, and computer system
designing.

During the 1970s library schools could
not agree on their core courses. Sellberg
( 1988) noted that some schools decreased
their cataloging requirements and LI.77o
dropped it from their core courses. While
decreasing the number of cataloging
courses from their curricula, some
schools kept the theoretical discussions in
integrated core courses that gathered in-
formation from other parts of librarian-
ship as well as cataloging. This trend
seems to be widespread in today's library
schools. Virtually all library schools offer
cataloging courses, but fewer and fewer
require an introductory course as part of
their core curricula. In this studv. I inves-
tigate the change in the number of re-
quired introductory cataloging courses
offered bv librarv schools. I used a 1986
study of cataloging courses as a baseline
comparison.

BAcKGROUND

Thomas (1976) conducted a 1973 survey
oflibrary schools on the curricula oftheir
required cataloging courses. The survey
was sent to faculty at 58 schools accred-
ited by the American Library Association
(ALA); 47 responses were received. Par-
ticipants were asked about the organiza-
tion, design, objectives, and content of
their required courses. After evaluating
the data, Thomas made recommenda-
tions for curricula in the future. For his
study. he focused on schools that required
cataloging classes. He found thatT\Vo of
the libiary schools had required cataloging
courses, most of them only one course.
Thirty-three ofthe 47 schools required a
course that was entirely or mostly devoted
to cataloging, classification, and subject
headings. Thirty listed one course and
three reouired two. Thomas did not list
the coursles, their course descriptions, or
how each school answered. Because of
this. a direct comparison cannot be made
between his data ind the data obtained in
this study.

Editors at Cataloging d: Classification

Quarterly (C CQ) (Cataloging news 1987)
reported on data gathered on cataloging

"o'rrr", 
offered b! hbrary schools. FacI

ulty at 63 AlA-accredited library schools
were sent a questionnaire in which they
were asked to list the courses that they
considered cataloging courses and to pro-
vide information on how often the classes
were offered. In addition, participants
were asked whether these classes were re-
ouired. whether the class credits counted
ln obtaining a masters degree. how many
students were enrolled. whether the class
was open to undergraduate students, and
whether the course provided hands-on
experience with a bibliographic utility.
There were 55 usable responses. Two re-
sponses were left out because the pro-
grams involved were being discontinued.
Another had recentlv lost its accredita-
tion and was left out of the survey. Five
schools did not return their question-
naires. A total of209 courses were listed.
At five schools, no cataloging courses at
all were required for the masters degree.
Some of the courses listed by participants
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were deemed not to be cataloging courses
and were removed from the analysis.

Vellucci ( 1997) analyzed library school
programs to determine the strength ofthe
cataloging being taught and how well the
competencies being recommended in the
Cooperative Cataloging Council, Cata-
loger Training Task Group, and the
ALCTS Educational Policy Statement
were being taught. As part of her study,
she used bulletins to find information
"about the scope and general content of
each course, as well as a listing of courses
offered, and, in most cases, deiails of pro-
gram requirements . . ." (44). She grouped
the courses into three cateqories: Intro-
ductory Courses. Advanceii Cataloging
Courses, and Other Cataloging Electives.
Her criteria focused on the content more
than the requirement of the cataloging
courses. She concluded by recommend-
ing a syndetic structure toward teaching
cataloging that "identifies the relation-
ships among various courses, and links
courses with the concepts and competen-
cies necessary for organizing information,
rather than with specific jobs . . ." (56).

In the last decade, two other studies
have been published in which the content
of cataloging and classification courses

compared them to course descriptions.
She identified the ways that content is
covered and called for educators to be
aware of the requirements of the profes-

cataloging. Khurshid found that the li-
brarv schools had not revised their curric-
ulum in five or more years. Further, cata-
loging and classification courses were
offered mostly at the undergraduate
level. with very few offered at th"e gradu-
ate level. Khurshid called for tn-"depth
content analysis.

These researchers have investisated

the content of cataloging courses offered
in librarw schools. but did not touch on the
requirement ofcataloging courses. In this
study, I asked whether there was a change
in the number of required cataloging
courses. My hypothesis was that the num-
ber of required cataloging courses had
declined from the number of reouired
courses reported by the editoru ofCCp
(Cataloging news 1987).

PURPoSE oF STUDY AND DEFINITIoNS

The purpose of this study was to deter-
mine the number of schools in 1998 in
which students were reouired to take an
introductory cataloging course and to
compare these numbers with those re-
ported in 1986. In order to make such a
comparison, some definitions had to be
made and criteria determined.

An introductory cataloging course was
defined as a course that sives students a
basic introduction to cata'ioging and clas-
sification. It covers description, at least
one subject heading system, and at least
one classification system. Theory might
be included, but cataloging and classifica-

:'"T.#H:ril"ke 
uP the majoritY of the

An integrated course, which is some-
times usedis or mistaken for an introduc-
tory course. was defined as one that dis-

"rrrr", 
some theoretical aspects of

cataloging along with other tech-nical ser-
vices topics such as automation, indexing,
abstracting, controlled vocabularies, and
the organization of information. They of-
ten have names such as "Organization of
lnformation" or "Information Storage
and Retrieval." Thomas (1976. I0) calls
these courses modern integrated courses,
"in which the required cataloguing. clas-
sification and subject heading contents
adds up to less than one halfofthe scope,
with the three techniques being incorpo-
rated within courses of wider coveraqe
comprehending information studies or
bibliography. . . ."

Below is a sample integrated catalog-
ing course description from the Catholic
University of America (LIS 551 1997). It
includes discussion of (among other
things) the methods of information orga-
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nization, classification principles, and the

use of controlled vocabularies, but does

not discuss descriptive cataloging or list

any specific classification or subject anal-

ysis schemes. Topics are discussed in a

broad sense that can be applied to other

parts of the curriculum.
551 Organization of Information. Intro-

duction to the basic principles of informa-

tion organizations. Covers the nature,

forms, and media of information and
knowledge; the nature ofuser information
needs and its implications for information

organization; terms and concepts related

to information organization; principles of
information representation, authority con-

trol, and subject analysis; methods ofinfor-

mation organization; classification

principles, structures and applications, the
use of controlled vocabulary and natural
language for subject analysis; standards
and filing systems
Below is a sample introductory cata-

loging course description, also from the
Catholic University of America (LIS 601
1997). It includes exDlicit references to
Anglo-American Catiloguing Rules, Li-
brary of Congress Subject Headings,
Dewey Decimal Classification, and LC
Classification. Specific rules and schemes
are discussed, and students are exposed to
the theory behind cataloging aiwell  as
hands-on work.

606 Cataloging and Classification. Covers
the theory and practice ofthe organization
oflibrary materials Focuses on knowledge
and skills needed for cataloging mono-
graphs using AACR2R, OCLC, the Library
of Congress Subject Headings, and the
Dewey Decimal classification systems In-
cludes the cataloging ofnonbook materials
and Internet resources. and orovides a
brief introduction to the Library of Con-
gress Classification system
These criteria for describins a course

as introductory versus integrated were
used to categorize the course descriptions
in both the 1986 study and this study. Be-
cause the criteria used in this study differ
from those used in the 1986 studv. there is
a difference between the resulti found in
the two studies.

Ten other categories were used to clas-
sify the remaining cataloging classes:

Advanced Cataloging, Classification Only,
Subject Analysis Only, Description Only,
Special Formats, Special Topics/Prob-
le.ms, Technical Services, Indexing/Ab-
stracting, Automation, and Internship.
Advanced Cataloging classes were defined
as those that offered a more in-depth study
ofdescription, subject analysis, and classi-
fication. The categories of Classification

Special Topics,?roblems category covered
courses in which speciffc prob..-lems or top-
ics in cataloging were discussed. These
topics might change from semester to se-
mester. Technical Services courses were
defined as those courses in which techni-
cal services departments and functions in
libraries *er" iiscnssed. In these classes,
students would be introduced to topics
such as cataloging, acquisitions, and pres-
ervation. The Indexing/Abstracting cate-
gory covered classes that teach indexing or
abstracting. The Automation category cov-
ered classes in which various aspects of
automation in libraries were discussed.
The Internship category was for speciffc
courses that offered an internship for stu-
dents in a cataloging departmenti

METHOD

In both Thomas (1976) and Cataloging
news (1987), data were collected by di-
rectly surveying library schools with writ-
ten questionnaires. I used a different
method for this study. In the summer of
1997, usinq a list of AlA-accredited li-
brary schools found on the ALA home
page. requests were sent to library
ich'ools foi course bulletins and, in some
cases, class syllabi, as described below.
The first step was to see whether the
school had a Web site. Some sites have
Web forms for prospective students to re-
quest information. Some schools pro-
vided a comment box with these Web
forms and others iust an area for name
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TABLE 1
INTRoDUCTony Ceter,ocrNG CoURSE Rn gulnrrrarur Srerus

1986 1998

Required

Not Required

43

12

7 8 2

21.8

. t t

25

J D . 4

44.7

and address. If a comment box was not
provided, program information was re-
quested without any explanation of this
study. If there was a comment box, the
pu{pose of the request was explained.
Some schools did not have Web forms but
gave an e-mail address to use to obtain in-
formation. These schools were e-mailed
and given a purpose for the request. If an
electronic method was not avai lable, a let-
ter was mailed to the school. After a few
months, if no reply was received from the
electronic requ6sis, a letter was mailed to
these schooli as well. In the end, a re-
sponse was received from almost every
school contacted. For those from which a
response was not received, the informa-
tion was obtained from the school or uni-
versity Web site.

Once the school information was re-
ceived, required courses were evaluated
and an eflort was made to determine
which courses, if any, met the criteria de-
scribed above for infroductory cataloging.
In the cases where this was not quite
clear, the Web site was

courses offered, and the nature ofcourses
offered

A total of 56 library school programs
were surveyed in this study, in which 221
courses in cataloging were offered.

Rrsurrs

The primary focus of this study was a com-
parison of the requirements for students to
take introductory cataloging courses
Since 1986, the number ofschools that re-
quired introductory courses dropped from
43(78.2Eo)to3L (55.4Vo) in lggS (table 1).
Chanse also was observed in the number
of catiloging courses offered by indlvid-
ual schools and the total number of
courses offered by all schools. Figure I
shows the distribution of the number of
courses offered by individual schools.
Most of the quantitative changes in the
number ofcourses offered are seen in the
mid-range of courses offered, although
there are obvious changes at the end
points as well. By lgg8, one school of-

4 5 6

Number of Courses

checked again and, in some
cases, the school e-mailed.
The remaining cataloging
courses were cateqorized
based on the criteiia de-
scribed above. Uodated
information for fall tgg8
was sought: consequently.
data werc checked agairrsr
school Web sites in the
summer of 1998.

Despite dif ferences in
data cbllection, the data
souqht were the same- For
each school, the followrns
information was collected:
requirements for introduc-
tory courses, the number of

o

o
| I 1 0

Fi-gure 1. Frequency of Programs by Number of Courses
Offered. All Schools.
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TABLE 2
INTRoDUCToRv Caralocrxc Counsn RugurnevnNT STATUS FoR CoRE ScHoot-s

Required

Not Required 1 1

77.r

22.9

ZD

23

J Z .  I

47.9

fered no cataloging courses and no school
offered nine courses. Reflecting the
changes in course distribution by sclools.
the median number of courses offered by
schools dropped from 5 to 3.5. The total
number ofcourses offered. however. rose
from 197 to 221. The average number of
courses offered by all schools increased
from 3.6 in 1986 to 4 in 1998.

The data were subsequently examined
for the core schools, which were defined
as the 48 schools included in both studies.
For the core schools, the results show
similar trends. The schools that required
introductory cataloging courses declined,
from 37 (77.lVo) schools in 1986 to 25
(52.lEo) schools in lggS (table 2). The
number of courses offered in individual
schools shifted (figure 2), and the median
number of courses offered by schools
dropped from 5 to 3.5. As with the full set
of schools surveved. the total number of
courses increar"d f.otn 16l to 173 and the
average number of courses offered by all
schools rose from 3.6 to 4.0.

Figure 3 provides detail on cataloging
curricula changes by the types ofcourses
offered. Arranged alphabetically, the 12

crease between the two studies appears to
be in the number of courses in indexing
and abstractinq, which has almost dou-
bled. It is also interesting to note that,
while the number of introductory courses
has increased, the number of advanced
cataloging and special formats courses
has dropped. Some of the increases might
be attributable to the larger number of
courses beins olfered in i098.

DISCUSSIoN

The purpose of this study was to deter-
mine^the number of schools that required
their students in 1998 to take an introduc-
tory cataloging course and then compare

the numbers with those re-

3 4 5 6

Number ol Courses

ported in the 1986 study.
The data indicate that the
number of schools requiring
introductory cataloging
courses has decreased, al-
though the number of cata-
loging courses being offered
has increased. The drop in
the percentage of schools
that required introductory
cataloging clas ses (from787o
to 55Vo) occurred even
though the number of
schools increased by one
during that time period. The
numbers become more in-
teresting when the data are
compared to Thomas (1976)

Figure 2. Frequency of Programs by Number of Courses
Offered, Core Schools.
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for the trend seen over three decades.
Thomas (1976) surveyed schools in

1973 and found that the number of
schools that required introductory cata-
foging classes was 70Vo. From there. the
percent increased to 787o in 1986 and
then decrease dto557o in 1998. This study
was not used for a direct comparison,
however, because of differences in
method. Thomas sent a questionnaire to
library schools asking them to furnish data
on their required cataloging courses,
which meant the schools indicated the
content ofthe course. Thomas did not list
the course descriptions provided by the
schools and therefore the courses could
not be grouped similarly with much cer-
tainty nor could the criteria used in this
study be applied. Nevertheless, Thomas
(1976) deserves brief mention, if only to
note the seemingly cyclic trends in cata-
loging requirements.

In analyzing the data. one recurring
question was whether the variation in the
number of reporting schools was likely to
have had any effect on curricular changes.
The number of schools included rose from
55 in 1986 to 56 in 1998. Five library
schools did not return the 1986 survey.
Two schools were excluded from the l9ti6
study because they were closing their pro-
grams and one was excluded because it lost
its accreditation (Cataloging news 1987).
Six schools included in the 1986 survey
were discontinued by the time of the l99b
study (ALA 1998) Yet the
data on changes in the core
schools showthat changes on
the range ofcourses offered,
the number of courses of-
fered. and introductorv cata-
Ioglng course requirements
moved in the same direction
as did the changes for the full
set of schools.lt is unhkely
the changes in schools in-
cluded hal a distinguishable
effect on overall cfianges in
the cataloging curricula.

In regard to the nature of
the cataioging curricula, the
findings identify a possible
shift to requiring integrated
courses instead of introduc-

tory cataloging courses. Integrated
courses by definition provide a briefer in-
troduction to cataloging than do courses
focusing only on cataloging, and thus
might be one change fueling the debate
over the adequacy of cataloging educa-
tion in the 1990s. In f986, 10 (5.4E") li-
brary schools required integrated courses
instead of introductory cataloging
courses. Bv 1998. the number had risen to
15 (6.8E"i. The change in numbers is
small, but Vellucci (1997,4142),for one,
challenges the adequacy of these inte-
grated classes:

In cataloging courses that are already over-
loaded with content, however, there is a
limit to the amount of time that can be de-
voted to the study of OPACs beyond the
theoretical concepts that directly involve
the cataloging process. It is often left to
other related courses such as Systems
Analysis, Library Automation, Technical
Services, or Information Storage and Re-
trieval, to examine a variety of OPAC de-
sign structures and capabilities in greater
depth. . . .
It must be noted that. at the same

time, the number of total cataloging
courses offered has increased from 197 to
22l.Evenwhen the numbers are limited
to the core schools, the number of cata-
loging courses increased over the twelve
years by one course annually. This finding
presents an expanded cataloging curricu-
lum that offers more choices to students

3 4 0
a

b 3 0

z 2 0

t 0

Advanced ClNi' Indexingy'
Cataloging ti@lion AbstEcting

OnlY

Intemship Sp*ial Subjed
Topics/ Analysls

Problems Only

Couca Catagori6

Figure 3, Frequencyof Cataloging Courses OfferedbyCate-

80ry.

Intro- | Special jTsfinjcal
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even as the number of required introduc-
tory courses has declined.

CoNcLUSIoN

The cataloging curriculum has changed on
several dimensions, and contrasting per-
spectives have emerged Requirements
for introductory courses have decreased
while the number of courses has in-
creased. The topical focus of specific
courses has shifted. Debate in the field has
focused on the decreased reouirements.
yet an examination of why these curricu-
lar changes are taking place is needed for
understanding what effect these changes
might have on the skills and knowledge of
new librarians in tomorrow's world. We in
the field worry that without required in-
troductory courses students will show lit-
tle interest in cataloging and will not ac-
quire necessary skills, but we don't know
what changes have taken place in enroll-
ment in cataloging courses. Further study
is the clear next step.
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A Stotisticol Study of Interlibrory
Loon Use ol o Science ond
Engineering Acodemic Libroly

Moid A. Siddiqui

Interlibrary loan (ILL) use patterns at the King Fahd Unioersity of Petro-
Ieum and L[inerals Library were determinedby analyzi,ngone year's oorth
of ILL requests for iournil articles and monolraplri. fli aim"of the study
was to determi,ne the trends of ILL requests. A total of 1,280 ILL requests
processedby the Reference and lnformati.on Sensices in 7997 were analyzed.
Re sults indicat ed that : the mechanical engine e rin g d ep a rt ment ge ne rated the
rnarimam numb er of requests ( 19Vo ), follow ed b yZhemist ry Q [V' ), ele ctrical
engineeNng(11Vo), physics (9Vo), and ciail engineering(B7o). Graduate stu-
dents requestedS3Vo materials, secondtofacuhy, who requested 59Vo materi-
als. Periodical articles accountedfor 847o, while 16Vo of ILL requests uere
for monographs. Electronic format (51Vo) is the single largest citation source
of ILL requests, uuith traditional format contributi.ng 28Vo. The British Li-
brary Document Supply Center (45Va) i.s the major source for supplyingma-
terials, followed by Bibliotheek TU Delft (31Vo). The majority of articles
(64Va) were suppliedto users uithinfourueeks fromthe date of receipt in the
Reference and lnformation Seroices.

r|.l

I- he effects of the inlormation explo-
sion, escalating prices of library materials,
and shrinking library financial resources
today make it impossible worldwide for
any single academic libraryto purchase all
the materials necessary to satisfyinforma-
tion reouirements of their users. Cancel-
lation of journal subscriptions to cope
with the increasing cost of subscript ions is
a global phenomenon. To meet the infor-
mation needs of library users, libraries
have successfully used interlibrary loan
(ILL) services to extend their serial col-
lections (Chrzastowski and Anthes 1995)
or to fill the gaps due to canceled serial ti-
tles (Kilpatrick and Preece 1996). Simi-

larly, the King Fahd University of Petro-
Ieum and Minerals (KFUPM) Library
provides extensive ILL services to its us-
ers with expansion of borrowing services
already under active consideration. In
this paper, I report on current ILL activ-
ity and discusi implications for future
course ofaction.

BACKGROUND

Saudi Arabia contains six maior universi-
ties. Named after Saudi Ara6ia's present
king, the KFUPM Library was estab-
lish-ed in 1963 and is located in Dhahran,
Saudi Arabia, near major oil fields of

MoID A. Stoorqur (moid@kfupm.edu.sa) is Manager, Reference and Information Services, King
Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals Library Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. Manuscript re-
ceived October 1998; accepted for publication January 1999.
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Ghawar, Safaniya, Abqaiq, etc. The uni-
versity offers 28 bachelors, 17 masters,
and 8 Ph.D. programs in the Iields of sci-
ence, engineering, management, and en-
vironmental design. The university com-
munity numbers approximately 12,500,
including 828 faculry 616 graduate and
9,450 undergraduate students, and 1,606
technical and nontechnical staff. Library
holdings slightly exceed 350,000 uolumes
and 1,000,000 microforms. Current serial
subscriptions number 1,079, a declining
number because the KFUPM Librarv
faces the same crisis in periodical pricing
that conlronts academii libraries 

-worldl

wide. Between 1994 and 1997, the num-
ber ofserial subscriptions decreased from
1,551 to l,079while the paid subscription
costs increased from 91,090,094 to
$1,233,118. The library has access to 20
CD-ROM databases, of which 13 are cita-
tion indexes and 7 are full-text image. On-
'.';;;::::l'"* is done through DIALoG

ILL serwices are integral to the
KFU PM Library referenie services.
Therefore, the library pays all costs, in-
cluding onl ine ordering charges. coplng.
andmai l ing ts idd iqu i  tSSt  r .  The ILLse i -
vice orders books and iournal articles
from individual l ibraries and has deposit
accounts with a number of major suppli-
ers, including the British Library Docu-
ment Supply Center (BLDSC),
Blbliotheek TU Delft (BTU) in the Neth-
erlands, Universitatsbibliothek Han-

brary is exploring the costs of obtaining
journal articles through more recently
available electronic document delivery
services, such as CARL UNCOVER. Tra-
ditional ILL and electronic document
services both provide copies ofjournal ar-
ticles but can differ in scope of titles in-
cluded, chronological coverage, and de-
livery mode, speed, and cost. In this
paper, traditional ILL services are those
in which the KFUPM Library has estab-
l ished relat ionships. while the term elec-
tronic document delivery services indi-

cates source suppliers not yet used by
KFUPM. Goodyear and Dodd (1994)
point to new access options in the light of
the growing emphasis on access rather
than ownership.

Pnotrnu STATEMENT

The KFUPM Library intends to continue
supporting the literature requirements of
researchers free of charqe to individual
researchers. and. toward that goal, saw
the need to examine ILL acti ; i ry. The
purpose of this study was to create an
overview of the use of ILL services by
KFUPM faculty, graduate and under-
graduate students, and staff, as well as an
identification of major suppliers and
turnaround time.

Lrrpnerunr RnvrBw

The literature is rich with ILL services
studies that emohasize the costs of ILL
and document delivery services in rela-
tionship to journal subscription costs.
Milne and Tiffany (1991) described
methods of evaluatin g cost-effectiveness
of serials by relating ihe level of use of a
serial to the subscription cost and com-
paring subscription cost with the cost of
ILL. Similarly, Kingma's (1994) early
work illustrated an economic model to
analyze the cost, efficiency of journal
subscript ions, and commercial and con-
sortium document delivery In subse-
quent studies, Kingma and Irving (i996)
and Kingma (1997) presented decision
rules on the economic efficiency of ac-
cess by ILL versus a journal subscrip-
tion. Data were provided on the cost of
loans, periodical prices, and periodical
use to determine the potential savings to
the State University of New York
(SUNY) consort ium.

Hughes (1997), ]aramillo and
Lamborn (1996), Gossen and Irvinq
( I  995 ). and Ferguson and Kehoe 1 I 993)
reached similarly positive conclusions re-
garding cost savings in their investiga-
tions of the viability of document delivery
for access to iournals not owned. Based
on the reasonlble costs sDent on articles
from canc'eled journal t i t ]es. Hamaker
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(1994) integrated document delivery op-
tions into the Louisiana State University
Library operations. In a cost comparison
of traditional ILL and commercial docu-
ment deliverv methods. Kurosman and
Durniak (f9O+) found that traditional
ILL was more cost effective than com-
mercial document delivery. Although
ILL costs are not the focus ofthis studv.
the researchers of the cited studies sug-
gest that TLL and document del ivery op-
tions can be cost effective alternatives to
ownership, and collectively, these stud-
ies are an important reason for examin-
ing the nature of ILL transactions at
KFUPM.

Farr and Brown (1991) explored the
causes and the consequencei of rapid
growth in ILL use at the University of
Montana as a result of slow attrition of the
acquisition budget, coupled with periodi-
cals inflation, and a concomitant develop-
ment of new electronic information
sources. The librarywas forced to follow a
new emphasis: access, resource sharing,
and temporary ownership. The acquisi-
tion budget has not kept pace with infla-
tion or with enrollment; actually it was
both anemic and stagnant. Rapidly esca-
lating journal costs have resulted in lean
monographic acquisitions and many se-
r ial cancel lat ions. result ing in increasing
reliance uoon ILL. The introduction of
several n6w electronic sources from
Western Library Network, RLIN, OCLC
EPIC, and access to their own library on-
line catalog via the Internet also subse-
quently increased ILL. To meet the rapid
ILL growth, more resources were put
into access and ILL technology. The bud-
get was broadened to rely on-'access and
temporary acquisitions. Reliance on
other libraries, new electronic access
technologies, and a liberal policy ofpro-
viding free ofcharge ILL service helped
to meet the rapid ILL growth.

In an analysis ofone year's ILL request
data, Gossen and Kaczor (1997) reported
on the use patterns ofscientists in sellected
academic departments at the University of
Albany, SUNY. They described several as-
pects ofthese ILL transactions, including
the use by departments and by individuals,
the frequency with which articles were re-

quested from specific periodical titles,
whether new or old documents were re-
quested, the source from which the re-
questor found the citation, and finally, the
supplier filling the request. These are
questions of interest here as well and I
used their questions and methodology, in-
cluding the categorization of citation
sources, as the basis forthe KFUPM study.
The answers provide base line data for cur-
rent and future use in evaluatins methods
of meeting the information needs of the
KFUPM iibraryusers.

Mnruop

All completed ILL request forms submit-
ted by university faculty, students (gradu-
ate and undergraduate), and staff in 20
university depirtments to the Reference
and Information Services of the KFUPM
Library during the three semesters of
1997 (spring, summer, and fall) were in-
cluded in this study. Requests from fac-
ulty in the Research Institute go directly
to the institute's technical information
center for processing and are therefore
not included in this study. From each re-
quest, the following information was re-
corded: date ofrequest, user's name, de-
partment, status, journal article or
monograph, source of citation, and article
receiDt date. In those cases where an ILL
request form did not have complete infor-
mation about the user's department or
status, the information was obtained from
official university graduate and under-
graduate bulletins. The data were en-
iered into an Enable database for compi-
lation and reporting. Additional data on
the number of full-time equivalent (FTE)
faculty. graduate students. undergradu-
ate students, and staff in KFUPM were
obtained from faculty personnel, College
of Graduate Studies, admissions office,
and staff personnel, respectively.

FrxoINcs

The data from the ILL request forms were
used to answer a series of questions on who
requests materials (department, status),
what tlpe of materials is requested, the
source of the request, and how frequently
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requests are made. Additionally, to assist in
unde-rstanding the potential for changes in
suppliers, we report on the document sup-
pliers and turnaround time.

Usr ny DEPARTMENT

The faculty, graduate and undergraduate
students, and the staff of 18 KFUPM de-
partments made 1,280 ILL requests (ta-
ble 1). The mechanical engineering de-
partment generated the highest number
of requests (244 requests. or l97o)r the
earth sciences department had the lewest
requests from an academic department
(21 or 2Vo). The departments of chemis-
try electrical engiieering, physics, and

civil engineering made 182 (l4Ea), 136
(llEo), ll2 (9Vo), and 106 (8Eo) requests,
respectively. Together, the top five de-
partments generated 780 (6IEo) requests
out of the total processed requests while
the remaining 13 departments made only
500 (397o) ofthe requests.

Requests by department were also
compared with the number of library
subscriptions to journals for that depart-
ment. Table 2 includes the number of
journals to which each department
subscribed to test the hypothesis that
departments with smaller numbers of
journal subscriptions would lack more
needed material and therefore place
more ILL requests. However, no clear

TABLE I
INTERLTBRARY LoeN Rrgunsrs

Departments No ILL Requests

Mechanical Engineering

Chemistry

Electrical Engineering

Physics

Civil Engineering

Systems Engineering

Chemical Engineering

Mathematical Sciences

Environmental Design

Industrial Management

Petroleum Engineering

Computer Science and Engineering

English Language Center

Library

Medical

Earth Sciences

Information Technology Center

General Administration

Islamic and Arabic Studies

Recreation Center

Research Institute

TOTAL

244

r82
136

TT2

106

78

62

60

DZ

42

39

38

30

26

23

2l

r,280

l9

I4

I 1

I

8

6

5

/

J

D

z

z

z

2

I

I

t5

L4

100
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relationship was observed between the
ILL requests made by a department and
the number of lournals to which the li-
brary subscribed for that department.
While users in some departments (such
as mechanical ensineering and chemis-
try) requested a higher percentage of the
total ILL requests than their percentage
of subscribed titles of the total subscrip-
tions, users in other departments (such
as the deoartments of mathematics and
earth sci&ces) had a greater number of
journal subscriptions than they do ILL
requests. Many factors might play a role
in this measure, including the content of

iournals purchased. the focus ofthe fac-
ultv research, and the diversity of pat-
terns bv which faculty obtain infoima-
tion, wLether from the library collegial
communication, or article preprints.

Requests by department also were
compared with the size of a department.
Table 3 hsts the average number of ILL
requests by department members with
no pattern emerging. lt was thought that
dep-artments wiih hore graduale stu-
dents might make more ILL requests
than departments with lower numbers of
graduate students. This hypothesis is
contradicted here because departments

TABLE 2
INrnnLrnnanv LoaN Rnquesrs AND JoURNAL SUBSCRIPTIoNS

No ILL
Department Requests

No
Titles in

Set l: lLL Requests Greater than the Number of lournal Subscriptions

Mechanical Engineering

Chemistry

Electrical Engineering

Physics

Civil Engineering

Systems Engineering

Chemical Engineering

Environmental Design

Petroleum Engineering

English Language Center

Medical

General Administration

Set 2z Joumal Subscriptions Creater than ILL Requests

Mathematical Sciences

Industrial Management

Computer Science and Engineering

Library

Earth Sciences

Inform ation Technolo gy Cente r

Islamic and Arabic Studies

Recreation Center

Research Institute

244

182

l J o

19

T4

1 l

o

8

4

8
A

D

a

4

2

I

I

o

94

87

42

84

38

51

32

40

l9

I4

12

68

o

8

o

/

3

2

2

I

Lt2

106

78

6Z

52

39

J I '

o a

1.4

60

42

38

26

2 I

t5

o

J

z

z

I

r23
85

73

48

47

I I

t2

62

I I

8

7

4

t

I

J

6
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with more graduate students made fewer

Uss ny PATRON Srarus

As shown in table 5, faculty requested the
most articles (59%), followed by graduate
students (33%). Staff made 62 (1Sa) ILL
requests. Not surprisingly, undergraduate
students made the fewest ILL requests.
Undergraduate students are not encour-
aged to request articles through ILL be-
cause their assignments often fall due
within a short period, leaving insufficient

time to obtain materials via ILL. Also, the
KFUPM Library collection development
goals attempt to select literature to meet
undergraduate information needs.

The results ofthis study vary from the
findinss of Chrzastowski and Anthes
(1995), who found that graduate stu-
dents made 6670 requests.-faculty made
147o requests, staffmade 107o requests,
and others made I07o requests. One fac-
tor that might account for the lower
number of r-equests from graduate stu-
dents at KFUPM is that when faculty do
not place their own requests, research
staff, rather than graduate students,
gather information for use in faculty re-
search studies.

Table 6 shows the frequency ofILL re-
quests by patron status. Almost half of the
patrons (487o) reqrested only one article
during the study period, while only 10
(2Vo) of the requestors made extensive
use (more than 10 requests).

TABLE 3
INtnnrrsneRy LoaN Rnguesrs AND DErARTMENT SIZE

Departments
Average Requests

Dept Size per Dept Member

Industrial Management

Electrical Engineering

Environmental Design

Mechanical Engineering

Systems Engineering

Computer Science and Engineering

Mathematical Sciences

Civil Engineering

English Language Center

Chemistry

Physics

Chemical Engineering

Petroleum Engineering

Islamic and Arabic

Earth Sciences

Physical Education

r90
135

126

I Z D

87

80

78

70

70

63

oz

58

DD

40

30

t 7

.22

1 0 0

4I

1 .90

.89

.77

1.50

n o

2 8 0

1 8 0

1.06

0

.70

0

Note: Nonfaculty departments are omitted: Library Medical, Information Technology Center, and Ceneral
Administration.
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TABLE 4
INtsnlrenA.nv LoAN REeUESTS AND Gr..qouaru StuoeNrs

Graduate students

No Vo

Requests

Departments

Category lz More Craduate Stud.ents than ILL Requests

Industrial Management

Environmental Design

Electrical Engineering

Computer Science and Engineering

Petroleum Engineering

Earth Sciences

Category 2z Feuer Graduate Students than ILL Requests

Mechanical Engineering 48

Civil Engineering 35

Systems Engineering 32

Chemistry 27

t25

oo

82

52

26

19

22

2I

8

20

16

I J

o

4

3

8

6

5

4

J . D

3

I

42

52

136

38

JY

2I

o / 1

106

78

r82

62

l12

60

3

4

1 l

3

o

z

t9

8

b

t4

5
q

D

Chemical Engineering

Physics

Mathematical Sciences

Note: Departments with no graduate students are omitted: Library Medical, Information Technologr Center,

General Administration, Islamic and Arabic, Physical Education, English Language Center

TABLE 5
INTERLIBRARY LOAN REQUESTS BY PATRON STETUS

Designation No ILL Requests

Faculty

Graduate students

Staff

Undergraduate students

TOTAL

76r

4t8

62

39

1,280

DV

JO

D

3

t00

Usn nv MarnRrer Tvpe

A clear majority of requests were for peri-
odical articles (84Vo) v"tth the remaining
167o requests for monographs (table 7).
These results are similar to those re-
Dorted bv Chrzastowski and Anthes
(fOOS;, -tro found that majority of the re-
quests (827o) were for journal articles.

Similarly, Ferguson and Kehoe (1993)
found that 85Vo of the requests were for
periodical articles, and lSVo were for
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TABLE 6
FnegurNcv op INrnnI,rsRenv Loeu REeUESTS sv Pernorv Srerus

TOTAL

TABLE 7
INtnnrrsneny LoAN Regue srs nv Matnnler. Tvps

No. ILL Requests

Periodical Articles

Monographs

TOTAL

1,069

2lr

1,280

84

l6

I00

III (I6Vo) periodical titles requested
twice. These findings are again similar to
those of Ferguson and Kehoe (1993),
Chrzastowski and Anthes (1995), and
Gossen and Kaczor (1997), where 727o,
78Vo, and 79.7Vo of titles, respectively,
were requested only once.

None of the 2Il monographs was
requested more than once. This result is
similar to that of Ferquson and Kehoe
(1993), who found tliat 96.37o mono-
graphs were requested once.

Use nv CrrauoN SoURCE

At the bottom of the ILL request form, us-
ers are requested to identif' where they
found out about the item. The users were
asked to give specilic information (name of
journal, index, book, etc.). This information
is useful not onlyin analyzingthe trend of
use of citation sources but also for biblio-
graphic verilication as needed. Table 9
shows the single largest citation source to

be CD-ROM (48Vo),followedby Not Men-
tioned (l7Va), and Article (157o) categories.
A further breakdown by user status (table
10) shows the use of CD-ROM sources oc-
curs across all user statuses. Gossen and
Kaczor (1997) also found CD-ROM as the
single largest source of the ILL requests
(327o) , followed by None Listed and Online
(L67o each), and Article (157o) categories.

Combinins the categories of
CD-ROM QBEI) and Onlin; (3Vo) ac-
counts for more than half (5I7o) of the
ILL requests and reveals a not sulprising
reliance on electronic formats for locat-
ing items. At KFUPM, CD-ROM public
searching is supported by 13 library sub-
scriptions to bibliographic databases and
7 full-text imase CD-ROM databases.
Some of the heivily used CD-ROM bib-
liographic databases are ABI/INFORM,
Applied Science and Technology Index,
COMPENDEX PLUS, Dissertation Ab-
stracts, Readers' Guide to Periodical Lit-
erature, Science Citation Index, and So-
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TABLE 8
FnrgunNcv op ItrtBnusnenv LoeN Rngunsrs: Penloolcus AND MoNoGRAPHS

Periodicals Monographs

No Times Requested No

1

z

3

4

r)

7

8

I

l0

I I

TOTAL

502

I I I

4T

28

0

I

0

2

J

5

I

694

2TT

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2II

72

16

6

4

0

0

0

0

I

I

0

100

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

r00

TABLE 9
INTERLTBRARY Loer{ Rnoussrs By CITATION SouRcES

Citation Sources Frequency

Electronic format

CD-ROM

Online

Total

Traditional format

Article

Printed index

Book

Colleague

Total

Other

Not mentioned

TOTAL

6I9

39

658

48

3

D I

193

76

DO

359

49

214

1,280

15

6
1

28

^

1 . 7

t00

cial Science Citation Index. The use of
online searching at the KFUPM Library
has decreased considerably due to the
availability of comprehensive CD-ROM

searching (particularly COMPENDEX
PLUS). Although not specifically exam-
ined in this studv, online searchinq is im-
portant for ftnding older informati-on and
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TABLE 10
INTERLTBRARy LoAN Rnoursrs gy CrrATroN Souncns AND UsER Srxlus

Citation Source

Article

Book

CD-ROM

Colleague

Online

Printed index

Other

Not mentioned

TOTAL

Total 7o

Requests

Graduate Staff

Total

128

JJ

354

25

26

47

29

119

16

z

38

193

DO

619

t5

4

48

3

3

6

4

1 J

100

34

39

76

49

t4

J

0

29

0

0

0

0

7

39

3

0

0

z

0

4

62

)

46

2 I

198

I

t3

27

20

84

418

33

761

59

will continue to complement CD-ROM
searching.

Citations from articles represent a differ-
ent approach than does searching an elec-
tronic or printed index, and that avenue is
not expected to &sappear. Users conduct
most of their searches in electronic format
(mostly CD-ROM). However, traditional
citation sources that cover older materials are
required when conducting comprehensive
research. Therefore, these sources will be
maintained to search older information.

Uss ny DocUMENT Suppr,rpns

The KFUPM Library maintains an exten-
sive network of document suppliers in
and out of the Arabian Gulf region (table
I I  ) .  The BLDSC. with more tf ian 60,000
serial title holdinqs, is the chief source
(45vo), follow ed bt BTU (31 7o ). Togethea
these two suppliers furnished 16Vo of re-
quests. Although the U.S. and India sup-
pliers would more than likely also be able
to supplythe documents,library staff turn
first to the BLDSC and BTU.

Within the reqion, all six Arab Gulf
countries (Bahrain" Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, and United Arab Emirates)
are the signatory to the Arab Bureau of Ed-
ucation for the Gulf States (ABEGS) Inter-

I ,280

library Loan Code developed in 1983. The
KFUPM Library receives periodical arti-
cles free of cost from Gulf academic librar-
ies andin return, supplies up to ten articles,
per month, per library free of cost to all
Gulf libraries. Because the KFUPM Li-
brary has a very strong collection in science
and engineering in comparison to other
Gulf academic libraries, it supplies more
articles than it receives from them. The 142
articles shown in table 11 as received from
the Gulf sources span three semesters for
an average monthly receipt of L4, clearly
below the 50 articles sent out each month
to these same Gulf libraries. Kuwait Uni-
versity Libraries (Engineering and Health
Sciences) are the main Gulf region suppli-
ers with 6Vo of ILL requests.

TunrvenouNo Trun

For this study, turnaround time was de-
Iined as the oeriod of time from when the
user's reouest is received in the Refer-
ence Depirtment to the time the request
is fulfilled. Only I3Vo ILL requests were
supplied to users within 8 days, although
647o of ILL requests were supplied
within 4 weeks (table l2). Further analy-
sis showed that document suppliers
(identified as those in the list where de-
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INTERLTBRAR' L'AN o"11r?h", ll oo"ururr suppr-reRs

Document suppliers No ILL Requests

Deposit accounts

Blbhotheek TU Delft (BTU), The Netherlands

British Library Document Supply Center (BLDSC), UK

Chemical Abstracts Serwice (CAS), USA

Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL), USA

Engineering Societies Library (ESL), USA

Indian National Scientific Doc. Centre (INSDOC), India

Universitatsbibliothek und TIB (TIB), Germany

Total

Gulf sources

Bahrain University Library Bahrain

Kuwait University Libraries, Kuwait

Saudi Aramco Library Saudi Arabia

Sultan Qaboos University Library Oman

United Arab Emirates University Library UAE

Total

Other Libraries and institutiols

TOTAL

397

581

12

0

0

0

37

r,027

l r l

1,280

t2

77

10

18

25

r42

3 l

1

0

0

0

3

80

I

6

I

I

z

I I

o

100

TABLE 12
INTERLIBRARY LoAN REQUESTS BY TURNAnOUND T]ME

Tumaround Time No ILL Requests

First Month

0-8 days (First Week)

9-15 days (Second Weeki

16-22 days (Third Week)

23-30 days t Fourth Week t

Total

Second Month

Third Month

TOTAL

163

282

241

t29

815

286

L79

1,280

13

22

l9

10

64

22

t4

100

posit accounts had been established) sup-
plied articles more quickly than libraries
that supplied items at no cost. Also, items

requested via International Federation of
Library Associations and Institutions
(IFLA) forms from various libraries and
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institutions worldwide were among those
with the longest turnaround time.

Overall, within 90 days all 1,280 ILL
requests were supplied to users for an av-
erage turnaround time of I4.2 days. This
result is similar to that of Kilpatrick and
Preece (1996), who found an average turn-
around time of 14.6 days to fill a request.

PERIODICAL CANCELLATIoNS

In 1997, during the time of this study al-
though not as part of the study, the
KFUPM Library canceled 75 serial sub-
scriptions for cost savings of $117,597,
leaving 1,079 remaining serial subscrip-
tions. Of the 1,280 ILL requests pro-
cessed during the studyperiod, 139 ( f 17o )
were for articles from serial titles can-

brary saw savings of $ I 15,373, thus realiz-
ing one objective of the serial cancella-
tions. Cancellations were done onlv on
the final recommendations of the faculty.
These recommendations included evalu-
ations of how useful the iournal title was
for research, and the use-ofthese evalua-
tions was a key factor in the success ofthe
cancellations.

IMPLTcATToNS FoR ILL Snnvrcns

Several findings here provide important
data for the KFUPM Library in examin-
ing how best to meet the inlormation
needs ofits users in the near future. These
are: the frequency ofrequests from indi-
vidual titles, the number ofrequests from
canceled serial t i t les, and the-dif ference
in turnaround time between libraries pro-
viding copies free of charge and docu-
ment suppliers.

Generally, several articles from a par-
ticular periodical were requested by one
individual, which suggests that the jour-
nal, ifpurchased, would be oflow contin-
uing use by KFUPM scholars. The 81 pe-
riodical titles requested three or more
times was considered for subscription by
the collection development division and

ordered in 1998. The cost ofsubscribine
to these highly requested journals was in
some cases still more than the charges for
purchasing the requested articles. How-
ever, some of the iournals were ordered
on the basis of fa-culty evaluations. For
iournal titles from which articles were
requested only once or twice during the
study period, a review of the subscrip-
tion prices revealed that the document
delivery charges were less than the sub-
scription price.

Second, the low number of requests
(139 or I l7o) from titles recentlycanceled
by KFUPM suggests that canceling titles
in favor of document deliverv services has
the potential to be both reas6nable from a
usei perspective as well as cost effective.
Where the serials are in high use, cancel-
lation is less cost effective]Chrzastowski
and Stern (1994) suggested that for
high-use journal titles it is more cost ef-
fective to maintain duplicate copies than
to rely on traditional ILL, commercial
document deliverv. or in-house docu-
ment delivery, yef where titles are not
high use, canceliation can be shown to be
a reasonable option. Kilpatrick and
Preece (1996) assessed the impact ofse-
rial cuts done by the Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale Library by ana-
lyzing ILL serial requests for the can-
celed titles. They found that use ofboth
traditional ILL and document suppliers is
a necessity in today's ILL loan, although
reliance on a single document supplier is
not feasible, a result similar to that found
at KFUPM.

Crump and Freund (1995) looked at
the University of Florida's approach to
handhng a cancellation project ofconsid-
erable magnitude and evaluated the con-
seo,tencei of de-selection decisions as
measured by indicators such as ILL activ-
ity. They found that the University of
Florida Libraries have shifted dramati-
cally from ownership to access, giving pa-
trons a growing number of options for ac-
quiring information. This result is also
similar to the findinss here.

Finallv. the turnaround time between
the requests originated and the material
supplied to the user is an important factor
in gauging success. Selecting a document



supplier where the supply time is known
to be short can decrease turnaround time.
At the KFUPM Library we attempt to ob-
tain as many items as possible from Gulf
reciprocal libraries so that the fastest
turraround time can be achievedwith the
least cost to the library Additionally, the
KFUPM Library staff is seriously explor-
ine the UNCOVER commercial docu-
ment delivery serrrice. It is expected that
the subscription of UNCOVERS, an elec-
tronic table ofcontents and full-text arti-
cle deliverv service. will reduce the turn-
around time further and increase the fill
rate. Mancini (1996) found a turnaround
time of 3 to 4 days with an86.577a Iill rate
for UNCOVER.

Coucrusrou

ILL and document delivery seruices will
be increasingly important components of
library services. This study, among others,
examined characteristics of current ILL
transactions and patron behavior, includ-
ing frequency of requests by patron and
by periodical title, turnaround time, sup-
plier scope relative to demand, and article
charges. Other studies are investigating
the relative costs ofownership and access,
and concludinq resources will have to
shift from ."r6.r.ce to access budeets.
From these studies. there is a rapidly ex-
panding knowledge base of how to con-
struct cost-effective ILL and document
delivery services.
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Noles On Operolions
Troining fot the New Seriolist

Louro A. Sill

f\
lJonsider the fol lowins scenario: A
task force is given a chargelhat "enumer-

ated some of the unique problems posed
by the management of serials operations
and the challenges ofproviding physical
and bibliographic access to serials It also
described features ofthe current Univer-
sity Libraries' environment that justify se-
rious examination of our handlins of seri-
als" (Serials Task Force Report ISSS. t).
As part ofits deliberations, the task force

"*"?nines 
the organizational structure of

the serial operations, concluding (2):
that neither centralization nor decentraliza-
tion could be adopted as a gor erning princi-
ple, independent of the nature of the
operation and the circumstances surround-
ing it In general, operations in which effec-
tiveness is enhanced by proximity to user,
expertise can be distributed, and necessary
information shared electronically are sus-
ceptible to decentralization. Those which
require highly specialized knowledge and
access to physical volumes and facilities are
less so. A prudentialjudgement must be ex-
ercised in the light of particular situations.

Ultimately, the group recommends

the creation of a new serials department,
pul l ing together ser ia ls uni ts f rom exist-

ing ac"quiiitions, cataloging. and access

r""*i""i departments. fhCrationale for

the department is fivefold:

a common organizational identitywould as-

sist communication between mutually de-

pendent functions, and would promote

common goals; combining technical and

nublic service functions would raise mutual

a*areness and better direct attention to the

needs of the user: concentration of exper-

tise would promote diffusion of knowledge,

encourage consultation, and facilitate train-

ing; a central serials operation would be a

visible resource for those seeking solutions

to serials-relatedproblems; and, combining

and coordinating operations would pro-

mote a more efficient workflow and use of

resources (Serials Department in the Uni-

versity Libraries 1995, 1)

To plan, implement, and manage the

servicei, facilities, programs, and re-

sources of the new department, the new

professional position of serials librarian is

L.runeA. Srr,r, (laura.a.jenny.l@nd.edu)was Serials Librarian at the University of Notre Dame at

the time article*aswriiten andpresented at the 1998 American LibraryAssociation Annual Con-

ference Currently she is Systems Special Projects Librarian Manuscript received May 11, 1999;

accepted for publication fuly 2I, 1999.
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also developed. A national search to ffll the
position draws both internal and external

work in the new department is underway.
This scenario hints at the debate that

has existed for decades over the organiza-
tion of serials management in llbraries.
Potter (1981, 85) centers his historical re-
view ofserials department organization on
the choice between "organiziig by form of
material or by function." Potter traces ex-
amples of both form- and function-based
serials organizational structures, conclud-
ing that "the organization ofprocedures by
function and the growing use of automa-
tion can result in more efficient processing
and better serwice" (93).

Thornton and jurries (1994, 258) offer
reasons that libraries might consider a re-

user." Some of these factors also surface
in Gellatly (f990, 2), who edited a collec-
tion ofcase studies "ofa number ofserials
departments of various sorts and sizes."
McKinley, Jones, and Randall (1990) de-
scribe UCLA's serials department. which
evolved over several yeari with its organi-
zational structure influenced by the intro-
duction of their automated syitem. Har-
r ington (1990) explains how the serials
dep"artment at the University of
Oklahoma changed in response to auto-
mation projects and shifts in staffing.
Christ.  Monson, and Wilhite (1990) an-d
Bustion (1990) outline how automation
has been a major force in the reorganiza-
tion at the University of Iowa and Texas
A&M, respectively, with the result that
serials are managed at the unit level and
affiliated with a larser function-based
group (e.g., acquisitions and cataloging).
Chiou-Sen (f995, 20) concludes thai "any
method of organization is viable as long as
it works for the library"

Due to the inevitable variation in seri-
als organizational structure, it is not possi-

ble to recommend a single method or ap-
proach to training the new serialist. But
the serialist is a vital component in what-
ever operational organization is chosen.
Many library professionals consider
themselves serialists, but each can play
different roles, focus on different u."i, of
serials management, or have different re-
sponsibilitieJ. An individual with little di-
rect experience in new areas of responsi-
bility might {ill the serialist position.
High-qualiry well-informed, and for-
ward-thinking solutions need to be dem-
onstrated in ihort order to address the
concerns that prompted the restructuring
in the first place. The stakes are high for
the new serialist; therefore, conscious,
concentrated attention to training should
be considered by the incumbent and ad-
ministrators alike.

I suggest that while the content of
what needs to be learned or the skills that
need to be acquired will depend on the
nature of the position, a planned strategy
is the common thread in training the new
serialist. This planned strategy can mani-
fest itself in the form of developing an
individualized training plan, which in-
cludes assessing the training needs of the
new serialist, identilying available train-
ing or learning sources, scheduling or
prioritizing training activities, identifying
support resources for training, and peri-
odically evaluating the success of the
training program.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Covey (1989) provides a general back-
drop for the first step in developing the
plan: performing a needs assessment.
Covey's habit number two, which is "to
begin with the end in mind," calls for hav-
ing "a clear understanding ofyour desti-
nation. It means to knowwhere you're go-
ing so that you better understand whire
you are now and so that the steps you take
are always in the right direction" (98).
Lohr (1994, 14) puts it another way; he
suggests that we be "SMARTER" in ad-
dressing training needs. SMARTER is an
acronym for being specific, measurable,
action oriented, realistic, time bound,
evaluative, and rewarding in carrying out
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a training initiative. In assessing the train-
ing needs, a clear understanding of and
appreciation for the responsibilities of the
position are essential. The incumbent
must have a firm awareness of the serial
functions or areas that the position has as
a focus. Documents written in support of
the position or administrative area, such
as a job description or mission statement,
should be analvzed to helo the new serial-
ist focus on pri*ary areis to be articu-
lated in the individualized training plan.
If such formal documents are not avail-
able, interviews with supervisors and col-
leagues will quickly unveil the expecta-
tions for the role ofthe serialist. To start
the needs assessment, analyze the current
work environment and job responsibili-
ties in relation to the serialist's oosition.

Authors in the library litera:ture sug-
gest that the serials organizational struc-
ture can vary drastically from library to li-
brary Likewise, they suggest that the
work of serialists, in general, is detailed
and varied, regardlesiofthe scope or fo-
cus areas of the position. Chiou-Sen
(1995, 7) writes that "managing serials is
not only a long-term project but also a
complicated task; the complexity comes
mostly from changes. On a serial's long
publication path, changes may occur,
such as title changes, frequency changes
and price changes." Such changes can
trigger a number of events that require
specific skill sets and knowledge. The
analysis of the current work environment
and iob responsibilities will no doubt re-
flect this wide variety in work or what
could be referred to as skill areas. Be-
cause the plan is for individual use, the
skill areas must have meaning to the new
serial ist and be comfortable groupings
compatible with the individual. Examples
of skill areas might include management,
technology, patron services and advocacy,
acquisitions, cataloging, standards devel-
opment, electronic products, scholarship,
preservation, blnding, interlibrary loan,
or document delivery. The skill areas,
based on the overall assessment ofthe po-
sition responsibilities and relationships to
other library units, can also serve as the
physical outline for the individualized
training plan.

The new serialist with little serials ex-
perience, facing what might seem like
mountainous expectations, might find this
initial assessment stage overwhelming.
The process might have the unfortunate
effeci of reinforcins how much is not
known, rather than highlighting positively
what needs to be learned to fulftll the
charse of serialist. New serialists must be
encouraged by colleagues and supervisors
alike not to let the enormity of the number
of skill areas be discouraging. All library

of responsibility. The new serialist is sim-
ply iumping into a continuum of learning
itr"i tr"i a"serials focus. The individua-l

These transferred skills also deserve re-

plete the needs assessment, prepare the
new serialist for the areas oflearning that
lie ahead, and boost confidence.

TnerNINc Souncns

CoLLEAGUES

The second step to developing an individ-
ualized training plan is identifring training
sources to match the defined skill areas. A
wealth of information regarding serials
management can be found in books and
journil articles, on the Web, through
e-mail list exchanges, at conferences and
workshops, and on audio and video cas-
sette. The most immediate source for
training, however, comes from library col-
leagues. Stalf working within the serials
opiration. especially those who have ded-
icated their own careers to serials work,
can help identifv valuable sources and
teach oiexplain practices essential to the
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day-to-day operations of a serials depart-
ment. Other librarians, whose specialties
are in acquisitions. cataloging, preserva-
tion, collection development, and public
services, might be more than happy to
share their experiences, suggest sources
for further study, or assist the new serialist
in making further professional contacts.
Sheldon (1991, 66-67) writes that "poten-
tial mentors are available at all leveliof the
organization. . . . Depen&ngon the size of
the organization, there may be several po-
tential mentors. . . . Developing a rather
wide network ofprofessional friends, both
in one's own locale and nationallv. is the
best way to ensure that career help. advice
and encouragement will be readily avail-
able." The new serialist should actively
seek the advice ofcolleagues as the train-
ing plan is filled out with sources that
match the skill areas.

Vendors are of soecial note in the area
of collegial s.rpporf for identifying train-
ing sources. Serialists, no matter what
their set of responsibilities, rely on ven-
dors for services and product support.
Vendors also serve as an imoortant source
for information and learnin^g. New serial-
ists should be encouraqed to take advan-
tage of conference invitations to lun-
chions where products and services are
discussed, receptions where networking
can occur, or library site presentations
where vendors demonstrate new prod-
ucts and services. The soal ofthe vendor
is not only to get to know the new serialist,
but to share their latest developments and
discuss emerging trends The new serial-
ist should view vendors as more than iust
salespeople-they are partners in the
business of providing quahty services to
libraries, who are willing to engage in a
two-way exchange of knowledge and in-
formation with the new serialist.

PeRsNr OnceNrzauoN/TRATNTNG
Corr,rpe,NrBs

In the management and technolog;r skill
areas, the library or parent organization's
training courses or resources should be
explored. For example, in a university set-
ting a campus office of information tech-
nologlr or department of human resources

misht offer extensive courses in office
productivity software or supervisory
skills. Once one training source is ex-
olored. the new serialist-will often find
lhat this source will lead to others. Many
management skills trainers, for example,
will provide helpful bibliographies of
sources as part ofa course in a particular
management area, such as time manage-
ment, motivation, communication, team
development, managing confl ict, etc. The
new serialist should investigate what the
organization already offers and post rele-
vant opportunities to the individualized
training plan. At the state and regional
level, new serialists should look into the
possibilities that regional consortia or
library school continuing education pro-
grams offer. Yet another example in this
area are the seminars and materials avail-
able from management training compa-
nies, such as SkillPath Seminars of Mis-
sion, Kansas (http://www.skillpath.com)
or CareerTrack of Boulder, Colorado
(http://www.careertrack.com). Once on
the mailing lists of such companies, the
serialist will receive what will seem like
weekly mailings of upcoming training
opportunities.

INosxss. WEB. DrscussroN GRoUPS

With defined skill areas firmlv in hand. a
few hours ofresearch with iniexes or the
Web will reveal helpful and timely
sources for training. The serialist easily
can find information about associations,
newsletters, e-mail lists, library stan-
dards. local procedures in processing
serials, and the latest professional topics.
Even though the focus ofthis paper is on
the process of developing a plan and not
on providing an exhaustive training cur-
riculum, some examples might provide a
helpful starting point to filling in the plan
with relevant sources.

Many library units develop Web sites
that describe local practices, as well as
point to resources that would be of use to
any practicing serialist. Examples include :
Technical Processing Online Tools (httpt//
tpot.ucsd.edu/) at the University of Cali
fornia, San Diego or the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Techn-ologr Libraries, Collection
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Services page (http ://macfadden.mit.edu:
95O0/colserv/). Other sites, hosted byvar-
ious entities, provide points to begin the
search for training plan sources. Tools for
Serials Catalogers (http://www.library.
vanderbilt.edu/ercelawn/serials.html) at
Vanderbilt University pulls together basic
sources on documentation, serials orqani-
zations, electronic iournals, discuision
e-mail lists, and other sources that serial-
ists, especially those with a cataloging fo-
cus in their responsibilities, find useful.
The American Library Association's Asso-
ciation for Library Collections & Techni-
cal Services (ALCTS), provides valuable
syllabi for serials librarians (http://www
ala. orglalcts/publications/educ/syllabi/
index. html). The syllabi, each devoted to
a different aspect ofserials librarianship,
provide an outline for study that includes
the theoretical and practical, followed by
a bibliography of sources. Because Web
sites can lead to a rich set of resources for
the training plan, it is important to be fo-
cused and clear about which skill areas
should be addressed

Similarly, if the new seria.list has access
to e-mail, subscribing to the myriad serials-
related discussion groups is another help-
ful way to stay in touch with issues of con-
cern to the training plan and to hear about
training opportunities, such as confer-
ences, Web sites, or other written publi-
cations. Particioants in the discussion
group Newslettei on Serials Pricing (http://
www.lib.unc.edu/prices/prices.html) dis-
cuss issues related tojournal pricing, pub-
lisher and vendor news, conference infor-
mation, etc. The general-purpose serials
discussion group SERIALST is an infor-
mal electronic forum for most aspects of
serials processing in libraries (http://
www.uvm. edu/,bmaclenn/serialst.html).

Chiou-Sen (f995, 157) encourages
serialists to "keep up with the future"-by
exploring these avenues, which also in-
cludes a regular review of the libraryliter-
ature. Establishing a regular routine of
scanning library journals, such as Library
Resources dz Technical Seroices, Serials
Reoietn, and The Serials Librarian, can
have the same effect as searching litera-
ture inderes, the Web, and subscribing to
e-mail  l ists. Chiou-Sen (1995) provides a
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basic list of serials management periodi-
cals that the new serialist could include in
the training plan.

ASSoCIATIoNS

Networking with fellow serialists through
attendance at conferences or participa-
tion in the work of associations can pro-
vide opportunities for sharing informa-
tion and experiences, support for
challenges currently being faced, and
news about trends and work in the field.
Two examples of serials organizations are
the North American Serials Interest
Group (http://www.nasig.org/) and the
ALCTS Serials Section (http://www.

bibliographies on serials resources, asso-
ciation publication information, and last,
but notleast, encouragement.

Because ofthe wide range ofpossible
resources available, the new serialist must
realize that it might not be possible to
take advantage ofall ofthe opportunities.
The training plan will serve as a helpful
tool for catching and organizing the possi-
bilities. Scheduling training opportuni-
ties (i.e., decidingwhich to focus on at any
given time) and securing the necessary
support will help the new serialist sort
thiough the various opportunities and de-
cide which ones can actuallv be utilized.

SETTING Pnronlrrns

The new serialist is no different from

tle serials experience have even greater
obstacles to overcome. Without any disci-
pline, the new serialist will most likely get
Lx learningwhat needs to be learned, ai it
n'eeds to bE learned. If, however, a more
diligent or aggressive approach is neces-
sary adding priorities and deadlines to
the training plan will Iend a sharper focus
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to it. A sample training plan is included
here in appendix A. Prioritization is the
third step in developing an individualized
training plan. Personal planning systems
such as Franklin/Coveyprovide advice for
setting priorities for personal growth.

The point in mentioning personal
planning systems is not to advocate their
use explicitly, but to share the principles
they teach. When the new serialist consid-
ers how to schedule or prioritize working
with the sources identified in each skill
area ofthe training plan, thought should
be focused on managing time as "event
control" (Smith 1990). Be proactive in
utilizing limited training time. The goal is
to expand understanding and knowledge
in specific skill areas. To reach that goal,
then, focusing on the skill areas must
become a planned event. When a goal is
valued, it becomes a priority. When goals
are valued together, prioritization is the
result. Prioritization consists of determin-
ing the precedence of events. Frank-
lin/Covey teaches that prioritization is
"laser thinking": focusing on priorities
and determining which are most impor-
tant (Smith 1990).

In marking priority levels in the indi-
vidualized training plan, the new serialist
should consider the difference between
urgent and important activities. Urgent
events are insistent, pressing, and imper-
ative, while important activities are signif-
icant and consequential (University of
Notre Dame Department of Human Re-
sources 1996) Within a given skill area,
letters, numbers. or symbols that help to
distinguish ffrst level priority from second
level, and so on, should be applied to the
training plan. Making decisions about pri-
orities in an explicit, visible way will assist
the new serialist in keeping focused on a
given skill area orwithin a given skill area

Surponr FoR THE PLAN

Step four in developing an individualized
training plan is considering how the train-
ing regimen will be supported. Continued
Iearning is an investment in one's profes-
sional career. The most obvious and often
most difficult resource to come byis money
to support the purchase of materials or af-

tendance at conferences. This will, of
course, varyby individual and institution.
To help make a case for funding and to so-
licit support, the new serialist might in-
clude in the plan t}le cost of training for
each source identified. This not only gives
the new serialist a sense of the necessary
resources needed to participate in the
training, but also helps to track the source
for funding. In addition to financial sup-
port, time off from normal work duties is
necessary to accomplish many training
goals. Administrations that emphasize the
importance of training and development
for library employees and back this belief
with supportive decisions and funding
should be commended. As a oersonal
investment, the new serialist shoulid expect
training to be supported by a mixture of
personal and institutional resources. Look
also to library associations for support. For
example, NASIG's Horizon Award
provides a conference stipend for atten-
dance at the NASIG annual conference
(http://www. nasig. orglpublic/timedated,/
horizondescription.html). The ALCTS
Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarianship
Award helps new serialists attend an ALA
Annual Conference (htp://ala8.ala.org/
alcts/awards/{irststep.html).

Everuerrou

The {ifth and final step in developing an in-
dividuahzed training plan is to build in an
evaluation ofthe plan and ofthe training
opportunities that the new serialist has uti-
lized Having a plan is a good way to mea-
sure growth between point A and point B.
The kev is oeriodic review The new serial-
ist might m;ke the training plan an integral
part of the annual reviewwith the supervi-
sor. Progress made in the past year and
con{irmation of priorities and support for
the coming year can be noted. Any set ac-
tivity, such as writing a monthly report, can
be used by the new serialist to assess
growth, make necessary adjustments to
the plan, and chart out the next period of
learning. The individualized training plan
becomes a diary of sorts for the new serial-
ist's growth. It can help articulate areas of
focus, where more emphasis is needed,
where more information should be eath-
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ered, or where more time must be spent.
The more precise the training plan, the
easier it will be to evaluate srowth.

CoxcrustoN

The new serialist should not forget the fi-
nal "R" in SMARTER: to f ina reward
through training efforts. As new serialists
witness progress, they should recognize
that the once seemingly insurmountable
Iist of skill areas is being conquered. New
serialists should fuel continued learning
with each new concept uncovered. tech--
nioue mastered. or informative contact
mJde. The trainins sources identified and
managed in each-skill area can provide
solid support for growth and success in
the field of serials management. It is im-
Dortant for new serialists to remember^Co.'"y'r 

habit number two, "to begin with
the end in mind."

To close. it is Covev's habit number
seven, "shalpen the sawj' and the concept
of the "upward spiral" that are worth not-
ing. Covey (f989, 306) wrote tllat "moving

along the upward spiral requires us to learn,
commit and do on increasingly higher
olanes. We deceive ourselves if we think
ih"t 

"try 
one ofthese is sufficient. To keep

progressing, we must leam, commit, and
do-learn, commit, and do-and learn,
commit and do asain." There is no "one-
size-ffts-all" solution to training new serial-
ists There could be many suggested ap-
proaches to training, dependent on ttre na-
ture ofthe position and its responsibilities,
the availability ofrelevant training sources,
the ability to set suppofted priorities for
learning, and the institutional and personal
commitment to training. By bringing
thoughtful discipline and structure to what
might seem like an overwhelming situa-
tion, and by doing so through the use ofan
individualized training plan, the new seri-
alist can focus positively on growth and
progress along the continuum oflearning.
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APPENDIX A
SAMpLE TRATNTNG PreN r.on SxIr-r Annes:

MeulcnunNr eNp C.lrerocrNc FoR 1996 rsnoucn lgg8

Skills Ar ea-Mana gernent

NB/C
Priority Deadline $$$$$$ Training Source Type

U

Sheldon. Brook E. Leaders in Libraries
Chicago: American Library Association,
l99I

book

Library Commanication: The Language of book
Leadership, ed. Donald Riggs. Chicago:
American Library Association, 1991.

Superuisory Deaelopment Series. training
Eight-week session taught by Angela session
Knobloch, Senior Training Consultant, the
Department of Human Resources,
Universitv of Notre Dame. Fall 1996
( Sessions'included: time managemenr,
motivation, communication, team
development, managing conflict, managing
performance, coaching & counseling, and
problem solving )

Department of Human Resources. book
Manager's Cuitlebook. University of Notre
Dame, January 1993.

Scholtes, Peter R. The Team Handbook: book
Hou; to Use Teams to lmproae Quality.
Madison, WI; Joiner Associates, 1992

"Surviwing in the Midst of Change." training
Lunch-time session presented by Angela session
Knobloch, Senior Training Consultant,
Department of Human Resources,
University of Notre Dame, April 1998

"Lighten Up!: Keeping a Sense of Humor." training
Lunch-time session presented by Angela session
Knobloch, Senior Training Consultant,
Department of Human Resources,
University of Notre Dame, March 17, 1998

"How to be a Better Communicator." training
One-day workshop in South Bend. IN.  session
offered by CareerTrack, October 7, 1997

"Getting It All Done" One-day workshop in training
South Bend, IN, offered by CareerTrack, session
March 19, 1997.

Sandborn, Mark. "Managing Your Time, audio
Energy & Relationships." 2 audio cassettes. tape
CareerTrack Publications, 1995

Dellinger,Susan."Psycho-Geometrics:The audio
Science ofUnderstanding People, and the tape
Art of Communicating with Them." 4 audio
cassettes CareerTracl Publications, ]996.

$99

$s2.45
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Deadline $$$$$$ Training Source TyP"
NBlC
Priority

Aug. '98

B Dec 
'98

$52.45 "How to Organize Your Life & Get Rid of audio

Clutter." 4 audio cassettes. CareerTrack tape

Publications

Covey, Stephen R. The 7 Habits of Highlg book

Effectiae People. NewYork: Fireside Book,
1989.

Neuhauser, PegC TribalWarfare in book

Organizations. New York, Harper Business,
1988.

Skills Ar e a -C at alo gin g

NBlC
Priority Deadline $$$$$$ Training Source Typ"

articleA Sept . '98 "syllabus for Serials Cataloging Unit"
ALCTS Netosletter 3:7 (1992): 89-91.

Sept. '98

May'98

"syllabus for Serials Collection article

Management, Records Systems &
Preservation IJnit." ALCTS Neu;sletter 4:l
(1993): 8-9. (Includes section on cataloging
& processing priorities, minimal level
cataloging, and union lists.)

lohnson, Kay G. "A Select  Survey ofAACR2 book

iools for Serials Cataloging." The Seriols
Librarian 32:l/2 (1997) p 39-52
("Handbooks. manuals, textbooks a
workbook and electronic resources that
focus on or have substantial sections
applying AACR2 to serials cataloging . "

p. 3e.)
The Serials Librarian 32:1/3 (1997) ("Serials journal

Cataloging at the Turn of the Century"). issue
(Includes articles on AACR2 tools,
CONSER & PCC, system migration,
e-resources cataloging.)

Hirons, Jean and Crystal Graham. "Issues article/

Refatedio Serialiry'' Intemational Web

Conference on the Principles and Future
Deaelopment of AACR2, Toronto, Canada,
Oct. 23-25, 1997 (http://wrvw.nlc.bnc.ca./
jsc/confpap.htm)

AACRCONF@INFOSERV.NLC-BNC CA elist
(eJist for International Conference on the
Principles and Future Development of
AACR2, Toronto, Canada, Oct. 23-25, 1997

OCLC Collection & Technical Services, vendor
"OCLCCatalogingMicro-Enhancerfor literature
Windows." (vendor literature)
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Skills Are a-C atalo ging ( c on. )

NB/C
Priority Deadline $$$$$$ Traininq Source Tvpe

Oct '98 
MARBI, ALA ALCTS/LITA./RUSA
Machine-Readable Bibliographic
Information Center in conjunction with
Network Develooment and MARC
Standards Offfce, I-C "The USMARC
Formats: Background and Principles"
(http://lcweb.lo c.gov / marc/
96principl html#one).

C ataloging Sen:ice Bulletin Washington,
D C : Collections Services, Library of
Congress, 1978-

Web

A

C Dec. '98

Maxwell, Robert L. and Maxwell Margaret book
F. Maxwell's Handbookfor AACM:
Explaining and lllustrating the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules and the
1993 Amendmenrs. Chicago: American
Library Association, 1997

Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd book
edition, 1988 revision. ed., Michael Gorman
and Paul W Winkler Chicago: American
Library Association, 1988

Program for Cooperative Cataloging e-list
(PCCLIST@RS8.LOC. GOV)

USMARC (USMARC@RSS LOC.GOV) e-list

The Interactive Electronic Serials Web
Cataloging Aid (IESCA) Northwestern
University. Available: http://www.library
nwu. edu,/iesca,/home. htm

journal

WebCON S E R Homepage. Available:
(http://lcweb. loc.iovlacq/conser/
honiepage.html) "

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENTz Library Resources 6 Technical Seruices,
PublicationNo 3ll-960ispublishedquarterly(April,July,October,andJanuary)bytheAssociationforLibrary
Collections md Technical Services, American Library Association, 50 E. Huron St , Chicago, IL 60611-2795.
Annual subscription price, $27 50 American LibraryAssociation, 50 E. Huron St , Chicago, IL 60611-2795,
ower; Association for Library Collections and Technical Services, American Library Association, 50 E Huron
St , Chicago, IL 606If-2795, publisher; Jennifer Younger, University of Notre Dame, 221 Hesburgh Library
Notre Dame, IN 46556-5629, editor Periodicals postage paid at Chicago, Illinois Printed in U.S.A. As a
nonpro{it organization authorized to mail at special rates (Section 423-12,Dorustic Mail Manzal), the purpose,
function, and nonprofit status ofthis organization and the exempt status lor federal income tu purposes have
not changed during the preceding twelve months
EXTENT AND NATURE OF CIRCULATION: ("Average" figures denote the average number of copies
printed each issue during the preceding twelve months; "Actual" {igures denote actual number of copies of
singleissuepublishednearesttofi l ingdate-April lgg8issue )TotalmmberofcopiesTsrinted:Average,7,l63;
Actual, 6,600 Paid and./or requested cirmlation: rot applicable (i e , no sales through dealers and carriers, street
vendors, and counter sales) Mail wbscription: Average, 6,439; Actual, 6,047 Total paid and/or requested
circulation: Average, 6,439; Actual, 6,047 Free distribution by mil, canie4 or other ruare, samples,
compliruntary,andotherfreecopies:Average,49;Actual,38 Totaldistribution:Average,6,488;Actual,6,085.
Copiesretdistributed:officeuse,lejloae4unacrcunted,spoiledafterprinting:Average,675;Acttal,Sll Returns

from news agenfs: Not applicable Total (rum plus preoious three entries): Average,7,163; Actual, 6,600.
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Legol lmplicolions of the
Digitol Fufure

las I was preparing for today's program, I
reviewed the American Library Association

*:lt, 
*" wrong, You agree not to sue

agreement, you agree to PaY me

$fO,OOO per occurrence, plus all the
fees my law partners can justify, and
you agree thal I or my agent may either

(AI-A) Web site. Lots of good things therel
In fact. ifvou were to download and care-
fully read'the materials available on the
Intellectual Property & Copyright Web
page of ALA's Office for Information Tech-
nology Policy (OITP) (American Library
Associailon 1999) you really wouldn't need
to be sitting out there in the audience; you'd
qualiS, to be up here on the panel. But,
you ve been busy. It's summer and you had
to get ready for national copyright day,
which celebrates the first book copyrighted
in the United States The date was Iune 9,
1790. and the book was John Barry'irhila-
fulphla Spelling. So, you haven't had the
time to hang out in AI-A's cyberspace. I will
discuss the least understood and most vex-

WTLLTAM M. HANNAv (whannay@schif{hardin.com) is a partner in the law firm Schiff Hardin &

Waite and adjunct professor atbhicago-Kent College ofLaw. The editorgratefullyacknowledges
the assistancL of fiwight B. King Jr., librarian at the University of Notre Dame Law^Library in

preparing the citations. Manusciipt received for publication fuly 6, I999: accepted for publica-

tion by the editor July 8, 1999
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enter your home or office to retrieve
your ears and,/or I can remotely access
arrd disable your brain to prevent fur-
ther occurrences.

o Ifyou are unhappy about any of these
contract terms, you can return any in-
formation I have given you and file an
arbitration claim with the Interna-
tional Chamber of Commerce in
Ceneva, Switzerland.
Does that sound extreme? Well, I bet

it actually sounded familiar if you've had
the excruciating pleasure of reading the
legal boilerplate contained in a shrink-
wrap contract (or its online sister, the
click-wrap contract) or the contract that
routinelyls tendered by database publish-
ers these days.

Fnou CopynrcHT To CoNrrnecr Lew

LastJuly, Henderson (1998), asenior staff
member at ALA, delivered a speech on
why librarians care, or should care, about
intellectual property law and policy. The
opening sentence of that speech caught
my eye. It read:

The roles libraries play are shaped by copy-
right law. (Henderson 1998, I)
I thought about those words, and it

seems to me that, however true theywere
ayear ago, today theywould read more ac-
curately as follows:

The roles libraries may play in the future
are shaped by contract law and specifically
by contracts over which they have little
control.
About one month from today,300peo-

ple meeting at a hotel in Denver, C:olo-
rado, will make a decision that could pro-
foundly affect the way that you-and the
institutions in which you work-operate
in the twenty-ffrst century. If you take
away one thing from my presentation to-
day-and I am hereby unilaterally alter-
ing our contract to let you take this away
with you-it is this: call, write, or e-mail
your state's representatives to that meet-
ing and let them know what you think, be-
fore they vote on your library's future.

Well, what is this big meeting? It is the
annual meeting of the National Confer-
ence of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws (NCCUSL), and they are going to

vote either to approve or to disapprove
the Uniform Comouter Information
Transactions Act (UdITA). Let me ask,
how manv of vou have heard of the
UCITA?Well, you need to know about it.

NCCUSL is a group that was founded
in the late nineteenth century durins the
states' rights movement. Ti." 

"o*"*ir-sioners are attorneys, usually from small
law firms, appointed and paid for by the

:fj:: 
- represent them at the confer-

UCITA is the latest embodiment of
the efforts to create a statute governing
the licensing of computer software. For
several vears. the effort was focused on
draftine a new article to the Uniform
Commercial Code (UCC), to have been
called Article 28. That effort was under-
taken by NCCUSL in joint cooperation
with the American Law Institute (ALI), a
distinguished body of legal scholars and
practitioners.

The UCC 28 project had gone on for
several years and became more and more
controversial, more and more problem-
atic as time went on. The difficulties and
complexities inherent in creating uniform
laws governing any commercial transac-
tion became magnified as the technologi-
cal and market aspects ofcyberspace con-
tinuously changed. By the spring of 1999,
objections by outside groups had grown
louder and disagreements among the
drafters wider. On April 7, 1999,
NCCUSL and ALI issued a joint press re-
lease (NCCUSL 1999a) announcinq that
"legal rules for computer information
transactions will not be promulgated as
Article 2B of the Uniform Commercial
Code," but that NCCUSL would proceed
alone to promulgate a uniform act relat-
ing to computer information transactions.

The press release gave little explana-
tion for the decision, acknowledging that
"[]ack of uniformity and lack of clarity of
the legal rules governing these transac-
tions engender uncertainty, unpredict-
ability, and high transaction costs" but
noting merely that it has nonetheless "be-
come apparent that this area does not
presently allow the sort of codification
that is represented by the Uniform Com-
mercial Code."
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While no official reason has been given

by ALI for its decision to withdraw-from
the project, it was clear that many partici-
pants were of the view that promulgation
of a new statue was premature in light of
rapidly changing technolog;z and business
practices and that the scope of the project
was not properly bounded (Braucher l9).
In the face ofa lack ofconsensus about the
need lor Article 2B and increasing opposi-
tion to it from many affected interests,
ALI's decision is not surprising. What is
sulprising is the decision by NCCUSL's
leadership to press forward.

FIRST SALE AND FAIR USE

Let me take a step back and put the legal
issues into some context. As you well
know, the wonderful world of computers
has driven up librarybudgets enormously,
and I don't iust mean vour electric bills.
Researcheri. scholars.' and students ex-
pect to-and are expected to-do re-
search more broadly, more deeply, and
maybe even more efficiently, electroni-
cally. While serial acquisition costs have
been going up for a long time, the move to
electronic publishing has made matters
worse, not better. Online subscriptions to
oeriodicals and other databases have be--"o-" 

, fact of life for every library.
And of course compufer appi icat ion

programs (i.e., software) have to be
bousht for the endless stream of PCs or
workstations that are spread throughout
the librarians'offices as well as the librar-
ies themselves. Now that's interesting. I
used the word "bousht" in referencC to
the software. But is that what happens?
Do we "buy'' software in the same sense
that we buy a book? Right there, in a nut-
shell, is what the whole battle over UCC
28 (now UCITA) is all about. The propo-
nents of UCITA see the paradigm of the
"comDuter information transaction" as a
"licerise." However, UCITA's opponents
see the transaction as akin to a "sale of
goods," which should be governed by
rules just like those that apply when one
buys a car, a hamburger, or a book. The
premise underlying the doctrine of first
sale is what allows libraries to buy and
circulate a book, directly to patrons or in-

directly through interlibrary lending,
time after time after time, with no further
purchase costs.- 

This then takes me back to the open-
ing sentence from the ALA speech I men-
tioned earlier: "The roles libraries play are
shaped by copyright law" That sentence is
right on'the^maik. historically. Over the
yelrs, libraries have joined with teachers
and other users of the printed word-as
well as with authors and publishers-in a

life, fair use was given express statutory
recognition for the first time in Section
f07 ofthe 1976 Copyright Act (Copyright

Act of 1976 $ 107, Pub L. No. 94-553, 90
5tat.2541,2546 [codified as amended at 17
U.S.C. $ 107 (1994)l).  Recently, judges
have shaped the fair use doctrine in cases
of musiCparodies: for example. the rap
group 2 Live Crew's parody of foy
Orbiion's "Pretty Woman" (Campbell v.
Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569
1994) and itThe Nation's extensive quo-
tations from Gerald Ford's unpublished
memoirs (Harper b Rou, Publishers, lnc
a. Nation Entetprises, 471 U.S. 539
1985). One aspect of fair use (the

well-known Classroom Copying Guide-
lines) is not Dart ofthe statute itselfbut is
contained in the legislative history of the
Act, reflecting the negotiations between
representatives of educators, authors,
and publishers (H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476,
at 66-72 t19761). The doctrine permits
copyrighted materials to be used without
infrinqement in certain circumstances,
especially for purposes of criticism, com-
ment, news reporting, teaching, scholar-
ship, or research.

identifying the particular circum-
stances has always been-and remains-
the hard part. Library photocopying gerr-
erated extensive debate during the
run-up to the 1976 Act and prodrrced the
intricate comDromise embodied in Sec-
tion 108. Section 108 largely (but not en-
tirely) preempts the fair use doctrine in
this area, as seen by comparing American
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Ceophysical (Jnion u. Texaco Inc.,60 F.3d
913 (2d Cir. 1994), cert. dismissed, f 16 S.
Ct. 1995 wlthWilliams dt Wlkins Co. a
United States, 487 F.zd 1345 (Ct. Cl.
L973), ffirmed by an equally diaided
Court, 420 U.S. 376 (1975).

Under Section 108 (Copyright Act of
1976 $ 108, Pub. L. No. 94-553, 90
Stat.2541, 254648 [codified as amended
at 17 U.S.C. $ r08 (1994 & Supp. I I I
i997)l), the copyright owner's exclusive
rights are subject to an exception enabling
libraries and archives with open collec-
tions to make or distribute "isolated and
unrelated" single copies of copyrighted
works for the noncommercial purpose of
preserving an unpublished work, replac-
ing a published work, or meeting a uier's
request for a small part of an ivailable
work or a copy of an unobtainable work.

More recent efforts include the library
community's effort to build in a safe hai-
bor for software lending by nonprofit li-
braries in the 1992 am"endments to the
Copyright Act and attempts to develop
fair use guidelines in areas not covered in
the 1976 legislative process through the
Consortium of College and University
Media Centers (CCUMC) and the Con-
ference on Fair Use (CONFU). In regard
to software lending, the software industry
won an amendment to Section 109(b)

5tat.2541,2548 fcodified as arnended at 17
U.S.C. $ 109 (1994 & Supp. I I I  1997)l).  A
required warning of copyright on library
copies is set forth in 37 C.F.R $ 20L.24
(1998). CONFU's attempt ended in 1998

without reaching consensus on any fair
use guidelines, in large part because the
parties were in disagreement over the
fundamental purpose of the guidelines.
Users wanted to identify safe harbors
while copyright owners wanted to estab-
lish outer limits. Despite the intensity of
these efforts, however, the most dra-
matic battles over copyright law oc-
curred in Congress in 1998, when two
pieces of legislation were enacted: the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act (Pub.
L. No. 105-304, l l2 Stat. 2860 [1998]
[codified as amended in scattered sec-
tions of 17 U.S.C.I) and a copyright term
extension bill.

THE NEw Copynrcnr PnovrsroNs

The changes that most obviously and di-
rectly affect libraries are the revision to
Section 108 and the Online Copy'ight In-
fringement Liability Limitation Act (Pub.
L No.l05-304, t i t .  I I ,  $ 202, 112 Stat.
2877-86 [1998] [codified at 17 U.S.C. $
512 (West Supp. 1999)l), both of which
were actively sought by the library com-
munity. The 1976 version of Section 108
prohibited libraries from employing dig-
ital technology to preserue works and re-
stricted them to making only one copy of
a work. In practice, though, three copies
were actually required: an archival copy,
a master, and a use copy from which
working copies could be made. The 1998
revision made three important changes:
(1) i t  increased the number of copies that
can be made for preservation p.,rpor"t
from one to three; (2) it expresslypermit-
ted the use of digital formats for preser-
vation; and (3) it expanded the definition
ofpreservation to recognize the need for
preservation when a format has become
"obsolete."

The Online Copyright Infringement
Liability Limitation Act resulted from
concerns in both the commercial and
noncommercial spheres about potential
liability of "online service providers"
(OSPs) that link users to the Internet for
infringements that occurred online. Even
though an OSP may not have placed any
copyrighted works online, their facilita-
tion of widespread access by others to
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content placed online by other users
could expose them to liability for direct or
contributory infringement. The new stat-
ute exempts an OSP that provides online
access from monetary liability for copy-
right infringement proaided that the
enti$z or institution has not itself placed
the infringing material on line, its online
system meets certain technical standards,
it has no actual knowledge of the copy-
right infringement, and it complies with
"notice and takedown" and other proce-
dures to disable access and limit the harm
to the copyright owner. In addition, the
statute also includes a special rule provid-
ing that faculty and graduate students
employed by public and nonprofit higher
educational institutions to teach or con-
duct research shall not be considered "the
institution" with respect to the require-
ment that the institution has not placed
infringing material on line.

Copvnrcnr Tnnu ExrrNSroN Acr

There are two other important aspects of
the 1998 act which I will come back to in a
moment. But first let me outline the sec-
ond piece oflegislation enacted in 1998.

Moving through Congress at the same
time as the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act was the Sonny Bono Copyright Exten-
sion Act (Pub. L. No.I05-298, 112 Stat.
2827 [f998] [codified as amended in scat-
tered sections of 17 U.S.C.l).  Despite i ts
name, the latter does more than protect
songs written by the late Congrissman
Bono such as the fabulously memorable
"I Got You, Babe." The 1976 Act changed
the general term for copyright from two
terms of twenty-eight years (an original
and a renewal term) to life of the author
plus 50 years or 75 years, in the case of
works made for hire. The Bono Act auto-
matically extends the copyright term for
all protected works to life of the author
plus 70 years, and 95 years for works made
for hire.

The 2}-year extension raised signifi-
cant concerns among researchers and Ii-
brarians about its effect on scholarshio. In
an effort to resolve these concernr, uri ,tn-
derstanding was reached permitting non-
proftt libraries, archives, and educational

institutions to use olderworks durinqwhat
constitutes the extended copyright-term.
Such institutions may now coPy, distrib-
ute, display, or perform a work in digital
or facsimile form for purposes of preser-
vation, scholarship, or research. They can
do this provided that the institution has
determined on the basis of reasonable in-
vestigation that the work is not subject to
normal commercial exploitation and a
copy cannot be obtainei at a reasonable
price. The exemption applies only to uses
within or by the qualifying institutions.
not to subsequent, outside users.

TECHNoLOGICAL PRorEcrIoN
MEASURES AND D,{TABASE

PRorEcrroN

Returning now to the Digital Millennium
Copyrighi Act, two other aspects of the
acGre of importance to libraries: one that
made it into the {inal version and one that
did not. Because piracy of their electronic
products is a major worry of software
hakers and others, Congress responded
to that concern by enacting new rules to

TPMs.

other interest groups were concerned
about the law's effect on fair use by inter-
fering with their ability to obtain work-
able access to the copyrighted work. The
result was a compromise that established
a Drocess bv which the librarian of con-
gt^"rr *o,tld periodically determine_
whether access to particular classes of
works protected by anti-circumvention
technolbgy should nonetheless be al-
lowed in-brder to facilitate fair use and
other exceptions to copyright.

The second aspect of the legislative
process leading to the Digital Millennium
iaw that is worthy of note is a part that
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almost made it into the final version but
was omitted at the last moment by hard
work on the part of library spokespeople
and other user groups. An earlier version
of the DMCA passed the House of Repre-
sentatives containing a provision that
would have created a new t).T)e of protec-
tion for uncopyrightable databases. This
section was removed on condition that it
would separately be considered in the
current Congress. The issue, therefore,
has not gone away.

Database protection has been in con-
troversy for a^number of years, especially
since the U.S. Supreme Court's 1991 de-
cision in Feist Publications, Inc a. Rural
Telephone Seroice Co. 499 U.S. 340
(1991). There, the Supreme Court sub-
stantially limited the extent of copyright
protection available to telephone direc-
tory white pages (and inferentially to
other collections of facts). Publishers of
printed or electronic databases have
sought to regain substantial protection for
their products by moving on two fronts:
contractually, through the use ofrigorous
form contracts, and legislatively, through
the creation ofa new, non-copyright form
of protection. Illustrations of both are
see^n ffrst, in ProCD, Inc. o. Zeidenberg,
86 F.3d 1447 (7th Cir. 1996), which up-
held the shrink-wrap license accomp"try-
ingthe plaintiffs CD-ROM telephone di-
rectory and second in Vauh Corp. a

Quaid Software Ltd.,847 F.2d (5th Cir.
1988), a Louisiana statute that permitted
enforcement of shrink-wrao- l icenses.
which was preempted by SeCtion I 17 of
the Copyright Act.

Both ofthese approaches present a di-
rect threat to the mission of libraries, not
onlv because thev would read out of exis-
ten'ce the copyright doctrine of fair use,
but also because they would strike librar-
ies where it hurts most: in the wallet.
Without putting too fine a point on it,
public and research libraries exist to pro-
vide the most information to the most
people at the cheapest possible price. In
the latter regard, "free" is best. By con-
trast, publishers of books, periodicals,
fact compilations, and any other form of
"data" are generally in the business of
making as much money as possible from

the use of their data. In the latter regard,
charging money each time some6ody
opens up the cover of a book or logs onto
the database is best.

Ifthe vendor world can succeed in ex-
tending a new form oflegislative protec-
tion over their products and ser-
vices-one that goes beyond traditional
copyright laws-they gain one more tool
to use to extract additional profits from
those products. I will leave it to moral phi-
losophers or perhaps political economists
to judge whether the extraction of these
additional monies is fair or iust, and
whether "investment" ot r*"ut-of-th"-
brow is a more proper basis for earning in-
tellectual properties than "creativity."

The point is not that the vendor commu-
nity's point of view is wrong. The point is
that your point of view, the library com-
munity's point of view-and the broader
user community's point of view-needs
to be constantly factored into the calculus
and the balance before any new riqhts are
legislatively created.

UNrronlr Coupurrn INFoRMATToN
TRANSACTION Acr

The same is true of the creation, recogni-
tion, and enforcement ofnew contraciual
rights. And this brings me back, at last, to
the proposed UCITA. Between lr;Jy 22
and fuly 30, the NCCUSL will debate and
then vote on the UCITA. If approved, it
will be submitted to the state legislatures
of every state in the Union and. if history
is a guide, it is likely to be enacted by
many states.

Ifyou love shrink-wrap and click-wrap
licenses, you should support the UCITA.
Ifyou harbor grave doubts about the ap-
propriateness of that approach, you
should oppose it and let your state's com-
missioners know how you feel.

Many believe that libraries and other
public institutions that serve a special
function in our society-but that lack the
economic muscle to negotiate on a level
plapng lleld with compnter information
vendors-need and deserve special pro-
tection from the crammed-down effect of
so-called "license" agreements. Whether
it's an agreement tLat you don't know
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about until after you get the software
home or the multipage, fine-print con-
tract that comes from your database ven-
dor, individual libraries are faced with a
take-it-orleave-it, one-size-{its-all choice
that's no choice at all. Anderson ( 1999) de-
scribes the problem perfectly. He re-
counts his all-too-true and all-too-
frustrating efforts to talk to someone at a
software publisher about varying the
terms of a shrink-wrap license. The pub-
lisher expressed his view that this is a
crazy situation because for a product that
costs $100, they can't afford to get into le-
gal negotiations for every sale that size or
they would go broke. And these are not
unique occurrences (johnson 1990). The
UCITA, if approved by NCCUSL and en-
acted by state legislatures, would perma-
nently lock in this situation. And, in this
regard as well as in others, computer in-
formation vendors would end up with
rights far beyond any that a conventional
print publisher has.

What's so bad about the UCITA? One
good, recent news article describes some
of the concerns about the UCITA, point-
ing to various Web sites along the way,
under the descriptive title "Law Gives
Firms License to Kill Your Computer"
(Gil lmor 1999). Someone jokingly com-
plained to me that "it's too long and has
too many words." In a sense, that's not a
bad criticism. UCITA is so lons and so
comolex that it is difficult for most
p"opl"-",r"tr lawyers-to understand
what it means. And when its drafters tell
you that the statute represents a "turning

point in the fastest growing part of the
United States economv." the fact that the
text is difficult for moit people to under-
stand should caution against a rush to
judgment. Yet that is exactly what has
been happening. The more questions
and criticisms raised about UCITA, the
faster its advocates want to push to a de-
cision despite exceedingly controversial
orovisions. such as the one that allows
vendors to disclaim warranties, and in
turn liabilitv. for defective software.
Compare this with two earlier cases,
M.A. Mortenson a. Timbedi.ne Softuare,
970P.zd 803 (Wash. Ct. App. 1999)and
HilI a. Gateway 2000, I05 F.3d. ll47

(7th Cir. 1997), in which the courts ruled
differently.

More substantively, there is a deep-
seated doubt on the part of many observ-
ers and interested sectors that the funda-
mental premise of the statute is correct.
That is, 

-manyquestionwhetherwe 
need a

law for computer information transac-
tions that is different from the law gov-
erning any other type of transaction' The
orefatorv' note to the current draft of'UCIfe 

6*pll"itty states that:
Goods-based transactions remain impor-
tant, but transactions in intangibles ofcom-
puter information are a central element of
commerce. . . Neither the subject matter
nor the type oftransactions in computer in-
formation are similar to sales or leases o[
goods The law of toasters, televisions and
chain saws is not appropriate for contracts
involving onJine databases, artificial intelli-
gence systems, software, multimedia, and
Internet trade in information. (NCCUSL

l9eeb)
Does that ring true to you? To manY it

does not. The Federal Trade Commis-
sion (FTC), which is the nation's con-
sumer watchdog, for example, has gone
on record as calling for changes to UCC
2B (the predecessor of UCITA) because
o[ i ts potential adverse consumer im-
pact. including i ts l ikely inhibit ion of in-
novation and competition in the mar-
kets for computei software and other
products containing information _pro-
gramming (Bernstein 1998). Like a
number of other critics, the FTC has
expressed concern about the need for the
existing "unconscionability" provision of
UCITA, which in the FTC's view "nar-

rowly protects consumers from only the
mosi extreme and onerous terms, and
does not. for example. appear to protect
the public pol icies inherent in other
laws, such as consumer Protection stat-
utes or the other intellectual property
laws" (Bernstein 1998).

However, it would help substantially if
qour voices were heard as well. Here's
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one thing that you can do: sign on to the
e-mail petit ion being put together by
Infoworlld's Ed Fos'[ei. The" oetition
states as follows:

In light of the concerns previously ex-
pressed over proposed UCC [Uniform
Commercial Code] Article 28 by a variety
ofinterest groups, and the lack oftime such
groups have had to study and respond to its
new reincarnation as a uniform act, the un-
dersigned urge the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws to
not approve the Uniform Computer Infor-
mation Transactions Act at this time. (Fos-
ter 1999, at 145)
To sign the petition, all you have to do

is send an e-mail to ucita@infoworld.com,

are only four or {ive ofthem in each state,
and they would be pleased, I am sure, to
hearfrom someone as knowledeeable and
as deeply affected by the UCIfA as a col-
leee librarian. A list of the names and ad-
dresses of each commissioner is available
on NCCUSL's Web site at http://www.
nccusl.org/. Not only is it not too late to
have your voice heard, it is precisely the
right time to speak out.

CoucrusroN

At present, it is more true than not that

that will shape contract law in the near fu-
ture. The UCITA is a good example. By
speaking out loudly and now, librarians
may be able to halt or in some other mean-
ingful way affect the course of that pro-
posed legislation. Remember, it is ealier
to prevent bad law from being enacted
than to remove it from the books once it
has been codified.
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Book Reviews

Morgoret Rohdy, Editor

Hou Classifications Work: Problems
and Challcnges in an Electronic
Age. Eds. Geoffrey C. Bowker and Su-
san Leigh Star. LibraryTrends;47, no.
2 (Fall 1998). Champaign, Ill.: Univer-
sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
Graduate School ofLibrary and Infor-
mation Science, 1998. 185-340p. sin-
gle copy, $18.50 (ISSN 0024-2594).
The seven contributions in this issue of

Library Trends include the theoretical
(Susan Leigh Star on grounded theory
and facet analysis); using implementa-
tions to elucidate theorv (Hanne
Albrechtsen and EIin Tacob on Book
House and Database 20dl): using theory
to examine a specific classification
scheme (|effrey Huber and Mary Gillaspy
on HIV/AIDS and HIV/AIDS-related
terminologr); Hope Olson on the Dewey
Decimal Classification; Geoffrey Bowker
on the International Classification of
Diseases; Mark Spasseron the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disor-
ders); and advice for practitioners
(Jennifer Tobias on how to improve cata-
loging). Except for Tobias, the authors
share a social constructionist point of
view It seems that the editors included
Tobias because she argues, as others do,
for the inclusion of previouslv under-
represented voices.

Constructionists analyze or "read" a
"text" by pointing out the social and cul-
tural context within which it was created.
Olson and Huber and Gillaspy explain
what social constructionism means to
them; Albrechtsen and facob situate their
point of view by contristing it with oth-
ers', so it is ironic that the editors do not
state their social constructionist point of
view explicitly. Do they assume that every
reader understands and accepts social

/265

constructionism? By reversing what is
taken for granted, do they purposefully
appropriate the language ofpower bytak-
ine the stance of the mainstream that it is
not necessary to identify or justify their
ooint of view?- 

This collection contains obstacles to
communication: inaccurate title, jargon,
wordy and disembodied prose, fiizzy
thinking about library and information
science issues, and unsupported gener-
alizations about the digital age. Some ex-
amples show why this workls tough go-
ing. The title is misleading in that most of
the authors do not deal with the "Elec-

tronic Age." Furthermore, they discuss
categori;ation schemes and rrarious con-
trolled vocabularies, rather than classifi-
cationper se; and all but one ofthe spe-
cific systems described are medical.

fargon manifests itself as classification
developedby"discourses" (235); "clues to
re-narrativizing" (276) a classification;
and "the duality/dualism distinction"
(318). The title of the introduction, "Clas-

silication in the Wild," would be mean-
ingless without its footnote explaining
that it is a play on Cognition in the Wild,
the title of a book by Edwin Hutchins.

When individual words do make
sense, it is often hard to figure out what
they mean strung together, as in "They

[classiffcation systems] hold in place sets
of arrangements that allow one to read
the natural as stable and objective and the
social as tightly linked to it" (277), and
"The analytic signiffcance of the modali-
ties is that they provide the coupling ele-
ments wherebv the analvsis of interaction
is linked to ihe (re)pioduction of the
structural components of social systems"
(317). Much of the writing seems disem-
bodied. Readers interesteii in context and
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history will ftnd this lack of specificity
odd. Despite close readings, examples,
and quotes, I didn't learn where or how
the subject systems would be used, by
whom, and for what pu{pose. Huber pres-
ents the genesis of a controlled vocabu-
lary without reference to the associated
information retrieval system. How did a
recognition of social construction, stigma,
etc., affect his choice and display of
terms? Tobias is similarlyvague on collec-
tion, searchers, and uses for subject infor-
mation.

Perhaos because of mvtraditional cata-
loging background, the'writers' lack of
clariW on library and information science
issuei rankled 

'me 
Spasser is the only

writer dealing with a nonlibrary system
who makes the connections with library
and information science explicit. Obvious
parallels are also ignored. For example,
Bowker's discussion of not knowing what
users' needs are (261-62) could 6e en-
hanced by mention of the International
Standard Bibliographic Description, the
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, and
MARC (MAchine Readable Cataloging),
whose designers also grapple with how
much information to include in the record.

The concepts of categorization, classi-
fication, indexing, and thesauri are all
used more or lesi interchangeably. Defi-
nitions ofclassification are not given, and
hierarchy and notation are scarcely men-
tioned (e.g., is there a difference between
classifying diseases and documents?).
The pulpose ofclassification as an infor-
mation retrieval device is barely touched
upon. Power, control, pigeonholing, and
gathering statistics are discussed at great
length, but except for Olson's chapteq
collocation is barely mentioned; browsing
and serendipity are absent. Star says that
knowing "how work settings and the flow
of real life tasks give rise to information
needs and strategies" (219) is a challenge
to classiftcation in the digtal age. What
exactly is it about the electronic environ-
ment that makes this more of an issue?
Tobias suggests adapting metadata stan-
dards to reap the indexing benefits oftra-
ditional and new media. How? Why?

Despite these problems, this collec-
tion does provide food for thought. Bias

cannot be eliminated from a classification
system, but an awareness of point of view
can allow us to incolporate more than one
view. The idea of context determining
meaning is part of classilication theory
(Svenonius 1990); Dewey's relative index
provides such a context. Examples from
archeolog' and medicine show that the
way in which classification as pigeonhol-
ing is used in practice can be worth study-
ing. Library and information science re-
searchers should investigate whether
searchers make use ofhierirchy and clas-
sified order. Since the authors are writing
from a social constructionist framework,
they refer to user groups rather than to in-
dividuals. what kind of research would
help us decide which groups to focus on
^nd^ huving done so. wlether our groups
are usefulP Collaboration among system
designers, librarians, and the public is
oossible and effective.

I suspect that ecological postmodern-
ism (Spretnak 1999) would be a much
more fruitful approach to the study of
classification than social constructionism.
Ecological postmodernism entails an un-
derstanding of reality as grounded in our
physical bodies, geographic locales, and
soiritual context. This framework will
rield ouestions such as: How does auto-
mated- information retrieval affect our
sense of place? How can a classification
scheme ground searchers and relate them
to themielves, their communities, and
the rest of the cosmos?

Aside from the general idea ofinclud-
ing previously e*cl,rd"d voices. this col-
leition does not include specific design
suggestions for classifications, interfaces,
or systems for discovering information
and knowledge. In an interactive system
with information identified by a faceted
scheme, searchers could rearrange the ci-
tation order of the facets to create their
own displays (Anderson 1991). That's a
challense for classification in an elec-
tronic age!-Dee Mi.chel (damichel@

facst aff . uis c edu), M adison, Wis.

Wonrs'Crrro
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lntrod,uction to Metad,ata: Pathuays to
Digital lnformation. Ed. Murtha
Baca. Los Angeles: Getty Information
Insti tute, 1998. 4lp. $9.95. (ISBN
0-89236-533-1) LC98-35383.
This slim volume offers a useful over-

view of metadata, an information-age
concept that encompasses. but is not
confined to, the kinds of information
found in library catalogs, bibliographies,
and acquisition records. Although this
book is one in a series dedicated to infor-
mation resource issues f ior museums
and art libraries, its treatment of the
subject is sufficiently general to engage
information specialists in all fields. In-
deed, its unexpectedly few references to
art information resources serwe not only
to anchor the discussion in a soecific
realm of information needs, but-also to
illumine the potential of metadata for
facilitating control of, and thus access
to, digital lmages.

Introduction to Metadata is not an in-
tegrated presentation of the subject, but
rather a series ofessays covering individ-
ual aspects of the subject, followed by
reference information. The three essays
have been commissioned and arranged to
good advantage. beginning with in ex-
tended definition of the concept of meta-
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data, continuing with a look at the rela-
tionship between metadata and its most
crucial realm of functionality, the World
Wide Web, and concluding with a brief
discussion ofa particularly salient task in-
volving metadata on the Web-the align-
ment of a variety of metadata schemes to
simplify the searching of multiple data-
bases.

In "Defining Metadata," Anne
Gilliland-Swetland takes an approach
that is both refreshingly nontechnical and
satisfyingly comprehensive. She begins

and the world ofelectronic resources. She
then dissects this global view to reveal the
various files, characteristics, and func-
tions of metadata, at which point she ad-
dresses and easily dispels some common
misconceptions about metadata. The only
problem with this otherwise incisive pre-
sentation is that while Gilliland-Swetland
calls attention to Text Encoding Initiative
(TEI) headers and Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML) META tags as exam-
ples of metadata attached to digital docu-
ments, she does not acknowledge their
analog countelparts-the title pages and
front matter of books.

In the next essav. "Metadata and the
World Wide Web,;' Tony Gill narrows
the focus to the critical application of
the moment. Gill, a veteran art informa-
tion specialist, discusses the key conun-
drum of the Web-the overwhelming
size that makes organization so neces--
sary also renders it well-nigh impossi-
ble. This leads to the familiar calls for
structured resource descriptions, ap-
proaches combining human and ma-
chine intelligence, and data standards,
with MET,{ tags, XML (Extensible
Markup Languafe) and Dublin Core
briefly presented as representative stan-
dards under development. There is l i t t le
new here for readers acquainted with
Web access issues, but Gill provides an
effective and readable thumbnail sketch
of an important problem.

The final essay, much briefer than the
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other two, functions as an introduction to
an equivalencytable of metadata schemes
(called a crosswalk). In "Crosswalks, Meta-
data Mapping, and Interoperability," Willy
Cromwell-Kessler provides a clear state-
ment of the need for, and issues facing,
the delinition of equivalent and
n ear-equivalent relationshlps among data
elements within the various metadata
standards. While sensibly acknowledging
the inexact nature of"translation" am"onl
metadata schemes as among languages.
she highlights both its potential for
enabling universal data access in an elec-
tronic networked environment, and the
importance of its own standardization
through metadata registries and cross-
walks.

Cromwell-Kessler concludes with
brief descriptions of the nine metadata
schemes represented in the crosswalk.
These include seven maior standards for
art and architecture information, plus
USMARC (MAchine Readable Cata-
loging) and Dublin Core. The crosswalk,
under development by the Research Li-
braries Group and the Getty Information
Institute, is presented as a preliminary
draft. Itprimarilymaps the CDWA (Cate-
gories for the Description of Works of
Art), a standard developed by the Getty
Information Institute, to the other eiqht
schemes, but the tabular arrangement-al-
lows the reader to see the implled rela-
tionships among the other standards. The
book concludes with helpful glossaries of
technical terms and acronvms. the latter
with Web addresses.

Introduction to Metadata fulfills its ti-
tle task remarkablywell. It is pitched to an
audience of librarians, presuming an
awareness of digital resources and of in-
formation acceis issues, but nothing
more. With a text that is succinct and, foi
the most part, well written, this book is a
quick but thorough presentation that puts
flesh and bone into the reader's hazy con-
cept of metadata by outlining the promise
and the problems of metadata on the
Web, and presenting an important ap-
proach to fulfflling that promise, along
with a concrete examole. The reader is
thereby acquainted with many current
initiatives and standards, as well as much

of the key terminolog'. Few other writ-
ings on this topic, to my knowledge, take
this approach, and none executes it so
effectively. This booklet puts the novice
reader in an excellent position to learn
much more about metadata, and in so
doing sets a high standard for future in-
troductions to the topic.-Gregory Wool
( gtoool@iastate. edu), lou;a State Unioer-
sitg Library, Ames

The Organization of lnformation. By
Arlene G. Taylor. Libraryand Informa-
tion Science Text Series. Englewood,
Colo.: Libraries Unlimited, f 999. 280p.
$45 (ISBN l-56308-4e3-7) $35 pbk.
(rsBN 1-56308-498-8) LC98-53625.
The Organization of Information is

not another book on cataloging. Taylor
realized that there was a need for this
book when she beqan working on a new
edition of her Introduction toe ataloging
and Classification. With The Organiza-
tion of Inform.ation, she now piovides
Iibrary school students, librarians, and
otheri with an ambitious introduction to
"the theory principles, standards, and
tools behind the organization of informa-
tion in all types of environments" (xviii).
Her primary audience is library and infor-
mation science students in a core or initial
course on the organization of informa-
tion. Practicing librarians, though, will
find this text of great interest and highly
useful as an overview of libraries within
the larger context of the human impulse
to organize information. Taylor's book
fills the niche for a comprehensive text on
this critical subject, but only for now. The
first edition will not be the last for this
text, and this will not be the last book on
the organization of information.

Taylor attempts to encompass a vast
range ofsubjects andwrap them into a co-
herent whole-the human urge to orga-
nize information, the history of catalogs
and cataloging, a survey ofthe varieties of
metadata, discussions of verbal subiect
analysis and classification schema. oniine
catalog design, and more. Each of the
chapter topics has been treated in many
books and articles-Taylor's challenge is
to condense, relate, and clari$'. That she
succeeds as well as she does in only 280



pages is impressive, but as a reader, one of
my chief complaints is that there is no
room to sustain thematic analyses or build
strong narratives. The constraint of too
little Jpace is always present, and at times
the brevity of coverage distorts. A small
but important example: some of the lists
of suggested readings that complete each
chapter are so short that the selections
seem arbitrary making the lists less useful
to readers than more reoresentative lists
would be.

Taylor has arranged the book well.
She begins with the basic human need to
organiieinformation, then develops that
theme with questions about whywe orga-
nize recorded information, what it
means to organize it (using Ronald
Hagler's six functions of bibl-iographic
control), and how various environments,
such as libraries, museums, the Internet,
and offices, affect how recorded infor-
mation is organized. She next addresses
retrieval tools with quick descriptions of
bibliographies, catalogs, indexes, finding
aids, registers, databases, and biblio-
graphic utilities, whywe need them, and
how we use them.

The core ofthe book is a survey and dis-
cussion of metadata (encoding, descrip-
tion, access), verbal subiect analysis, and
classification schema. But befoie these
chapters, Taylor steps back to recount
briefly the development of catalogs and
cataloging, from the oldest known list of
books in the western world, a Sumerian
tablet from about 2000 s.c E., to Henriette
Avram and MARC (MAchine Readable
Cataloging), Fred Kilgour and OCLC, and
RLIN (Research Libraries Information
Network). This 2O-page discussion allows
little room for analysis or development of
themes. Althoush it is a useful summary,
and it earns its place in the book, this chap-
ter clearlv reveals a maior weakness: in trv-
ing to acLieve ̂  corrlpiehensive text in io
few pages, the analytic and narrative
power ofthe text is greatly reduced from
what it might have been. To meet the am-
bitions of ihis work, future editions must
increase in scale and force.

Taylor's successes come from her ju-
dicious selection of critical points for
succinct overview discussions. In the
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chapters on encoding standards, for ex-
ample, she surveys descriptive metadata
schema and verbal subject analysis by ef-
fectively condensing the material, relat-
ing the parts to each other and the whole,
and clarifying the distinctions among the
various standards and schema. Espe-
cially useful is her coverage ofhow surro-
qate records are created within the rules
or semantic schema used by librarians
(International Standard Bibliographic
Description and Anglo-American Cata-
loguing Rules), archivists (Archives, Per-
sonal Papers, and Manuscripts and En-
coded Archival Description), visual arts
specialists (Visual Resources Association
Core Categories), and on the Web (Dub-
lin Core). The variety of approaches to
creating and using metadatawithin var-
ious professional communit ies and the
relation between the concept of cata-
loging and the concept of metadata is
clarified.

A few small faults should be men-
tioned. The glossary is a weak point.
Boolean is not defined. The definitions of
HTTP, URL, XML, Internet, and MARC
are inadequate or misleading. The sug-
gested reading lists also could be more
representative of the literature without
becoming tediously long. These lists
should provide the best possible jumping

flt"*"ilj:"l" 
the reader who wants to

Taylor devotes the last two chapters
to what she calls arranqement and dis-
play and system design.but what I think
would be more aptly named online cata-
log index and record displays and online
systems design. These two chapters are
too narrowly focused on library tools.
The larger context of arrangement, dis-
play. an'd design issues foi organized
collections of recorded information is
missing. The potentially rich linkages
among online catalogs, graphic design,
and human-machine interface design are
missing. The potential value in Taylor's
book is most realized when she closely
approaches her goal of explaining the or-
ganization of information in all environ-
ments. Too much focus on libraries weak-
ens the book and reduces its value to the
reader. Overall, Taylor's book approaches
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her goal, but at times it does not reach it.
In her preface, Taylor points out that the
book is about the organization of re-
corded information. It is unfortunate
that she did not use that wordinq more
often in the book or even in thi t i t le.
Readers would thus have been relieved
of some small part of the burden of as-
sumptions that they must make, and it
would perhaps have aided the author in
creating more precise arguments or dis-
tinctions throughout the book.

The scope of Tavlor's discussion is
more limite-d than hei phrase "all types of
environments" (xviii) suggests. She ex-
plicitlv removes from her consideration
iommercial enterprises that organize in-
formation for sale rather than for ooster-
i ty. The ban is not as absolute as herpref-
ace states, but it is nearly so. By ignoring
commercial efforts to organize recorded
information. Tavlor diminishes the con-
text into which she means to olace librar-
ianship. The result is a somewhat dis-
torted picture of how and why human
beings organize recorded information. It
also distorts how we perceive the role
that libraries might have in that larger
context. These distortions present librar-
ies, museums, and archives as dominant
figures in the landscape of information
management. We are not. Commercial
creators and users of metadata make i t
clear that library cataloging and its
related industr ies of indexins and bibl i-
ography are not al l  there is io organiz-
ing recorded information. A book like
this one should turn students in library
and information schools toward the in-
tellectual core of our discipline-the or-
ganization of recorded information. An
introduction to the organization ofinfor-
mation should not only enlighten their
minds but also fire those who are susceo-
tible with a passion for organizing ri-
corded information to serve the reader.
-M attheus B e ac om ( mattheu.b e acom@
yale.edu), Iale Unioersity Library, N eu
Haoen, Conn.

Wonx Crruo
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U nd,erstanding the Busine ss of Library
Acquisitions. 2d ed. Ed. Karen A.
Schmidt, Chicago: American Library
Association, 1999. 395p. $54 (ISBN
0-8389-074r-5). LC98-4170r.
The work of library acquisitions has

changed dram atically in the past ten years,
so much so in many libraries as to make ac-
quisitions departments almost unrecog-
nizable. Similarly. the new edition of Un-
derstanding thb Business of Library
Acquisitions, whose first edition appeared
in 1990, has been updated so thoroughly as
almost to merit a change in title.

Althoueh the second edition includes
articles on almost all of the same subjects
as the first-after all, the basic purpose
of acquisitions remains the same-most
of the articles, even with the same or sim-
ilar titles, are entirely new papers by dif-
ferent authors. Only six of the eighteen
articles in the first edition are reprinted,
and these have been thoroughly up-
dated. The nineteen papers in the 1999
edition cover traditional aspects of ac-
quisit ions and ref lect the many new con-
cerns facing acquisitions librarians to-
day, such as automation and digitization,
software licensing, and outsourcing. All
of the authors demonstrate an awarerress
of the most recent trends in acquisitions
l ibrarianship. referr ing to such innova-
tions as PromptCat, shelf-ready services,
and the impact of the Web, not to men-
tion the ever-present specter of shrink-
ing budgets. Although the collection's
obvious audience is the library profes-
sion. its Dresentation offers an effective
balance of perspective, with articles
written by both library professionals and
representatives of the publishing and
booksell ing business.

The preientation of the papers follows
a logical grouping and progression, The
volume opens with a general discussion,
"Acquisitions, the Organization, and the
Future," in which Karen Schmidt and
Carol Pitts Diedrichs explore the role of
acquisitions within the library and the
changes it has undergone. The next two
articles, "The Business of Book Pub-
lishing" by Patricia Glass Schuman and
Charles Harmon and "The Business of
Scholarly Journal Publishing" by Gary |.
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Brown, provide valuable perspective
from the oublisher's side of the table.

The n&t five papers are devoted to the
relationship between libraries and ven-
dors. Audrev Melkin explores the issues
that unite and divide pu6lishe.t, vendors,
and libraries; Scott Alan Smith's "The

Cost of Serwice: Understandine the Busi-
ness of Vendors" and Mary K. Mclaren's
"Vendor Selection: Service. Cost. and
More Service!" present the benefits of
employing vendors as well as a guide to
finding and choosing the right one. Karen
E. Cargille guides the reader through per-
forming a vendor study in order to moni-
tor the efficiency of service provided. In
"Approval Plans: Library-Vendor Part-
nerships for Acquisitions and Collection
Development," joan Grant describes the
benefits of such plans and gives tips for
identitying and choosing vendor services.

Moving on to more specialized areas of
acquisitions, Thomas D. Kilton offers an
in-depth guide to identifying foreign pub-
lications and selectinq vendors, with an
area-by-area guide to the various idios;m-
crasies of publishlng and distribution in
all the major regions of the world. james
R. Mouw leads the reader through the
highly specialized world of seriali pub-
lishing, selection, and purchasing and in-
cludes a useful guide to resources. In
"Out of Print and Antiquarian Markets,"
Margaret Landesman provides a detailed
discussion of locating and pricing out-
of-print or rare materials, offering an ex-
cellent list of resources such as e-mail
lists, Web sites, and printed guides. Ste-
ven Carrico's "Gifts and Exchanqes" is a
discussion of recent changes in C&E op-
erations----of automation in particular-

and a list of advantages and dlawbacks of
these methods of acouisition. Y. Peter Liu
offers an abundant list ofresources, both
print and electronic, for locating and eval-
uating nonprint materials.

The business aspects of acquisitions
are next addressed "Basic Acquisitions
Accounting and Business Practice" by
Kay Granskog should be required reading

for anyone planning to enter the acquisi-
tions lield; ii offers a remarkably clear and
concise introduction to the financial man-
agement of acquisitions. In "Payment

Ethics: Librarians as Consumers," Corrie
Marsh examines various problems that
can arise with receipt, biliing. and pay-
ment, and suggests possible solutions.

Turning to personnel issues in acquisi-
tions, BarbaraJ. Winters, in "Ethics in Ac-
quisit ions Management." discusses
guidelines for ethiial dealing with staff
ind business associates. Lisa German fo-
cuses on the management of staff, offer-
ing useful advice for any supervisor, in
"Acquisit ions Personnel Management,
Organization. and Staffing lssues."

Less traditional aspects of acquisitions

"Licensing in Lieu of Acquir ing" by
Trisha L. Davis, on the advantages and
challenges-legal, technical, and finan-
cial-of licensing electronic products.

The articles in this book are uniformly
well written and highly informative, of-
fering solid documentation and rich
so.r.cis for further study. If one were to
find a fault-a minor one given the gen-
eral excellence of the book-it would be
the evidence of sloppy editing, such as
misspellings of some proper names com-
mon in the librarv book trade.

Libraries and individuals who have the
first edition of (Jnderstandine the Busi-

librarians throueh them.-Catherine
D enning (catherine -dnnning@brann. edu),
Brown (Jniaersity Library, Prooifunce, R. l.
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Letlers
Dear Colleagues:

"End-User Understanding of Subject
Headings in LibraryCatalogs" (july 1999)
prompts these three questions:
r To enhance searching effectiveness

and comprehensibi l id why not intro-
duce "expert meanings" for subdi-
vided forms as 450s (e.g., "Marketing
of cattle in the United States. Sae
Cattle-United States-Marketing") ?

Treaties, etc. 1992 Oct. 7" for"NAFTA"
or "North American Free Trade Aqree-
ment")?

o What about needed, not yet legiti-
mated, subheads like "Lobbying"
(under names of groups or *oui-
ments), "Empowerment" and "Rights"
(under such occupations and classes of
people as "Battered women," "Indige-
nous peoples," "Poor people," and

"Women workers" ). "Commercializa-

tion" (e.g., under "Religion," "Christ-
mas," "Culture," "Schools," and "Li-
braries"), and "Labor practices (under
names of lirms or organizations, like
"Nike-Labor practices" and '1Mal-

Mart-Labor practices") ?

In the same issue, "Spelling Errors in
the Database: Shadow or Substance?"
failed to acknowledge that if misspellings
can so readily enter databases and some-
what impede searching, misspellings by
searchers are an even greater problem,
but one that can be easily remedied. For
instance, someone making a subject
search for material on the "prostrate
gland" or the country of "Columbia" or
the topic of "Ecnomics" will ordinarily
Iind nothing in the catalog and assume
there is nothing in the collection. How-
ever, converting those misspelled terms
into 450s will produce solid hits (e.g.,
"Columbia. See Colombia").-sanford
Berman, Edina, Minn.
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